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Shammies looks for debt relief 
TERRACE m Shames Mouniain 
Ski Corporation has failed to 
make the first in a series of an2 
nual loan repayments to the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district. 
The $35,000 payment - -  due 
Jan. 1 - -  is interest on $345,000 
the corporation owes for buying 
the deal. 
,'They made two proposals to 
the regional district that were not 
accepted," regional district 
chairman Ray Brady said Satur- 
day. "We are requiring more in- 
formation from the corporation 
and also some further information 
regional district'owned ski equip- from our administration." 
ment at the now, closed Kilsum' "Shames Corporation is not fin 
kaluin:operatiodin1986. ........ ~= a p6Siiidn=t6paytheregiona! diS= 
Shames met with regional dis- trict at this time," headded. 
trlct'representatives last Friday in Shames has made payments on 
an attempt't0 renegotiate rms of both its Crown land lease and a 
$502,000 low-interest federal- 
provincial tourism development 
loan. 
" I t 's  important that they do 
stay current with that," Brady 
noted. 
That's because the regional dis- 
trict surrendered first place in the 
line of Shames creditors to the 
province and federa ! government 
in order for the corporation to get 
the federal-provincial loan. 
I f  Shames defaulted on that 
loan and the federal-provincial 
governments foreclosed, the dis. 
triet would likely get nothing. 
Thomhill regional district direc- 
tor Les M/atmough said the com. 
pany's first proposal in the meet- 
ing last week was;that he entire 
debt be forgiven. 
After that was rejected, he said, 
the corporation proposed the 
amount of the debt be reduced be, 
cause the old Kitsumkalum ski 
hill equipment isn't wbrth what 
Shames agreed to pay for it. 
The company also wants the 
regional district to take shares in 
the ski hill in lieu of continuing 
payments. It was unsuccesful in a 
similar attempt in 1990 when the 
current payment schedule was ne- 
gotiated. 
Regional district administrators 
are checking with the municipal 
affairs ministry to determine 
cancelled nearly $100,00Oinae- i 
cumulated interest after the corn- ' 
pany asked to renegotiate the 
repayment schedule, i 
The present arrangement calls 
for interest payments once a year 
until 1996 when Shames is to be- 
gin making payments on the prin- 
eipal. Those payments would last 
:whether: such a Aebt-for-shares until theyear 2005. ..................................... 
swap would be allowed. Brady said he came away from 
This will be the fifth time the the meeting with hope that the 
deal has been renegotiated, company will be able to get its 
In 1990, the regional district balance Sheet in the black. 
Smooth mover 
NEVER.,THE BRIDE, alway s ,thegroom. Richard Roy out- 
doorsoperations ,manager at Shames, has been onthe 
mountain, fromidaY. O.oe. And 'its th e expert work of Roy, and 
his Crewthat ensures skiers taking to the slopes during this,: 
National Ski Week, will find well-groomed runs waiting for 
them.Although .known as a .Cat,' the machine he's seen, with 
above seems to be more mountain goat as it effortlessly 
climbs ?.-.and desce'nds -- Seemingly impossible gradients, To 
find'out What's happbning oh the rnountain during;the rest of 
this special week, ,call'the Shames office at 635-3773. 
Orenda wants 
gov't loan 
guarantees 
TERRACE - -  Orenda Forest 
Products is looking for provincial 
loan guarantees to help finance its 
proposed pulp and paper mill 
south of Lakelse Lake. 
Orenda vice president Frank 
Foster said last week it wants 
guarantees amounting to less than 
50 per cent of the $410 million 
project. 
"We have approached the 
government and are talking about 
government assistance on the pro- 
ject. We are looking for, hoping 
to get some form of loan guaran- 
tee," said Foster. 
"It 's all under disemsion at this 
time." 
The guarantees, would help 
secure primary" financing ~ from 
large commercial enders, said 
Fostefi 
He acknowledged that the 
search for capital financing was 
more difficult than the company 
first antieipated. 
Yet.Foster said the company is 
now optimistic about the success 
of finding investment money be- 
cause of the recent improvements 
in the economy. 
"The signs are out there that 
things are starting to turn around 
a little bit. We went through tight 
times and we see things ehang- 
ing," he said. 
Orenda has hired a New York- 
2"  
based company called Peabody 
Kidder to assist it. 
Foster said it has been making 
progress. 
Provincial economic develop 
merit minister Dave Zirnhelt con- 
finned that loan guarantees have 
been discussed but said an offi- 
cial request has not been made. 
"We are looking closely at the 
project. We want to learn more in 
case it becomes a reality," said 
Zimhelt. 
He said he has assigned the 
Orenda proposal a high priority 
and has given it to his ministry's 
new B.C. Investment Office for 
study. 
But he said his ministry does 
not have  "a"specific" program 'to 
which Orenda can apply. 
"There is no project that's a 
*real project unless there' is private 
sector money," said Ziruhelt. 
He said any government in- 
volvement would be as a com- 
mercial participant and that bene- 
fits from public investment would 
be expected. 
"Whether they need a guaran- 
tee is a moot point until the pro- 
ject looks real," added Zimhelt. 
The kind of investigation 
needed for a loan guarantee is 
more detailed than the one the 
trade office is now undertaking, 
he said. 
M LA wrorrJed that moose 
kill will hurt land claims 
TERRACE - -  The ki!ling of 
moose-by natives has Skeena 
NDP MLA Helmut Giesbreeht 
worried about genera! support for 
land claims.;:, :~ :.: ;7' ':;, '~:~ 1 
"It 's providing for an awful lot 
of fall out and it'll cause some 
problems for: the ~'settlement of 
land claims in the long run," Said 
Giesbrecht. 
The MLA said.he's received 
phone calls and visits from 
people opposed to the killing. 
The shooting of m0ose by na- 
tives for food has long been a 
controversial issue. 
Natives do notneed permits to 
legally shoot moose for use as 
food and can do so outsideof the 
regular hunting season. :,: 
Conservation ~ officer Glen 
Slater said the numberof  moose 
kills reported in the last two 
months since hunting season 
ended has been very high. 
"We' re  talking 50 sightings 
plus," Slater said, adding the 
number of actual kills is probably 
lower because some kills are 
reported several times. 
Slater said he's had complaints 
from private Citizens, trappers, 
sportsmen, truck drivers and na- 
tives. 
"The native bands are worried 
because they're getting blamed 
for what's going on out there," 
he added. 
The problem 2has grown worse 
with the deeper snows, Slater 
noted. 
" I t  was going on a bit in De- 
cember an.d it escalated hi. the 
first two Weeks of January;" ,he 
said. "We had a-full moon, clear 
skies - -  it was pretty nice out 
there." 
Logging companies have now 
helped out by blocking the West 
Kalum logging road to keep 
hunters out, he said. The West 
Kalum has be~n the hardest hit 
area, with some reports coming 
from the Nisga'a Highway and 
Hwyl6 West 
"There have been reports of 
moose being sold in town," 
Slater added. 
So far there isn't enough evi- 
dence to lay charges, but he said 
more tips from the public could 
help conservation officers start 
making arrests. 
Giesbrecht said he's worried 
about a possible backlash against 
natives. 
" I 've been hearing an awful lot 
of  racist rhetoric," said Gies- 
brecht of the calls and visits. 
she was with a couple of kids and 
they were vatching a e0w and a 
calf at the side of the road. A car 
came up, stopped and boom, just 
like that, a moose was shot," he 
added. 
"We're vTalking a fine line on 
the settlement of land claims. 
People have a tenuous hold on the 
commitment tothem," he said. 
Giesbrecht said he has talked to 
government officials about the 
killing but says they are reluctant 
to do anything because of the im- 
plications for land claims talks 
taking place. 
"I  also think it is not just a na- 
tive issue. There arc non-natives 
shooting moose and native people 
are coming here from outside the 
area," he said. 
Slater said native bands and en- 
vironment ministry officials hope 
"One woman was telling me to meet to address the problem. 
f I 
SPORTS -:. a5 
" e Shopping charg 
dismissal bid fifils 
TERRACE m Lawyers for The Holiday Shopping 
four major stores here failed 
last week to have shopping 
charges dismissed. 
KMart, F.W. Woolworth, 
Overwaitca and Canada 
Safeway were charged last 
year under the provincial 
Holiday Shopping Regulation 
Act for opening Canada Day, 
July 1. 
Their lawyers argued the 
stores weren't guilty because 
the legislation calls the holiday 
Dominion Day instead of Can- 
ada Day. 
Provincial court Judge Ed de 
Walle didn't buy it. 
He rejected the motion, 
ruling the intention of law- 
makers must be interpreted. 
"It is clear that the intention 
of the legislature was to pro- 
vide for a holiday on July 1," 
de Walle said. 
Regulation Act bans stores 
from opening on "Dominion 
Day". But since Dominion 
Day isn't defined under any 
B.C. statute, the lawyers 
argued, it doesn't exist and no 
law has been broken. 
De Walle, however, also 
found that Dominion Day was 
defined under the 1970 federal 
Holidays Act. 
That act was amended in 
1982 renaming the holiday 
"Canada Day" and de Waile 
ruled that the revisedwording 
extends to provincial l aws  
passed prior to the revision. 
" I t  is an offence known to 
law to carry on business on 
July 1st," he concluded. 
Store lawyers are to appear 
in court again on Feb. 5, when 
they are expected to plead not 
guilty. 
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Hopeful 
named 
SMITtlERS ~ A Bandstra 
Transportation employee from 
Smithers is the Christian Heritage 
Party's Skeena candidate in the 
next federal election. 
Louis Kwantes defeated 
Smithers Repap lumber grader 
Rod Taylor 24 votes to 19 at a 
Standard, Wedfiesday, January 27, 1993 
Community has no organized protection 
F i r e  d e s t r o y s  U s k  h o m e s  
TERRACE-  Two houses in 
Usk burnt to the ground last week 
because the community has no 
organized fire protection. 
The Thornhill Fire Dept. 
received the call for the first fire 
at 6:30 p.m. Jan. 19 but did not 
respond because their equipment 
nomination meeting held Jan. 22 cannot reach the north shore of Campbell, escaped without in- 
in Smithers. the Skeena River. jury. 
Both candidates referred in their 
speeches to abuse of public of- 
fice, public deficits and lack of 
political accountability. 
Kwantes urged those at the 
meeting to help him stand firm 
and declare "moral absolutes" 
that are applicable to all Cana- 
dians. 
He asked for the support of 
those at the meeting to help 
spread the party message. 
"Together we can let the riding 
of Skeena know we are the 
credible alternative," said 
Kwantes. 
Chairing the meeting was for- 
mer national party president Ed 
VanWoudenberg. 
In a speech, he said the Chris- 
tian Heritage Party and the 
Reform party had planned to 
merge last year but found them- 
selves too far apart on some is- 
SUCS. 
"I Call assure you if all Chris- 
tians stood together coast o coast 
and voted for the (Christian 
Heritage Pa~y) we would have a 
block of people that would proba- 
bly hold the balance of power," 
he said. 
The Christian Heritage Party 
first ran candidates for federal of. 
rice in the 1988 election. 
It was represented in Skeena in 
that election by Tom Brophy of 
Terrace. 
The party did not elect any can- 
didates. 
Local 
k i l l e d  
up. 
"The house was totally gone," 
Hoving said. "It was burnt right 
down by the time we arrived." 
Firefighters concentrated on 
saving an outbuilding and cooling 
down the remains. 
The lone occupant, Louella 
tion so far what caused tile blaze. 
The house was heated by a 
woodstove, but Hoving said 
there's no indication yet that it 
was to blame. 
He predicted there will be 
renewed interest ht starting up 
some kind of fire department for 
ways seems to wane." 
The Thornhill Fire Depart- 
ment's jurisdiction ends at Cop- 
perside Estates. 
Hoving said despite several 
talks with Usk residents about 
fire protection, little has hap- 
pened. 
TERRACE - -  A series of motor 
vehicle accidents in the Hazeltons 
last week have left three people 
logging truck was in a collision 
with. aft hhloaded "B"  t/ain 
semi-trailer is sterling James 
! 
Haugland, 29, of Terrace. 
The accident, between 
Kitwanga and Gitsequecla,. sent 
the driver of the other truck, 
Ralph Harris of 100 Mile House 
to St Paul's Hospital in Van- 
couver. He died the following 
day. 
Owen Edward Brandt, 68, of  
Ketchikan, Alaska, was killed 
Jan. 20 when his vehicle went off 
the road east of New Hazelton. 
According to a ,police report, 
Harris's semi-trailer was east- 
bound on Hwyl6 when it failed 
to negotiate a right hand comer. 
It then travelled into the oncom- 
ing lane ~ and collied with 
Haugland's  westbound truck. 
That vehicle caught fire. 
The Jaws of Life from the 
Hazeitons was used to extract 
both drivers. Haugland was dead 
on the scene. 
New Hazelton RCMP continue 
to investigate the accident and 
say weather conditions and speed 
seem to be Contributing factors. 
Brandt's vehicle rolled aRer 
travelling off the road. He was 
dead at the scene. 
New Hazelt0n RCMP are inves- 
tigating that accident. They say 
seatbelts weren't fastened. 
Usk. 
"Every time there's a fire there 
"There was just no access for 
us to get over there," said Thorn- 
hill fire chief Art Hoving. 
Ice on the river prevents the 
ferry from running and the de- 
partment has no equipment port- 
able enough to be carried across 
the Usk aerial tramway. 
" I t 's  one of those frustrating 
and impossible situations," 
Hovlng added. "There was simp- 
ly nothing we could do about it." 
Fire struck again the very next 
night, burning a small house to 
the ground just east of Usk at 
Chimdemash Loop. 
Thornhiil firefighters got the 
call at about 5:12 a.m. Jan. 21 and 
arrived just after 5:30 with two 
tankers, a mini-tanker and a pick- 
Hoving said there's no indica- it sparks some interest but it al- 
Medals given out 
TERRACE - -  Medals celebrat- 
ing the country's 125th anniver- 
sary have been issued to promi- 
nent northwest citizens. 
Terrace citizens who have been 
awarded the medals include: 
Juanita Hatton, Wilma Costain, 
Gerry King, Vieki MacKay, 
Aileen Frank and Norma King. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council mem- 
bers Rod Robinson and Frank 
Calder also received the medals, 
as well as Hazeiton mayor Alice 
Maitland. 
The medal recipients were 
among 40 selected by Skeena MP 
Jim Fulton. 
Another 10 medal recipients are 
yet to be named by Skcena MLA 
Helmut GiesbrechL 
More than 40,000 of the medals 
are being given out nationally. 
They are supposed to be issued 
to people who made a significant 
contribution to others in their 
community or country. "They're 
also supposed to be representative 
of the people in the area. 
Last year the department 
donated an old tanker to the com- 
munity, but it hasn't been 
maintained or housed in a heated 
garage. 
M! D W I N T E R  
SAVI  N G S 
You Can Buy a Used Car with a 
24 month /40 ,000  km 
Warranty  
88 Sentra 
Wagon 
4 wheel drive, 5 spd, 
arn/frn cassette 
995 
88 Dodge 
Caravan 
5 spd, am/fm cass.. 
extra clean 
*5,995 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4838 HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE, B.C. 
638-8171 
DL 8920 
Today's Answer 
 iBIG SALE  
MARCEL GAGNE 
Thornhill Motors 
Let me help you with your 
purchase of your new or used 
car or truck. 
Bus: 635-7286 
Res: 635-1165 
The friendliest "inn" to~nl _ ~.~.~. ,~ ~J~ 
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an ~vening of Intlmale dining and reasonable p k:esl 
Make Your Reservations 
Early for a Romantic Dinner 
~~ this Valentines 
Weekend 
~~~ ~3~~//'  F°r Reservati°ns 
' "  ~ P'~W/ Phone635-9161 
] 
Truck Allan Banner 
Mount 
CARPET CLEANING 
~;~ ,Free 
C~, Est,mates 
~ • Reasonable 
~ Pric!s 
~'/~ ~. Efficient 
IL~ %Rotary 
,l[~ ~Extract~on 
OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED: 
.Fire & Water Damage Restoration 
.0dour Control .Pet 0dour Control 
PHONE ~ :  
635-3558 
FOR FREE ES'T1MA'~ 
...Only you know 
the beauty that lies beneath... 
Clearance Sale! 
January 1 8th - 30th 
SAVE UP TO 
50"°,,60° OFF selected men's & 
~,~,,,-4adie's,intimate apparel .;~ ]~ 638-0774 
Skeena Mall 
t "  K 
THE 
DDS 
Life isn't easy. Neitheris business. 
8 out of 10 businesses fail within 
' : ~ their 1st year. That's not 
~ ~ : i : surprising considering the 
,~ .  ~i "~,,'~. / ~ ' -iconapetition i  the " 
I', ;I ~ A , To be successful. 
I , I  ' \ f l \  yo.'veg.ot o write 
' : I~[  I \ ar, d ~e=g.a .  ~ ' 
• ~A! ,~ i ~ attractive ad; show : 
I \ off your str0ng : '  
~?| ;~g~ol  . I X points. Tell . 
: ' ~  ~'Oo-~ potenUal ' 
~ " ~ ~  '-'~].~_~;¢t"'"" customers 
I ~  "~ !~ '~ '~~ theunique 
'~ ~:,':.~-"'~[-f"'~,,// features that 
~ "  make your cOmPanY 
better than the rest. 
The Terrace STandard can tip the scales in your favor. Our 
advertising staff will design effective ads thatbring results. Contact 
the Advertising Department at 638-7283. We'll help you start 
beating the competition. 
:r  T ~" T ~ " "  " " F I 
Wind, 
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History Blaze guts Kalum block is lost 
snow 
hamper 
fighters 
P~ 
-~ ~t~ 
f 
2~ 
NO'r MUCH is left as firefighters mop up after an early morning 
Ere Jan. 19 roared through buildings on the 3200 Block Kalum. 
Two buildings were destroyed and others damaged. Firefighters 
feared for surrounding buildings during the height of the fire. In- 
set photo shows the Sundal building in its original state. It was 
one of those destroyed and contained Gramrna's Attic and apart- 
ments at the time of the blaze. That photo is courtesy of Mamie 
Kerby. 
bers would spread the flames to 
Ev's, the Shah Yah restaurant, 
Norihwest Sportsman, and even 
the Terrace Co-op. 
Three men and two women 
living in the upstairs apartments 
narrowly escaped after fire alarms 
sounded. 
The fire is being investigated by 
the Terrace Fire Department, he 
RCblP and the Fire Com- 
missioner's office. 
Beekett said every f'urefighter in 
Terrace was on the" scene in 
minutes. Nine volunteers from 
• :~honthill also.battled the fire. 
He said the temperatures were 
so high that some firefighting 
equipment including the brea- 
thing apparatus gauge worn by 
one firefighler--- melted. 
One pumper truck was also 
damaged, he said. 
"You can imagine just how 
much heat our firefighters were 
exposed to," Beckett said. 
Apart from one strained back, 
however, nobody was injured. 
"It was exceptional firefight- 
ing. Extremely aggressive well 
planned out and very effective. 
I 'm very proud of what we 
achieved." 
'Also destroyed in the blaze was 
a ltUi:kand.car parkizd inthe rear 
alley. 
TERRACE - -  Two of the city's 
oldest buildings are gutted and 
several people are homeless after 
fire ripped through the heart of 
the city. 
The blaze destroyed the old 
Sundal building that housed 
Gramma's Attic second hand 
store and some upstairs apart- 
ments, as well as the adjacent 
building which most recently 
housed a Harley-Davidson motor- 
cycle shop. 
Queensway Trading was also 
extensively damaged by the f'ure. 
The intense heat broke windows 
across the street at Don Diego's 
restaurant and Northwest Sports- 
man and Ev's Mens Wear in- 
curred smoke damage. North- 
western Health Care also suffered 
extensive water damage. 
Fire chief Bob Beekett said the 
fire is believed to have started 
just before 2:30 a.m. Jan. 19 in 
Gramma's Attic. A cause has yet 
yet to be determined. 
Firefighters battled fierce winds 
and blowing snow, and at one 
point feared the blaze could 
spread to businesses on the 4600- 
block of Lakelse Ave. 
Beckett said the department's 
mutual aid agreement with the 
Thornhill Volunteer Fire Depart- 
ment was invoked. 
Thornhill's aerial ladder truck 
was a key to keeping the fire un- 
der control. 
"Had it not been for the aerial 
we may not have been able to 
save Northwest Sportsman," 
Beckett said. "And if we hadn't 
saved that, who knows what 
could have happened to the rest 
of the block." 
Thornhill fire chief Art Hoving 
agreed there was great danger of 
the fire spreading to other build- 
iqgs. 
• They feared wind-whipped era- 
mazDa mazda mazDa mazDa mazda mazda 
N N Att=tude Ad us tment  = 
= 3 
N N 
E 1993 Mazda 626 Cronos DX 
With more standard features than the Accord LX or CarnryDX it 
p.q will change your attitude with the turn of a key, N ~
~-  * basic 3yr/80,000 km bumper to bumper warranty ~-~ 
• more standard front & rear leg room over Camp/& Accord . . . . . . . . .  " "3  
• more standard head room over Camry &Accord - 
p~' * 6 speaker sound system N ~
• * better fuel economy than Camry & Accord 
~ start,ng S 1 ~~I  " -=-~ ~ 1 9 5 0 0  ~ ~ at e 3 
El Available With 
- 2,5 litre, 6 cylinder engine - anti-lock brakes - power drivers seat ___.N 
I~  - C.D. player - power moon roof - leather seats 
' We Won't Be Undersold I11 
=1: 3 
, , i n  THORNHILL"  " ~ ~  I~ N--I N 
m ' ' " E] 035 7286 3040HWY. 16EASTTERRACE #EALEUNO. r041 D,} 
IBQZIBI.M IBQZIBMJ 1B0ZlBMJ BQZIBI.M IBQZBIJU I~QZIBI.U 
TERRACE - -  A large piece 
of local commercial history 
was destroyed when fire roared 
through the 3200 Block Kalum 
Jan. 19. 
The building in which the 
fire started was built in 1926 
by O.T. Sundal, a Norwegian 
who came to the area during 
the First World War. 
The ground level contained a
general store, the Sundal 
residence was on the second 
floor and apartments on the 
third floor. 
Sundal sold the building to 
son-in-law Jim Smith who had 
possession from 1936 to 1952. 
The general store was run by 
Jim's brother, Fred, who later 
went on to open a SuperValu 
store where Fields is now lo- 
cated. 
Jim Smith's widow, Elsie 
Smith, sold the building to 
Neil MaeKarracher who ran a 
barber shop in front and Mac's 
Billiards in the back. 
It was then occupied by 
Danny Solowoniuk's Danny's 
Pool Hall until it closed last 
year. Gramma's Attic, run by 
Donna and Art Wagner, them 
moved in. 
The most recent owner of the 
building was the McCarthy 
family (as ill former Social 
Credit cabinet minister Grace 
McCarthy) which has other 
real estate holdings in the city. 
Also destroyed was the 
building built by city founder 
George Little in 1920. 
The post office operated 
from there until moving to the 
4600 Block Lakelse Ave. in 
1952. 
Partly destroyed in the fire 
was Queensway Trading, 
which began life as the first 
Overwaitea store. It opened 
Dee. 11, 1952 and was built by 
Klassen and Dourne. 
Receiving some damage was 
Northern Healtheare, the for- 
mer Terrace Drugs. That build- 
ing went up in 1912 and was 
first used by a Dr. Trainer as 
an office and residence. 
Research for this article pro- 
vided by Yvonne Moen. 
Our Prices 
Are Going 
Down! 
Slide on in for storewide bargains at our 
Pre-lnventory Sale 
Wednesday, Jan. 27- Saturday, Jan. 30 
20% Selected Giftware 
25% Pinwheel Crystal 
Royal Doulton China 
40% Royal Albert China 
70%  :Jper Saver Table 
You'll save big on everything from giftware to china... 
but you must hurry if you want to catch prices 
as low as the temperature 
CENTRAL GIFTS 
No. 102-4716 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 635-3334 
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CONTROLLED 
Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
No potatoes here 
Anybody  who thinks the New Dome- in the Hazeltons. The Gitksan and  
cratie Party, federal or provincial, and all Wet 'suwet 'en have made numerous 
natives are walking hand in hand to a corn- proposals about the future of the industry 
men future should reconsider. That's par- there. Yet the Gitksan and Wet 'suwet 'en 
ticularly the case when it comes to the are not represented on the new First Na- 
Gitksan and Wet 'suwet 'en  o f  the tions Forestry Council announced last 
Hazeltons. There are growing signs of a week by the provincial government. 
split between the two. Last year the federal government issued 
The Gitksan and Wet 'suwet 'en are un- 40,000 medals in honour o f  the country's 
relenting in their proposition they own and 125th anniversary. Each Member of  Parlia- 
control a vast piece of territory surround- ment received 40 to hand out to those who 
ing the Hazeltons. They oppose the current have contributed in one way or another to 
provincial government in Victoria with the their communities. Mr. Fulton's list con- 
same passion as they did ihe former Social tained a goodly number of  supporters. 
Credit administration. Every native group in his riding was 
The Gitksan and Wet 'suwet 'en,  for in- represented, except for the Gitksan and 
stance, went after NDP forests minister Wet 'suwet 'en.  
Dan Miller for his conflict o f  interest in ap- The.Gitksan and Wet 'suwet 'en approach 
proving the sale last year of the Carnaby is much different to that of the Nisga'a 
mill to Repap. They didn't hesitate to Tribal Council. It prefers, at least in public, 
blockade the CN line at Gitwangak last a more calm approach. The theory is that 
fall. constant negotiation and subtle pressure 
The Gitksan and Wet 'suwt 'en ran an in- brings more at the end of  the day. 
dependent candidate in the 1991 provincial There's an expression in the native corn- 
election and there are strong signs they munity. Some of  those who closely tie 
will do the same in the next federal clue- themselves to white institutions and ways 
tion. That should prove interesting to fed- are called potatoes ~ brown on the out- 
oral Skeena NDP MP Jim Fulton who side, white on the inside. It doesn't  seem as 
relies on a coalition for election, if there is a healthy NDP farm in the 
All of  these things manifest hemselves in Hazeltons. Looks like it will have to look 
Ikl THE SPIRIT OFA IqEW 
OF CO-OPEFATION ,.W/qlEH ONE 
OF 1 O KET5 PO YOU 
P ErrE  TO 13E IN Y., 
/ , 
New wage rate 
still not enough 
different ways. Forestry is the biggest issue elsewhere for a fertile crop. VICTORIA ~ The mini- 
mum wage in British Colum- ~ 
bia will increasein April 1 by ~# Hatchery havoc ?,, 50 cents  to $6 an hour,  andno  From the sooner had labor minister bioe ~ • . .  . ~ :
. . . . . .  " - .Sihota,announced the hike.,  ~,~,ia;~,[:,~ , .,,qpl/qL ,,., ~,,,: 
R~iy Tioll, a Ketchikan artist, has a great Cutting the"grant is the sa as ~ fford ,% 15V R 'ob~i f f 'Beye/ '  ~ ' '-";':: 
c 
sweatshirt on the market bearing the slogan reds announced it was no longer support- the increase, snivelled Social . . . .  - t 
"There's  no nooky like chinooky.'" Well, ing agricultural research for the Prairie Credit leader Jack Weisgerber. 
The government is using the degree heat, pouring molten 
the northwest is being subjected to a more grain industry. This is not a case of. sub- minimum wage as "a  blunt in- iron into forms. 
vulgar term for hooky .in the federal De- sidizing specific companies. It is a matter strument of social policy'" Fainting spells were not un- 
partment of  Fisheries and Oceans decision of providing something for a broad mix of rather than concentrating on common. Sometimes the 
to cut its Deep Creek hatchery grant, users, training workers for higher- molten iron would slop over 
The hatchery provides a vital source o f  Hatchery backers estimate it would take paying jobs, grumbled Kathy the rims of the buckets and 
fish for the northwest. It is not an expense, $145,000 a year to run the facility with the Sanderson, B.C. director of the burn holes in your boots. If 
as some federal beaneounters may claim. It help of  a strong volunteer group. That Canadian Federation of Inde- you were lucky, it would stop 
is an investment. And that investment $1.45,000 is .03 per cent of the entire ruder- pendent Business. short of your feet. 
comes in the form o(  attracting t0urist dol= al hatchery budget. A tr imming of  fisheries The latest increase in the The foreman told me that 
lars and •providing stock for the eommer- minister John Crosbie's head off ice would minimum wage comes one with hard work and a cheery 
year after the last 50-cent hike, disposition (no complaints), I
cial fishery, be more than enough to reach that amount, and that, Weisgerger said, is too, could make it to 75 cents 
just too much for small busi- an hour. 
' hess to swallow. Let's take a look what the plant friendly "This government's got its minimum wage works out to. N O  | head in the clouds if it thinks The latest increase translates ÷ 
• small business can afford a 20 " into a $20-a-weekraise for a 
percent increase in the mini- full,time worker, bringing 
mum wage in just one year," their gross weekly earnings to 
At least five times a year ~ at Weisgerber said. $240 for a 40-hour week, 
Christmas and Easter, on our - -  "Mark my words: this $1040 a month or $12,480 a 
wedding anniversary, my . #  government is absolutely bent year. 
birthday, and Mother's day- -  my l'hrough o,  bringing the minimum The social services ministry 
optimistic family replenishes my i ~ • 
houseplant supply. Yet I never Bifoool$ wage up to 60 per cent of the estimates the poverty line for a 
mn short of windowsill. / average industrial wage," he single parent with two chil- 
Because as regularly as I'm by ClcJudefle Sandecki f f  added, dren living in the Lower Main- 
given new plants, I kill off the - _ I ~ About bloody time. To ex- land at about $26,000 a year. 
old. Not intentionally, mind you, poet anyone to work for $6 an For a family of four, the 
but irrevocably, nonetheless, hour is indecent. Businesses poverty line is about $30,000 a
Horticulturists like CBC's while I bumble on to their For months not so much as a paying minimumwagearein year. 
Brian Minter .maintains more preferred habitat, whisker changed in their outward the same league as sweatshops If you dispute those figures, 
plants succumb to overwatering Azaleas are a special case. The appearance. Even • the blossom in Thailand and Hong Kong. let me just tell you that it's ira- 
than any other unintentional tidbit of soil makesthem so sensi- remained ewy fresh. Then I yen- To cite the need to stay corn- possible for a family to find 
abuse.No doubt. I once checked tire to moisture level shifts that tured to touch the pincushion; it petitive as a reason for keep- accommodation i  Vancouver 
on a wilting African violet b find their foliage spreads or folds collapsed in a puddle of slime, ing the minimum wage low is ' or Victoria for less than $750 
it clutching the sides of the quicker than an umbrella: Many housewives " encourage ludicrous. A business that a month. 
planter and dogpaddling like a My plants are cocooned by their plants with sweet taikas depends on the minimum - Thatwould leave someone at 
drowning refugee. It could have spider mite webs, starved by root they go about heir rounds poking 
moored the Queen's yacht Britan- . rot, crowded -from their plastic a green thumb into the soil. to wage to stay competitive the minimum-wage income of 
nia. . ' - " . , pots by coils of greedy roots, gauge motsmre, plucking a shouldn't be in business. $1,040 a month, minus let's 
To even out watering; I tried choked, drowned...A cyclamen withered leaf, pinching an unruly I know what I'm talking say $140 in deductions, $150 a 
wieking water from a saucer up a that arrives from the supermarket sprout, about. A long time ago, [ . month for food and other ex- 
cotton shoelace anchored eep.in as a mass of sturdy stalks I don't squander talk on mine. worked in a foundry in Win- " penses .  
the  so i l .  It worked fine. until ,-- trimmed by velvety purple petals But I dress, in a black hood, car- nipeg. The company made Weisgcrber should find Other 
surprise - -  the.shoelace, rotted tn :one Week becomes a wilted tying a watering can with skull manhole covers. For 65 cents government follies to attack. 
away beneath the surface, Short- mess drooping over the rim like and crossbones, and shouldering an hour, we slaved in 125- The lousy 50-cent minimum- 
circuiting irrigation. . . . .  drunk in a pub washroom, a scythe. 
On the other haitd,myfem.was • , . '" .  . . . .  . , ,~'tifieaal plants tempt me w~th 
so dry its soil was.inipenetrable to thetr silk perfection anti easy-care 
a sharp screwdriver pounded With plastic. Bat  they lack the exe!te- 
a carpenter's hammer. Seriously meat of d{scovering a swelling 
mot bound, the  fern rose above bud, 0t a thrusting shoot. 
the pot-edge like •a souffle. No Theiiem best thing to fake foii- 
space remained in the planter for age are cactuses. However, even. 
water, they .:can. surreptitiously dis- 
My favorite gifts are starter . . . . . .  .•_ . . . .  . . . . .  .integrate. I once had an.assort- 
p~aats m mtmme-stzea po~s. -ins. me-t e" = ~: ' " - "  " " . . . .  .. . ,  . .  :~ : , . t cactuses m a orleg-rea 
smaller the cost, the smaller my - eia:,~di-,- - . . .  . . . . .  .. 
• " " " "  " t  dies l f t t  '~ y, m. lnerewasatauoneme guilt when ule plan .' - " size~and sJ=:-~: , . -  , , - - , , - -  ,, ~ •,,, ,• '~  nape.or  two u vat- 
does Some aurvive despite my te es • ' • r t  stacked on each other, a 
ministratio~;Wlth/thbSe.I have five-sided plant crowned by n 
the p!easur~:ofwatdiingihem d - lush pink blosso~ resembhng a
veiop-': into -~-adult ":~houseplants ~ waterltlyl and asquat pincushion. 
wage hike doesnt cut it as a 
target. 
I also find Sanderson's argu- 
ment that the government '~ 
should train more people for ~ 
higher-paying jobs somewhat '~' 
unconvincing. :('i 
Not that I'm against anyone . ,- 
being trained for higher- .:~: •~ 
paying jobs. A well-trained ~ 
work force is the key to eco- :i 
nomie stability. But who . 
would be left to work for the •~ 
minimum-wage sweatshops if. " ( 
everybody was trained for 
higher-paying jobs? 
The answer is pretty oh- - ~: 
vious. Given the rarely chang- • 
ing unemployment level of be- 
tween 10 per cent and 12 per : • :. 
cent, the minimum-wage -i~ 
employers would end up with 
better-trained people, who • ~ ~•':~: 
would still earnno more than ~;. 
the minimum. . : ;  
The outcry that followed this - /  
latest increase in the minimum . : . . :  
wage is nothing new. It hap- 
pens every time, no matter ' ? 
L :. 
what government isin power. ~ . .. 
Ihad a lot of respect for one, :!-: 
time Socred labor minister : ~ • ;-iiii~ ii ( 
Terry Segarty who showed re- 
markable backbone ,when he 
bullied a minimum wage in- . 
crease through a less than '.' '. 
enthusiastic cabinet. ~, :~ : !:: !:~ 
And I'm sure minimum- ~-~.~ :-~. ::-- 
wage earners will thank Siho~:. ~ i: :~ 
for this latest increase, AI- : :" ,  
though I personally believe ..... ~ : 
that nothing short of $10 an - 
hour constitutes an decent 
minimum wage. Put that in 
your pipe and smoke it, Jack. 
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HARCOURT: A DEAL'S A DEAL 
Province won't 
block Kemano / 
.I 
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Stories by Jeff Nagel 
TERRACE-  The Kemano Completion 
Project will go ahead. 
Premier Mike Harcourt and his govern- 
ment accepted that as inevitable last 
week by recognizing the proyince's 1987 
Nechako Settlement Agreement with AI- 
can and the federal government aslegal- 
ly binding. 
That agreement - -  giving Alcan the 
right to all but 12 per cent of the pre- 
1950 flows of the Nechako River ~ may 
l F:rencois / ~-=~,  ~VANDERHOOF 
minister John ~ I~  KITIMAT Lake f j. " ~ ~ i  ........ ' ..~",,,.m~s, Fraser EORT 
TRANSMISSION Lake FRASER 
,~ • ~LINE TO SMELTER Wistaria • / )  Skins Lake . . . . .  
L I /  ~. ,~--~. d, ~ ~ ~. Soillwav Choslatta ',tvecnal<o ~iver PRINCE 
Douglas k.- t" ,, f i l l "q - - . .  ~l lBr~ml l~ :',., " " Falls • G'En~r.~ 
, Channel~. . - -  l ~ ~.~ ~ r~,~ 'd J [  ~ /~ ~ "-" \ r . 
~%:k' i ~... '" ~ POWERHOLi~r# r ii. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , . ,  . -  
.., .~ , ~ !' / / '~ Gardner ]~ "w" ~ V , %1 .mr , . J - / /  " • . 
: \q t - :~ "t,':~  LCanal  " ~t P ~--  ~ ~ ," . . ' % "%, / , •,  
. "~ 'k - "  ] ' ~ ] Major Components of Alean's ' "' : L i 
~\  '~-: - ~ Kemano Completion Project 
" t ,k  ~. ~ / ~7 L ) ..., [ ]  Multi-Purpose Water Release Facility [] Second Tunnel 
~;: -:.'~ . - I  ~ ' I~_  ( [ ]  Che~latta Fan [] Penstock 
. . . . . .  t~ '~ " ~. Skins Lake 
,.:,z,." [ ]  Dredging of Tahtsa Narrows, []  New Switchyards in Kitimat and Kemano 
~:i,~,,!.~: ~.~ [ ]  Spillway [] Second Powerhouse 
"/I,i;;,~:,: ' [ ]  Secon~ Intake [] Twinning Transmission Line 
~,,,~.:,~,~ ..~ 
Cashore indicated changes in flows are 
unlikely. 
"We don't see that as an option," he 
said. "But I suppose in tae process of 
the commission all kinds of information 
can be brought forward. And sometimes 
when information comes forward it's 
earth-shaking." 
Cashore defended the review, argning 
that it does serve a purpose. 
"While this is happening to a great ex- 
tent after the fact, there is still very valu- 
able information that comes out of such 
a process." 
It's hoped the information that emerges 
will help the panel recommend changes 
that would reduce the amount of en- 
vironmental damage and increase the 
benefits of the project. 
One of the suggestions in Rankin's 
report is the possibility of creating a lo- 
eel benefits fund to help eonnnunities 
and residents directly affected by the 
project. 
They are to make their recommenda- 
tions to cabinet by Sept. 30. 
The review will also provide inter- 
venor funding to qualified applicants. 
Rivers Defence Coalition spokesman 
Pat Moss said she's "cautiously op- 
timistic" about he review. 
"There are a lot of unanswered ques- 
tions before we can determine if this will 
be a proper public review," she said. 
Moss said Rankin's report foeusses too 
heavily on financial considerations, and 
doesn't give enough value to the other 
resources at stake. 
"When you're talking about reducing 
water flows to 12 per cent of original 
levels, you're talking about jeopardizing 
the life blood of a region." 
She predicted the review will turn up 
issues that haven't yet been considered. 
If so, Moss said, changes to the mini- 
mum water levels shouldn't be ruled out. 
"There may be an onus on the govern- 
ment to renegotiate part of this contract. 
threaten salmon stocks. 
But environment 
Cashore admits the government's hands 
aretied. 
Alcan's billion-dollar hydroelectric 
project lies half-built, with construction 
halted. 
Breaking the deal now would leave the 
province liable for hundreds of millions 
of dollars iu compensation to Alean. 
"The financial consequences are just 
enormous," said Murray Rankin, the 
Victoria lawyer who drafted the terms of 
reference for the Kemano review. 
Rankin's report, released last week, 
sets up a three-member panel to hold a 
The three commissioners appointed to Meen shareholders have benefitted 
the Kemaho 'revieW'are fisheries expei-t' ~ ~normously rfrom 'the resources Of this 
Peter Larkin, Prince George resident anil ;:, ares:and ;I:think:they have a responsibili- 
college geography instructor Alistair tytoo." 
McVey; and I.orua Burr, deputy chair of Moss and Monk aiso criticized the pro- 
the B.C. Utilities Commission. vince for naming the three com- 
Murray Rankin 
missiotiers with'6ilt' first consu~ti|~g v~t l i~  
the interest groups involved. ~, 
"We have three commissioners we 
have no confidence in, because we don't 
know anything about hem," Moss said. 
series, of public hearings into the 
Keman0 Completion Project. 
The panel fulfills Mike Harcourt's 
1991-election promise to hold a public 
review of the projccL 
But in announcing the review, the 
government may have satisfied nobody. 
Natives and environmentalists have at- 
tacked the review as just window dress- 
ing designed to placate them, because 
Victoria has indicated it won't alter the 
'87 deal. 
"It has no teeth," complained Carrier 
Sekani Tribal Chief Justs Monk. 
Alean, meanwhile, fears its water 
rights may be threatened because the 
scope of the panel's review is unlimited. 
"The terms of reference of the public 
review are not altogether dear," said AI- 
can vice-president Bill Rich. 
Rankin said the review will be free to 
delve into the issue of water flows. 
"No credible process that people 
would contribute to could take place if 
the very issue of flows is not on the 
table," he said. 
Whether or not cabinet will act on 
ree6mmendations calling for more water 
to protect salmon is another matter. 
"Any departure from flow levels set 
out in that settleiuent agreemimt mhst in- 
volve coi~sidtatibn with Alean/' ~,ankin 
added. "And if changes were ito be 
made, obviously there would be legal 
consequences in doing so." 
New uncertainty created, Alcan says 
Review spells more delay 
KEMANO TOWNSITE and accompanying construction cam ps were a hive 
of activity three years ago. Today the Kernano residents are still there, but 
t~e 800-plus construction workers are gone. 
If Aleen waits for the end of the 
provincial review, construction could be 
set back more than a year. 
The panel is to have its recommenda- 
tions completed by the end of Septem- 
ber. But that deadline has already been 
called optimistic by government offi- 
cials. 
A few more months of delay while 
cabinet wrestles with the recommenda- 
tions would put the project on ice well 
into 1994. 
TERRACE ~ The day the 800-plus 
Kemano construction workers go back to 
the job site has been pushed back even 
further by the province's newly an- 
nounced public review. 
~ Although the province has accepted as 
legally binding the deal giving Alcan its 
ds, the review leaves the door 
discussion of redueiug the 
tf water the company could 
raters at Kcmano. 
any definitive statement 
changes in the water 
lean vice-president Bill 
pany is entitled to take dp to 
e present water flow in the 
aver. 
i i/ :ii I f  changes m water flow are ruled 
out,what's the point of all this effort?" 
:If changes are to be 
goes right to the heart 
and assurances that 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nillion has been spent 
' : :  i:.i r:on the half-finished project. 
:an halted construction in the spring 
of 1991, following a federal court ruling 
that quashed the '87 agreement on water 
flows and ordered the project o undergo 
a federal environmental review. 
That court ruling was appealed and 
overturned by Alcan last summer but the 
case is now being appealed by natives 
and environmentalists to the Supreme 
Court of Canada. 
Alcan has said it will not resume con- 
struction until all legal challenges have 
ended. 
Rich now says the province's review 
could set construction back even further. 
"We thought we had one issue to deal 
with. Now itappears we have two with 
the review the government seems bent 
on proceeding with." 
"This provincial process creates new 
uncertainties and raises questions about 
our being able to finish construction and 
operate as planned," he said. "There is 
nothing in this that reduces our un- 
certainty. It tends to increase it." 
Rich said the company needs more in- 
formation on the arrangement of the 
review before deciding whether or not to 
participate in it. 
THE LONG 
ROAD TO 
KEMANO 
1950 
• Alcan is given approval to build 
Kemano I. The Nechako River is 
dmnmed and reversed, creatiug a 
92,000-hectare reservoir out of a 
series of rivers and lakes. Cheslatta 
natives are flooded out. The province 
signs a water licence granting the 
company legal rights to additional 
water to drive whatever generating 
capacity Alcan has in place by 1999. 
1978 
• Alcan begins selling surplus elec- 
tricity to B.C. Hydro and increases 
power generation to supply the 
market. The diversion of more 
water, plus a dry weather, results in 
very low water levels in the Nechako. 
1980 
• The federal government gets a 
court injunction requiring Alcan to 
release xtra water to protect fish. 
1985 
• Alcan challenges the federal in- 
junction in a bid to protect its rights 
to the additional water it's entitled to 
under the 1950 agreement. 
1987 
• An out-of-court backroom deal is 
reached between Mean, Ottawa and 
Victoria. The Nechako Settlement 
Agreement gives Alean rights to half 
the remaining water in the Nechako 
system, reducing flows to as little as 
12 per cent of pre.1950 levels. In ex- 
change, Alcan gives up rights to 
divert the Nanika-Kidprice 
watershed on the upper Bulkhy. 
1988 
A Construction begins on the 
Kemano Completion Project. A sec- 
ond tunnel is to be drilled through 
Mr. Dubose and more generators are 
to be added increasing power output 
by as much as 540 megawatts. 
1990 
• The Conservative government 
passes a special cabinet order ex- 
~ ip~!n~the?~F6je~.~6tlt'~t~te ~¢deral 
Environmental Assessment and 
Review Process (EARP). Environ- 
mentalists are outraged and vow to 
challenge the order. 
1991 
• The Rivers Defence Coalition and 
Carrier Sekani Tribal Council win a 
surprise judgment from the Federal 
Court. It overturns the 1990 exemp- 
tion, nullifies the 1987 settlement 
agreement and orders a federal en- 
vironmental review. 
• Two months later Alcan halts con- 
struction and lays off 800 workers. 
The project is half-built, with more 
than $500 ndllion in the ground. 
1992 
• The Federal Court of Appeal 
overturns the lower court ruling. No 
review is necessary, the court finds, 
and awards costs to Alcan. Construc- 
tion can resunre, but Alcan elects to 
wait out any further legal challenges. 
• Environmentalists and natives de- 
cide to appeal the case to the 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
A Murray Rankln is hired by Vic- 
toria to decide what the province can 
do to fulfill Mike Harcourt's 1991 
electhm promise of a public review. 
1993 
• Victoria unveils its review panel 
and accepts the '87 settlement agree- 
ment as binding. 
& The Supreme Court of Canada is 
expected to announce whether It will 
hear the appeal. 
;She's still proud 
:of her heritage 
Deer Sir: 
~: All too many times do I hear 
that Indians benefit oo much 
'from the govermnenL 
. ,  How about he last privilege. 
Indians can sell fish. Tell me 
the Indians. 
I seen an end to the Indhn 
charade. The government will 
leave the land alone and let go 
of the Indian people. 
My great leaders won't have 
now, how is it that when the anyone to depend on for 
~i iiiile indian did sell fish he was money, but they may be dead 
Slandered with prosecution by then. 
/diarge s. Then what about the chil- 
life, hi?my opinion I see some dren. These old relics in office 
Ciiiindl leaders as fronts. The seem to be all out for them- 
ii~g~yernnients allows them selves. They may deny the al- 
l'rights, and grants to them legations, they'd be stupid not 
!ilin~ney as a way of holdlng'to. 
i~'iiaenl back while the govern, After all is said and done I 
ment logs the crown land as am still proud to be Indian. I 
~.fast asit can. am proud because Of my 
Then, as soon as the land is heritage. 
.:deemed worthless and un- Mary-Ann Williams Jr. 
*:ii: productive, it is given back to Terrace, B.C. 
' / L "k  ' S J .~'.. 
Caption disliked 
Dear Sir: 
Burk . :It money 
theft draws plea 
for its return 
feel so bad that people put 
I was unimpressed by the baby, whose name will proba- 
caption which accompanied bly be Jessiea, weighed in at 
file photo of this year's New seven pounds, 14 ounces fol- 
Year's baby and her parents, lowing her arrival at 2:04 p,m. 
It mentioned both that fact atMills Memorial Hospital on 
that the baby's mother is a New Years Day. Proud parents 
teenager and that she is un- are Rosabelle Derrick and 
married. These facts are not Charles FrederickGuno." 
important to the story and I be- There is enough judgment of 
iieve make it appear judgmen- others in our world. The news- 
tsl. paper does not need to supply 
I f  I were the mother of the people with fuel for the fires 
New Year's baby I would not when it has no relevance to the 
want my age printed, nor any story, 
other personal information. Yours sincerely, :, , 
A better caption Would have Linda K, Mack : 
The older I get the less I un- money into this jar trusting that 
dCrstand why people do the we would see that Mrs. Burkett 
things they do. I know and un- received their donations. 
derstsnd that there are a lot Of I am very sorry that this hap- 
people living ill hard condi- pcned and would like to know 
tions that are getting worse all what kind of low life could do 
the time. this. I would hope this person 
Some people, by way oftrag- has a conscience and send this 
cdy, lose reverything ilLat :nade moiiey to the person it was in- 
up their lives. I am talking tended for. 
about MRS.: BUtkctt's donation Just remember that the 
jar that was set up in Copp~r:' money you stele was not from 
side IlL Copperside store but from Mrs. 
Someone walked into the Burkcttwho haslostso much. 
store on Kalum and stole the PhyllisMayner. 
jar containing the donations, i ~ TerracelB,C. 
read: "Terrace's New year's "Deer Sir: 
THINGS ARE booming in the alternate fuel business, That's 
John Geier of Farwest Fuels checking out one vehicle already 
converted to run on compressed natural gas. 
Life's a gas for 
alternate fuels 
TERRACE ~ There's a Stewart, for instance, does 
growing switch in the area not have natural gas so 
away from gasoline-powered propane is the preference there. 
vehicles, says the manager of a The increase in conversions 
local natural gas outlet, means an increase in business 
Dave Storey of Farwest and Farwest has added to its 
Fuels says his shop was doing compressing capability to 
a conversion a day in the latter handle the demand. 
part of 1992. And it will add one more dis- 
He estimates that 380 penser and two hoses this 
Vehicles in the area are now spring to fill vehicles. 
powered by  natural gas or ,Including buses, we servzce 
propane. 160 vehicles a day," said 
/A I l I I  I 
per  ~i~ 
CXCIUUl 
Storey figures. 
"It just skyrocketed," said 
Storey of  conversions. "An 
average conversion takes 16- 
22 hours so you can tell how 
busy we were." 
Farwest is also in the running 
for a majbr part of the more 
than 100 vehicles the provin- 
cial government wants to con- 
vert in the northwest 
Some of the those will be 
converted to propane because 
of the area in which they are 
driven. 
tl/~l~rOx'tawa~!y10" ........ St~fey;~'~: 7:"~3';'i~ :';- ................... 
,iff al l__ area Vehicles, Storey is also predicting the 
,tones run on diesel, demise of  the diesel run 
vehicle, saying new clean air 
legislation in the United States 
is hastening that along. 
Cummins, for instance, is al- 
ready producing a factory nat- 
ural gas engine and the major 
North American auto makers 
are on accelerated programs to 
produce diesel engines. 
Storey said the increase in 
the number of natural gas sta- 
tious across the province has 
made using the fuel more con- 
venient and practical for longer 
journeys. 
TERRACE - -  There's no word 
yet if or when the local Scars out- 
let may be sold to somebody who 
will act as an agent. 
The cx,mpany announced the 
conversion plan for the majority 
of its ca~taiogue stores last No- 
vember, ,laying it will take place 
over a three-year period. 
"I  haven't seen Terrace on any 
list I can'¢.see if it will be in the 
current year or the next year or  
when," said Sears spokesman 
Ross Rigney lost week. 
The sale of the catalogue stores 
saves the company money and 
adds to the stability of the busi- 
ness which buys it, said Rigncy. 
For those stores already sold, 
the company has been encourag- 
ing new owners to keep existing 
employees. 
Nass Valley resident and 
Nisga' a Tribal Council member 
Collier Azak is one of 20 people 
named to a First Nations Forestry 
Council createdby the provincial 
government last ~;eek. 
The council has 12 native repre- 
sentatives and eight industry rep- 
resentatives.. : 
Its goal is to increase native In- 
volvement in the forest Industry. 
Also' on the  council is Gary 
Russ of the Council of Halda Na- 
tion. 
The first meeting of the council 
is Feb. 15 and appointments are 
for a two-year'tenn. 
This~earls Minerals North con- 
ference and trade show takes 
place March 31-April 2 in-Fort 
St. James. : .... 
It alternates yearly 'between 
northwest municipalities. 
The conference was held in 
Terrace last year. 
Scheduled to speak so far arc 
energy and mines minister Anne 
Edwards and Tom Waterland 
from the Mining Association of 
B.C. 
Also on the list is Keith Some- 
rviile from Geddes Resources, the 
company which wants to develop 
the Windy Craggy copper deposit 
in the far northwest portion of the 
erovince, 
TERRACE - -  Don't expect to 
see many more of those massive 
grocery stores being built. 
New stores will be smaller than 
the ones of the last decade, Over- 
waitea president Brian Piwek said 
during a visit here last week. 
That's because they will cater 
more to the region they serve, he 
said. 
"That translates into smaller 
buildings and lower food costs 
because our costs will be lower," 
said Piwek. 
Although grocery store com- 
panies have always had a good 
handle on what their customers 
want, new technology at the cash 
registers will better define those 
wants and needs, he said. 
One example of this trend is a 
new Overwaites store in Ed- 
monton. It's 72,000 square feet 
compared to the previous stan- 
dard of 78,000 square feet. 
The new cash register technol- 
ogy is also being used by Over- 
waitea in its Select Plus program 
scheduled for introduction here 
this spring. It offers cheque cash- 
ing, immediate discounts at the 
till and leads to bonus points 
which result in gift certificates. 
/ 
needs. 
"We 
in bulk 
Piwei " 
duced n 
hot f¢ .h 
conth ~ 
%" :i 
store, its 
Brian Piwek 
Piwek said Overwaitca believes 
the concept of immediate savings 
will be important in the 90s as 
people arc more concerned about 
their household costs. 
"That was a conscious decision 
at the top. And since we own the 
Select Plus program, we can 
change it if'we want," he said. 
Piwek predicts that grocery 
stores will also expand selling 
commodities in larger packages 
and that bulk product lines will 
continue to remain strong. 
.......... CINAGAg'sc   N 
NG # G RA cs 
/ 1270ALBA~0~2KI4~I ~BC; VSC~l.l~0 
SPECIAL 
Mini're{tin order 2 dozen 
HUGE 
1 /2  PR ICE  
SALE  
Starts January 30 th 
Open Sunday 31 st 12 - 5 p.m. 
Don't Miss Itl 
~Jrn ,  Drummond McCall 
Division of Fedmet In~ 
815 Enterprise Ave. 
Kitimat, BC V8C 2P1 
TOLL FREE 1-800-565-8220 PHONE 632-4702 FAX 632-6585 
Although grocery store companies have always 'had a 
good handle on what their customers want, new technol- 
ogy at the cash registers will better define those wants atut 
e have 200 lines right .now 
commodities," said 
k. Bulk foods were intro- 
i 1982 and proved very 
or t e first six years and will 
inue to be a major part of our 
bus iness . '  ' 
As for the local Overwaitca 
recent $1 million 
renovation should be sufficient 
NOW ACCEPTED 
FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 
FOR PURCHASES 
for at least five years. 
The company had wanted to 
build a larger store but could not 
find enough land at an econom- 
ical price to do so, said Piwek. 
"We wanted to do that without 
moving out of the downtown 
core, but it was not possible," he 
said: 
And although the renovation 
did not include a pharmacy, 
Piwek said that option remains 
open. 
"At 27,000 square feet (the size 
of the local store) a pharmacy 
would have been difficult but we 
do have several floor plan op- 
tions," he said. 
Piwek is a former Terrace resi- 
dent He moved here in 1964 
while in Grade 11, graduated 
from high school and became a 
junior clerk at the Terrace Over- 
waitea store in 1965. 
He transferred to Kitimat in 
1967, then to Prince George, 
Creston, Cranbrook and Chil- 
liwack before returning to Ter- 
race as store manager. 
Piwek was named president of 
Overwaitea at the end of 1990 
and in doing so, continued a 
strong Tcrrace-Overwaitea con- 
nection. 
The person he replaced as presi- 
dent, Doug Townsend, was also a 
manager at the Overwaitea store 
here. 
Piwek said the Terrace- 
Overwaitea connection ' exists 
elsewhere ill the company with 
several senior operations and 
merchandising executives having 
served here at one time or an0th- 
cr .  
f We Have Moved 
Copper Mountain 
Electronics Ltd. 
3389 Hwy. 16 East Terrace 
Phone 635-9054 
T.V. VCR - Home and Car Stereo - C.D. 
~ ,  Auto Electrical Repairs and ;Installations 
J 
OF STEEL, ALUMINUM OR 
REBAR 
GIVE JOHN OR SUSAN A CALL 
STEEL  • STA INLESS STEEL  • ALUMINUM • 
N ICKEL  • COPPER • BRASS 
A Federal Industries Company 
Try OUt;New 
Sea Food Dinner -~ 
Fish& Shrimp Combo 
$C )99 
i i 
And For Lunch 
Our Famous Mike Burger With 
Cheese and ~ i  
4736 Lakelse 638-0065 
Exciting Specials- All Day Long 
at the Back Eddy 
Tuesdays- One Pound of Popcorn Shrimp ........ *6.95 
Fridays - Steak & Fantail Shrimp ........ ...............=8,50 
Saturdays- One Pound Hotwings ....... :..... .;.=4.50 
Sundays - Free Pool All Day ' " ' ~;~,' ~,'., 
Come watch the Super Bowl 
on:our big screenSunday Jan. 31" 
i YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD PUB 
Sun. - Thurs. FrL & Sat. Kitchen Open 
1 la.m, - 12 midnight 11 am. - 1 a.m. 11 a.m. - 10 p,m, 
" Phone: 635-5336 ..,,.. 
I ¸ !/I  ¸ :¸  :• : • • • / !  : : / : ? / - !  : -  • 
I I I 
i:i:i:?:il 
JANUARY 
/ / \ 
ALE 
i i•!~,i~:::.i~i~!::i:i:~•iiii!:ii: ::!i::Zi~!i :¸  
~!!i~i!i!ili i !iiii !~ iiiiiii:i!~ 
RAN 
i 
!i~) ili~ii ! ¸¸¸ ~i ¸' 
)~ii~ili! 
CARTERS 
JEWELLERS 
/.i~ ¸ I I : :  ¸• . :  • 
: ! ' :  1 
i 
i!!ii:ii! i:~ 
i : i  f i / i / i i ,~ : : ,  ~ :  :i i • 
/i!iiiiii/i/,' 
• . ~il ~ .... ii~ /!iii)i i ~ ~i 
::i~iii!iiii!iiiii~ii ................................................ : - ': " "  : 
e 
i iiiiiii !!i   iii i!i:!i!iill ........ : : : :  ...... • ~:~' : i i :~ :  i~:~iiiiiii~!iii~i!ii:i:!i~i~::~!~i!;i!~i!~:~:!!i~i~!!~!~iiE!~:~!~.~:~::~:.~`::~!~:~.~!~!~:~i~!ii~!:!~:i!ii~i~!::!i~!!~y :'~:i: i  i :i i : ! :  :i :! i : i~i! i i i i i i  i: !~! i! ::!: :: : : . i  ::.:i: / : :  :: • =============================================================================================================================== : : : ,  : . : : : :  : ,  : : : . :  : :=  : :  : 
I 1 '  T S ~ DESIGNED TO BE OUR BIGGEST JANUARY CLEARANCE S~d,E EVER[ 
will be reducing our. entire stock of diamond rings, gold chains, gold earrings, gold pendants, engagement rings, 
: fine watches, crystal, gifts and more. . ,  in fact, every item in our $1,000,000 inventory is reduced by up to 70% off! 
i 
/NOTHING IS HELD BACK... IT'S, iLL REDUC 
~::i::.~.::i,~::,::::~::~:,:~:~,,:~;..,::,~:~:~:,..~: ~ .............................. ....... :::::::: ::::::::::: .. .. .. ...  :, :~ .. . .... .. ...... ... ............ ... ............................................ ...  '~ 
Fash ion  Ear r ln  ~ :;;~:~ 
& Jewe l le ry  ~ ~ ~ i i ~  ~ i 
R gular prlccs ' ~ /  . , 
85.00-815.00  , ~'::i:i~i~ifi ~ :~i~:~i:i~ . . . . .  ii HOURS . . . . .  . . .lOO i .... Now S ;:~!!: • ' ~ . . , !  
': L imi ted  Quant i t ies  ~ ~iI~i~ : . , !i!::~ I~.......... 
Modern Engagement R/rig 
Set. 14 Karat Gold, 
Engagement ring 
Reg. $699,~ $1295.00.....SALE 
:Wedding Band 
Reg.' . . . .  s~99oo 
8419.95 ....... SALE A 
::iii Affordable Engagement 
iii::i Ring Set. 
il l~ngagement rtg Reg 
' $ 09 ~2~o.oo .......... SALE 99  
Weddlng Band 
! :.!!:. ~eg. $ oo 
H35.95 .......... SALE 59 
i!~!i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~,:.!: 
:..::: iii~:~:! ................................. ~:~i::: ii . . . . . . . . . . . .  
:!ii 
MAGIC 
Beautiful Ladles' Blue 
Sapphire & Diamond 
Dinner Ring 
Ladies Cameo Ring 
14 Karat Gold 
Reg. ,99oo 
8221.95 ....... .SALE 
Dazzling Diamond Cluster 
R~g set In 14 Karat Gold 
l,OOct TW 
Reg. " $ ~a 
82295o95.....SALE 999 
/mnlvenary I~g set with 
5 Dlamondl 10 Karat Gold 
$]~'~().O0...'...SALE $239 °°. 
Entire inventory 
REDUCED'[ 
!!!.i~i!: 
• .~ .?? 
i :  ':~ i: 
,.:+: 
' (  '::i 
::::':: 
!:ii~!!: 
Nothing 
held back! 
Spechl Buyl- One Onlyl 
"Ciusy Gents Diamond 
' Cluster Ring 
,10~,oo s~u,e ..,. 
/ ' Citizen Watchc  i 
Gent's Citizen Quartz 
i Reg. 
8195.00 ..... SALE e99°" 
Ladles Citizen Quartz 
[~ Reg, ._ 39~ 8275.00.,,SALE ~ ] 
Gent's Citizen Quartz-- 
Reg. 
SIS0.00.....SALE ~79 ~ 
Ladies' Citizen Quartz 
Reg. 
8175.00.....SALE $89 ~ 
2:::::1:: 
.......... .......... 
i Gent's I0 Karat Gold 
Diamond Ring 
Reg. 
$249.95 ........ SALE' 1 2 9 ~° 
Gent's Diamond Cluster 
ring in I0 Karat Gold 
Reg. $ 0o ,,~75.95 ...... SALE 179  
: : . : . : , :  
::::::::::. 
. . ::::: .:  
. . . . .  
. . . , , ,  
: : :#5::  
v. . : . . .  
::::::,:5 
ux , ,  
, . . . . .  , . . _ .  
, xx . : .  
,L'--. 
,.__.- 
Patterned 10 Karat Gold 
Gent's Reg s . . . . .  
8250.95,,..I..SALg- ]l ')- ~ I"" 
Ladies. Reg. $1 9 n° 
$235.95 ...... ,SALE I 
:<i! 
i!!ii: 
i:!:i: 
flail Ho.~ Lnd,o.,0 Karat 
Gold Band 
!i .o,, ::iiii~.. ~a79.95 . ..... SAL~I 79"  
I :~ GOLD ................... C~NS ...... 
. ,mr  , , -m. . . ;  Fin ly Craft 
. . . . . . .  ~ i ,  ~P'~/L .~. ,~2.  ~ 10 Karat Gold 
: \ ~ ~  z:~,, ,~,~"" ~~OfO/o~ Save up to 
!~iiil 
Attractive Amethyst Ring ili~ Mini Diamonds 
lO Karat Gold i iii~ Reg. o9 
Reg. ,79  g. e79.95 ............ sAL~39 i48.95 .......... SALE ~i~ 
• f -  Special Buy! - 3 Only! 
( 1O Karat Gold Herrln~one ~ ~ ~  
| Chain "Class of '91" 18" long ~,~ 
/ Reg. "%] ~,~'~ 
:i;i!:[ ~1o7.o999o ~ " 
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RUSINESS D IRECTORY,  . 
~ t  
J 
I 635-1131 
I MECHANICAL 
' ~ 
I HI.PERFORMANCE 
ENGINES 
CHARLES PASSEY 
I LICENCED MECHANIC 
481S B HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE, 8.C. VSG 1L6 
~,~,~ 
638-8545 
HOME 
FLEET 
SERVICE 
GAS & DIESEL 
ENGINES : 
: / ):/::i:) :i !'!::/~!:i ¸¸:~ 
B USINES S 
OF THE 
WEEK 
" J 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
: I Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
' D i rec tors :  
: : JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
~ro~=e ~s~.es 24 HOUR 
8, monuments Answer ing  and Pager  Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers 
& Prince Rupert 6 3 5"  2 4 ,~4,  
Fur~eraF Serwce 
Assoc;ahon 
Jane's .pet Gallery , 
o Dog and Cat Grooming 
Pet P ortraits,~om.,:ts V~? ' 
Original ! astel 
Dogs, Cats, t lorses and Wildli/e 
635-6552 
JANE TURNER ' 638,8018 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
r JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
sro.=e ~a~.~s 24 HOUR 
& monumen~ Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace. Kitimat, Smithers 
& Prince Rupert 635"2444 
Funeral SerVlc~ 
h F, socpalron 
Scrap Car Removal 24 Hours Service 
Reasonable Rates 
DR. HOOK 
TOWING 
AND WRECKING 
Fast, Reasonable 638-1977 
Service - Call TERRACE, B.C, 
CONNECTION 
- ional Pet Grooming I....# ! =.,~ ,,w. ~,,.,~ ..~ #-~ I I l l )=d~ ~ 
for an ap ointment Call , ,=  ..... . . . . . . .  ' 
4 ' ''dq:" '::'~:' P r ~ ' '  '' .... " :~'" ::~.,,~Largeand Smal l  
.... : . .  i~areni.. :. :-- .; :!..: ~ .' ~ - , ,  
: , at 638-1115 or ' weur00m emAII 
drop in at 
45,46 Lazel le  Ave.  No Tranquilizers Used 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street,• 
Terrace, B.C' 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
We're Back 
Pioneer Upholstery 
SlNCI~ lift3 
Same Location 3901 Dobble Street  
Terrace. B.C. 
. . Same Phone : 6:]5-0434 , " 
i~d~ ~!~sameGreatservlce Furni tureReupholste l ;y : : ,  ? :" ~! 
i , i ,  , :' • Boat tops '  auto customlztng 
, Car carpet fabrics, vinyls & canvas 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
PET LOVE 
Dog & Cat Grooming- All Breeds 
• Homeor Door to Door 
JOANNE 635-3772 
C u s t o m  V ideo  
Product ions  
Professional Video Services 
Weddings, Commercial,Real Estate, Insurance 
Inventory, Promotional Videos, Tape Duplication, Slide 
& Movie Transfers, Print Pictures from Video Tape. 
Non Cl~rk Phi 635"2061 
Ter race ,  BC 
~,DLAN~r~ SkeenaVa l ley  ~ ~ 
• ' LAND MO'=',LE -A',oL_~UUUUU ~ nA nun e'~ u~nne-nnni, aALUku ~ 
CANAD,~TD. ~ n"~UU,., ~ .  u~u:unvn~u~u~a 
Dr, of Optometry I~I~ No!thland . Video Clinic 
" i ~ ~;~' :~ ' ; :  Communications Ltd. ~ 4~so LakelseA~e, 
i '  Mobiie Radio Sales & Service , C~' I ]C~I  Terrace, B,C, V8 197 Audio-Video-Computer Repairs 
_ / _ ,  . ' , (604) 638-2020 
N, , 4 -  5002 Pohle 638 0261 ' ' ' 202-4716 LazeUe Avenue Ter race  635-7762 
~MIRAGE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
Vic tor  P. Hawes ,  o .p .  ~Weddings.lnsursnceClaJrns-Business/Instructi0rmlSeminars I 
EntedaJnment/MusidReal Estate Dame Videos "All Special Events" "l 
I " ~ ~ . . ~ ^  ~. , .  n-  ':"1 OPTOMETRIST : A Picture is Worth A Thousand Words 
A Video is Worth "Infinity" ! 
Photos and Slide to Video Transfers) ( Marl Orders Welcome) . . | 
• ?PAL-NTSC-PAL and SECAM -NTSC-SECAM CONVERSIONS I 
#1: 47~4B Lakelse Ave. • Apptsi: 63Bi8055 ._ ' 2807 HlU Street - , I  
*Bulk Duplication ,*Full Editing & Broadcasting T~llng, l 
I ~ • , ~ . . . . .  -' 'f '~ | : ~ ; ~ ~ T e r r a C e l v 8 G  .196B'C' M0dem:Fax: 638-8697638:8087 , ~,~ary Venture Terraco, B.C. VSG 2R6 635-3908. I 
• , ::: , :: 
. . . . . . .  ; %"  . . . .  I ===z==m== ~ x ~ = r ~  I When you Ootta have it, We II ~ ,  r.lL ~ ~.~. -e~Z.  ,..~"c¢~r..~===~ lepair/ReplacerlmntS: 
I t r :  ' " ~  ~ e PROFE ,ON LP,O UREF..M,N - - o AutoGlass " o ICBC Replacement,, 
I E~:"  ; :"~ ~ ~ l ~  ~ SALESOFLOCALScENERY/WlLDLIFEPH'OTOS" B • Mirrors : : 
I I r ' i~i  ' =="=:;"':, ~lqllgll .... ~ H ,, AND LIMITED EDITION PRINTS L ~] e Windows ., 
I ]~ ~ ~ ' .  ....... ~ J : ]  ~] LOCATED IN: C ITYCENTRE MALL, KITIMAT ~ • Sealed Units 
I l . ,~... ~ ....... ~ ~ (Iowerlevel) ' , ~I [ ~ [~ ~ :"S GLASS LTD 
J, CHIMO DELIVERY i 
. .~_  ,C',,~,,-~_ . ~",,-,,--n_ ,~ ,, Wnndshneld R ur/Replace entS
_t . . . .  -, ~.~:~ ~ • Auto G~ass 
I PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMING, ~,~:~J ~ • I  l s 
S OF LOCAL SCENERY/WILDLIFE PHOTO£ X ~ ~  
' ~ ~ : ~  
 CENTRE ' ,~  ~ . ~ :  l  : 
l ve " :  : * " / .L.;  ~/ ' ; .  . ~ ' 
. . . .  , , . , . , ,  =^=: .  - ..... -AL  C L sLTD 
! ' ~V i ! l r : I~ l  l luu  : ' :  't~:~7 ~r~ ~-~l i  3720 RverDrve TerraCe /:. 
,~ _ - - - - -~  , - -  . . . .  ~ ±± , ' c,,. ,~p" UOO'OUUI !  I l l  I '~I I I I I lUl  UOL 'qOUU , 638".85301 : : ~ , ' , " , , , L 
• , • . , L " 
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-v..x cao net-" m n ster" " - -n ts'- 
i fr, e eze oof m,ne  road loan  I I i , t  ! 
N / " - -  g - , c~. ovtn ~ of $13.5 million. . ~ I I~L .~. , ; ,  -~' .... I 
[ men= is breaking a commitment 'One of the things the pr ' - ~ It is intended as a common user" ~ l~,a~l l  ~ I |"/'~"",-=~",~'~,~'=t I 
[ hy not helping to pay fern mini- cial government is responsiblc for ~pr  I ]  road with payments to be made l d l l H I  ~ I IL~Z°~-".  L' . . . . . . . .  I 
/ ng road north of here, says a for- is to provide the necessary infra- ~"  )1 for traveling on it. [] VVa I*¢  I 11011 Pree: 1-UUU-(3ti~-blU;3 I 
/ mer cabinet minister, structure to industry and corn- :~1 The road was billed as an open- I l~ l I~  I I I I  I I~!  I IDELOITTE&TOUCHEINC. I 
/ ,! Idon't lmow if it is breaking a merce in B,C.," said Parker. iii!~ ing up of the Iskut Valley to min- I~ lU l~'q l~I~l l  I I ] IA  I 1#- -80(~f ia -S t ree i : -  I 
[ contract,: but Jr'was an agreement, "This government doesn't ~ i ! !  ing and forestry companies. == ~- - - -  m m m ~  I I prince_George, B.C., I 
[:i a Cbmmitment from the previous recognize any economy that is ~ ! , i  Responsibility passed from VOURto~t~ou¢| UIILI:IilL I IV2LS~ I 
' go~mcnt  and this one doesn,t Outside the lower mainland. It ~ ' :  i Prime to Homestake Canada last " - - - - ' - -  J 
appear to  be dealing in good doesn't recog~fize the economy of :: ~:.'/ year when it acquired control of , , 
faith," said Dave Parker last the northwest. It's gone out of its ~ :~!ii,!~ Prime. 
week.  :i way to totally devastate it." Homestake wants now to build 
Parker, i northern development Parker said the NDP are con- a road to its Eskay Creek gold 
minister during the last Social centratingcompletely on large ur- property to the south. It'll be 
Credit government, helped nose- ban areas to  the exclusion of : responsible for paying the entire 
=into:the $7 million deal to build other parts of=be province, cost. 
the'i'0ad 0f fHwy37intotheIskut "This province, and in the Provincial officials two weeks 
Valley, northwest, is a resource based ago said they are now going to 
: The m0ney was to be loaned to economy, and it is the responsi- Dave Parker ask the provincial cabinet what to 
Pr~ic  Resources and be repaid bility of the government to pro- bridges across the Fraser River do about he loan commitment.. 
threugh user fees. vide road access and power," and the highway network in Homes=eke has been meeting 
The  deal• was signed just prior said Parker. southern B.C.," Parker added, with the provincial government in
to  it~e:October 1991 provincial "That infrastructure in the The road into the Iskut Valley the expectation the commitment 
: election and frozen when the north is the same as multiple was completed in 1992 at a cost will be met. 
Debt cuts into gov't loans 
TERRACE -- It'll be more dif- In the meantime, Zimhelt said "We've identified that as one 
fiCuit for' the provincial govern- his ministry was working with a of the major projects to have our 
ment:,to get  involved in. lending number of groups and companies investmeut office put on the top 
businesses money, economic de- interested in major development of their list," Zirnheit added. 
Velopment m!nister Dave Zirnhelt projects. -k "k ~r 9r 9r 
said'during a visit here last week. Those include Orenda Forest Zimhelt also said up to five 
The size - of the provincial Products, which wants to build a people will be located in Terrace 
government's deficit means that pulp and paper mill south of once his ministry shifts people 
there isn't a lot of room to Lakelse Lake, and PRM out of Victoria. 
maneuver, he said. Resources, which wants to build a The intent is to have the minis- 
. ,'Risk must be booked by the copper smelter at Kitimat try provide economic develop- 
deficit. There. must be a percent- Zimhelt said his ministry's in- ment services to people and com- 
age of loan' guarantees booked vestment office is helping Orenda panics in their own areas. 
against=he deficit,"Zimhelt con- keep an eye on poteutial in- Terrace has been tagged as one 
tinued, vestors, of five regional centres being set 
: "Wc wrotd' off $325 million (in "We see a lot of things that up across the province. 
bad debts) when we took office," come through the door," he said. Still to be decided, Zimhelt 
hesaid. Zimhelt stated that while said, is the location of individual 
' Yet Zirnhelt did say his minis- Kitimat is the logical place for economic development officers. 
try will become involved when another copper smelter in B.C., it There is one officer now in Tot- 
smaller communities are affected Dave Zirnhelt first needs a major private in- race and one inSmithers. 
by majorlindustry closures or ad- possible to enhance or stabilize vestor. The setting up of the regional 
justments, some communities. But we have "We don't have that project in office here will take place as soon 
,Investments or loans are still to get the best deal," he said. the bag," he said. as possible. 
Terraceview workers favour strike 
• TERRACE - -  It'll be next equity, said Bech. topic concented money. 
. month before the effect of a 94 The other three institutions are Leisinger said bargaining on crease for licensed practical 
-per cent strike vote at Ter- Bulkley Lodge in Smithers, Dun- money issues is complicated as nurses in Quesnel and close to 20 
[ | .  ~' this is ' the first time"the four  per cent here inTer race ,  said 
. r~v iew Lodge is known. .  , ,  ...... rovin in ,  Quesne!~..#nd Slocan ~ ffcilities h'avc j6ii~e~l"~egotiatioh"-)~ising~-r..'i ". ' .... . . . . . . . . . . .  
.' ~rhe extended care 'facility.. is. :. Community Hospital in the : 
o~e o f ,  four in: the province Kootenays. forces. That's because they are all ' He estimated reaching parity at 
• : t  , . 
bargammg wtth the B.C. Govern- The.BCGEU represents 57 full represented,by the Health Labour Terraceview Lodge could cost as 
mlmt Employees ....... Ufi'ion " time and part time workers at Relations Association. much as $300,000, excluding 
(BCGEU) and the rest haven't TerraeeviewLodge. "The entire contracts were benefits. 
had;:yote s yet, said union spokes- Michael Leisinger,.chief xecu- opened up. The union took the "The bottom line right now is I 
man Sores Bechlast week. rive officer of the Terrace four contracts and took the best couldn't afford it. We don't know 
- W0rkers want wage parity with Regional Health Care Society provisions of each," he said. how much money we'll be get- 
counterparts doing similar work which operates the facility, said Reaching the provincial master tins from the provincial govern- 
at :provincial institution and pay talks had been going fine until the rate would mean a 42 per cent in- men=," he added. ~, ~Ixi,~llt~ ~:E HELPING HANDYMAN 
Now Open l  ~[um[m~ VOLUNTEER 
Over 65 years of age? 
Under New Management Lakelse Lake Lodge ~. .~-  ~ Suffering from short or long term 
(ex. Oil's Place) (~, A~ ~ illness? 
. ,~ Disabled? In need of help to stay in 
Welcome to the Lake, enjoy our panorama dining room : .~  lltk.~lk / your  home? ' 
and some of the finest food at reasonable prices. Relax "-"-~ ~- '~/ / j~The  Volunteer Handyman will install 
In our friendly "Black & White" Neighborhood Pub. • ~ "~P, )~ I .  and maintain,safety devices, access 
1 /~- - "~ / ..=.A~ | [  ramps, do minor epaim to home and 
Don!t forget to make your reservations for J - II / J  ) ~ ~1"# ~equipment ,  ' - 
" St: Valentines Day! \ ~ ~  ~'~' f f  ' ~-'E.rnergency Snow Removal 
\ \~2~i .~C' f /  (,~/'~ f from roof, sidewalk, ordeck 
Make Your Day, Access to the Lake, Large Parking Lot ~ [  ~:~/ '~  i /  In need of these services? 
• Skating. Ice Fishing- Winter Ice Sports I '-~ ~ ~)~. .  " ~(~y Know someone who does, 
Welcome to Lakelse Lake Lodge Ph: 798-9541 ~ Call 635-7550 Leave a 
message a i  anytime, 
I 
I ~  Box 22, 
• IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
I ~ I YOURODDS VSG 4A2 Accepted 
I . ,-.:'- I A~N~ . Majorie Park Your donation is 
J "~&~' I C,~DA'S : taX deductib e638-1167 I '¢ "~=~" I ~1 KILLER. . . . .  . . . . . .  : 
Your in Memoriam gift is a lasting: tributei: Plefise 
send your donation to the addressabove, along with 
the name of the deceased, ,)our name and address 
and the name and address of the next'of'kin, for an 
i ~acknowledgement card. , 
C' rx l f~E • - l~df '~ 
~ t  
toy 
Baby's Name= ~' ' '~3~ 
Owes Myles Henry Alfred 
Daft & Time of Birth= 
January 18/93 at 9:08 p.m. 
Weightl 7 lbs 3.5 oz Sex= Male 
Parents= Myles & Angels Nisyok 
i 
" Baby's Name 
Kylle Jesse 
Date & Time of Birth= 
January 20/93 at 8:42 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 2 ez Sere Female 
Parents= Sharon & Mike Gtnka 
' : !', Baby's Name= : 
L ChelseyAmber Hannam 
• ,Date & Time of Bhth, 
' January 20/93 at 9:05 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 14 oz Seat Female 
Parents= Dennis & bobble Hannam 
~( Baby's Name= 
,Andrew Raymond Johnmn 
Date & 'Ilme or Birth: 
January 5/93 at 9:14 p.m. 
Welghh 7 Ibs 6 oz Sex= Male 
Parental Daniel & Margaret 
Johnson 
Baby's Name: 
Ryan Brant Paulltschke •
Date & Time of Birth= 
'January 10/9"3 at 11:25 a.m. 
Wdght: 6 Ibs 14 oz Sex: Male 
Pareut:, Cathy & Andrew 
Paulilschke 
Baby's Name= 
Taylor Daniele 
Date & "llme of Birth= 
December 29/92 al 10:35 
WeighU 7 Ibs 13 oz Sex= Female 
Parents, Ramie & Lisa LaChance 
Baby sister for Tasha 
Afraid of your shadow? 
Stay insidewith LEGO O 
27 - Feb  2 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
KID'S FIRST 
INTRODUCTION TO PRESCHOOL 
Ages 30 me. to 5 years 
This 20 day program will introduce children 
i to a preschool environment which includes group interaction, 
art, Science, pro- m~th. pro- reading, circle lilac ~d indoor/outdoor 
free play 
Start Date: March 1st , ~fC.~'l 
h " Completion Date: March 26t ~, ,~ ~ 
Times: 9:30 AM to 11:30 AM ~~-~ 
1:30 PM to 3:30 PM ~F31~.  
Cost. $7.00 per day ~ : ~  
The following early enrollment is suggested: I 
I Parent's Name [ 
Addre.~ 
Phone # 
I # Of Children 
Ages Of Children - ~-  
[ ' :  Ple/ise clip and send early enrollments o: 
[ . :,~:/iii~,i: :THE KID'S  CASTLE • 
I i': i!Jl !: "::'4435 B IRCH AVENUE 
I TERRACE B .C ,  I 
I VSG.1X4 i 
-: :"~i#;'i ~ORCALL  638.8890 
PAREHTS MAY CHOOSE TO ENROLL THEIR 
CHILDREN IN OUR REGULAR PROGRAM 
AT THE COMPLETION OF THE KID'S FIRST 
PROGRAM 
I I I I  
I SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE I 
ER 'IN'SI 
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, .  i,urex 98 ', l - tee * : , , ,H,00,. 
TS PURCHASE. LIMIT: ONECOUPON PER PURCHASE; CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON" COUPONVALID ONLY AT ~ I SUE~ OVERWAITEA FOODS UNTIL SATURD,'~Y, JANUARY 30; 1993. G.S.T. n 
n INCLUDED IN VALUE OF COUPON WHERE APPLICABLE. ' ov~w~,~ "~=~ 1:2/4 ~o,~ pAcKs | m COUPON L / IU /a"~ I~/~ 
• . i . : ' : : •L : : - /•  •::.:!:i ¸
...... • ..-,,.: ~:~:~i!ii~ii~ii ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :....-.~.. 
CAMPBELL'S ~i: 
TOMATO ,SO 
. "• "i" 
284 mL 
TINS :..: . . :  
Cream of 
Mushroom So 
CAMPBELL' 
12 
284 mk 
TINS 
: " ' • !C  
:i 
........................,... 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
'"  ~'~4" "~:,.:i !:! !~ ! i 
- - ' r  ' 
-!i'~'~•~i~iii~,~,,,~~:~,~,~,~i, .i ! I¸  i ¸ ••¸:•~:,. 
~?~iii~i~:~/~/..• " •• .~•:. :::.~ :~i;::~i 
i - .............. ......  
N 
• .~: .L !:.:.!~ i:~:: ~::!:~::!: :!., :ili:-::./::i: :.::.:~.', ,:::::~:: ~ ': ~ ::, ::iT'L:.?: : : . ,  ,:: ============================= 
, i 
MACARONI & 
CAUEESE DIN • 
225 GRAM 
PACKAGES 
Baron of Beef 228 
ROAST - OUTSIDE ROUND 
TS PKG MIN.TWO 4-6 LB. ROAS / 
s.0s/kg O PER LB. 
,Green Giant,,: 99  8 
VEGETABLES - SELECTED 
VARIETIES to l  398 mL 
TINS 
McGavin's 
COU NTRY BREAD - WHITE 
OR 60% WHOLE WHEAT 
567 GRAMIS 3.6a FIESTA - SELECTED FLAVOURS 4 LITRES 
Chapparal 
OG FOOD 
Assorted 
INI HAMS 
Hunts 
TOMATO, SAUCE 
Sparton 
APPt.ES 
98.. 85  7" 98 4. 98 
m ' m mm i m. 
20 kg BAG /100 gm 12/398 TINS 12 Ib BOX 
I 
I 
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Sat, & Sun. 9 a.m.-6p'm, 
4 
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COMMUNITY NEWS c,,, 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 STANDARD 
Scene, 
Page B3 
What's 
Up 
The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as,a public service to 
its readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there is 
no admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
before each event. 
We ask that items be Submit- 
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
before the issue in which it is to 
appear. 
For other contributed articles, 
the deadline Is 5 p.m. on the 
THURSDAY before the Issue 
comes out. 
Submissions hould be typed 
or printed neatly. 
FEBRUARY 1, 1993 - Monday, 
7:30 in the Skeena Parent Advi- 
sory Council will have its .first 
meeting of the new year in the 
Skeena Secondary Library. There 
is lots to talk about. Cell Wanda 
635-2895 for information, lp41 
FEBRUARY 2, 1993 - Tuesday, 
8:00 p.m. the Ter race  
Breastfceding Support Group will 
be having its monthly meeting & 
discussion in the Mills Memorial 
Education Room. For further 
in format ion Call @ 635- 
4694. lp41 
FEBRUARY 3, 1993 - 2:30 pm- 
3:30 pm at the Terrace Women's 
Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Event: 
Understanding your tax return with 
accountant Donna Demers. 2p40 
****O 
FEBRUARY 10, 1993 - Wed. 
7:00-9:00 p.m. the Cosmetic & 
Reconstructive Surgery Support 
Group will be having its monthly 
meeting at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Center 2p41 
CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
day for anyone in crisis. Cell 635- 
4042, tfn 
$*$*$  
TERRACE PUBLIC Library 
will be holding preschool 
sto/ytime for three to five year old 
"lhursday afternoons at 1:30 p.m. 
= ~dT~id~/~./ii6rnifigs at i0:30 a.m., 
beginnin~ J n. 29 and 29. This is a 
forty-five minute session with pic- 
ture boooks, puppets, fingerplays 
and lots of fun! Please register in 
advance. There is an charge. Tel. 
638-8177. 
IT'S A PUPPET SHOW! At the 
Terrace Public Library, Saturday 
January 30 at 2:00 pm and a repeat 
performance Friday, Febrary, 5, at 
7:00 pro. Enjoy the thrilling adven- 
tures of Molly Whuppie and the 
Giant. There is no charge. For 
re_ore information call the Library, 
Tel. 638-8177. 
FAMILY DACARE Days at the 
Terrace Public Library, Thursdays 
at 10:30 am, January 28, Febrsry 
25, and March 25. Cereglvers are 
welcome to bring, children of all 
ages for a special storytime. Please 
let us know if you plan to attend as 
a minimum registration is needed 
to go ahead with this program. 
There is no charge. Te. 638-8177. 
"TALES FOR TWOS" at the 
Terrace Public Library begins 
Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 10:30 am 
and will run for six weeks. This is 
'a half-hour storytime with picture 
books, puppets and fingerplays 
especially for two year olds. Chil- 
dren must be accompanied by an 
adult. Please register in advance. 
There is no charge. To register call 
the library, tel. 638-8177. 
tits $ * II 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER 
BUREAU for Volunteer Opportu- 
nities to suit your needs & time 
available. Contact Lovina Tyler at 
638-1330. Mon-Fri, 8:30 - 4:30. 
! 
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 8- 
8:00 pro. Tcrrace Narcotics Anon- 
ymous "Steps to Recovery" meets 
at the Skeena Health Unit audito- 
rium. 
****~ 
,E~/ERY WEDNESDAY - Ter- 
race Ladies Kermodel Lions Club 
meets at the Inn of the West. For 
limes and more into contact Doro- 
IhyBartsnff at 638-8183, 
$$ t~ lit $ 
EVERY THURSDAY at 7:30pm 
Overeaters Anonymous at Wom- 
en's Resource Centre. Call 635- 
(1446. 
EVERY MONDAY Terrace Co. 
Dependants Anonymous meets 
from 8-9 pm. Cell Karen 638- 
0707, 
- ,  $ $ $ $ $  
,~ EVERY;3RD MONDAY of 
inch month the Arthritis Society 
has a drop.in for information at 
Happy Gang Centre 3226 Kalum 
1!:30-3:00. 
I,:Ter/a~lew: Lodge: Pet Visitation 
I]pmgram,'iofice a montfi commit- 
i lainnt~n~ddd, D0gS o/ilyl For more I tnfoealf Bonnl,e at 638-0223; 
CROSSROADER'S DIARY 
On stage in 
a schoolyard 
Kirsten Murphy is a 24.year.old Northwest Community College stu- 
dent working in Zimbabwe with Canadian Crossroads International 
TSH ELANYEMBA, ZIMBABWE 
By KIRSTEN MURPHY 
S HORTLY AFTER 
11:00 a.m., I jump on 
my bike and pedal 
three kilometres to 
Parents Day at Tshelanyemba Pri- 
mary School. 
I am allowing myself the morn- 
ing offin order to catch a glimpse 
of live rural Zimbabwean culture. 
My face bathed with Cop- 
per,one 25, baseball cap securely 
placed on my head and skirt 
tucked between my legs, I skill- 
fully manoeuvre through a course 
of spindly trees and hidden sand 
traps. 
The sun bites my outstretched 
arms like a million starved 
mosquitoes and the air rings with 
a symphony of high-pitched 
Christmas beetles. 
As I coast up to the school yard, 
a flood of applause fills the air 
and six smiling children return to 
their seats as the headmaster an- 
nounces the next performance. 
I am greeted at the gate by a 
crooked little man with cajun 
black skin. He smiles shyly and 
motions the direction I am to fol- 
low. Three steps ahead and" his 
eyes to the ground, he does not 
notice the domino effect of 500 
school children turning to have a 
look at us. 
The sun bites myou t - 
stretched arms like a mil- 
l ion starved mosquitoes 
and the air rings ~,ith a 
symphony of  h~gh-~p~ched 
Christmas beetles. 
Once seated on a bench 
designed for someone half my 
height, I notice a section of 
elegantly dressed women across 
from me. I self conseiously 
smooth out my wrinkled skirt and 
place my canvas backpack on the 
ground. 
The "stage" is a portion of 
schoolyard approximately half 
the size of a tennis court. At one 
end teachers, proud parents and 
honoured guests iL 
Twenty-five metres across from 
us, 500 school children are 
Kirsten Murphy 
draped in, on and around a 
baobob tree; each student eagerly 
awaits his or her debut per- 
formance. 
Almond brown soil begins to 
fly as a group of Grade Five stu- 
dents wearing goat skin head 
dresses kick and jump around. 
When they are finished the crowd 
bursts into a roar of applause and 
the goat skin ensemble skips hap- 
pily back to their places under the 
tree. 
Performances are successions 
of shoeless children with bright 
smiles and faded school 
uniforms. Many students wait 
with trepidation ['or their verse or 
dance to finish as a proud mother 
sprints to her child to swing him 
like a pin wheel in the wind. 
The audience grows restless as 
the combination of heat, u n- 
comfortable seating and hunger 
pains affects the crowd simulta- 
neously. 
• One of the last performances is 
an English version of Frer6 Jac- 
ques and it reminds me of Cam- 
da's referendum. 
Someone leans over and 
whispers: "Did you enjoy your- 
self? Are you staying for lunch?" 
I glance at the children singing 
and smile. "YES, it's been a 
great day, but NO, I won't be 
able to stay for lunch." 
Readers in Terrace can write to 
Kirsten with questions or com- 
ments. The address is: Kirsten 
Murphy, Tshelanyemba, P. Bag 
5703, Maphisa, Zimbabwe. 
Sticks and stones 
CRAFTY: Nine-year-old Mark Viveiros creates a all-natural 
mobile made out of slicks and dried plants in a project with 
the 1st Terrace Cubs. 
- - - , . .  
-f  
~t4c .e . :  
Window crasher 
THIS VARIED THRUSH had a close encounter last week with a window at Otto Grundman's 
Hanson St. home. Many of the species of thrush have been spotted around town this winter. 
Bird count coordinator Diane Weissmiller said about 45 species of birds were tallied up during 
the Christmas bird count this year. A few cattle egrets were reported before Christmas and the 
count itself turned up purple finches for the first time, as well as evening groesbeaks, eagles, 
robins and many other common species. 
Cold can kill pets 
Bitter winter weather is particu- 
larly hard on family pets left out- 
doors. 
And SPCA member Rose Hig- 
bie is calling on pet owners to be 
careful about leaving their 
animals outside during cold 
snaps. 
A Great Dane froze {o death 
recently beeausc' the dog was 
locked up in an uninsulatcd shed. 
"It  is very sad," Higbie said. 
"You just can't do that with a 
short-haired breed of dog." 
Higbie says it's important to 
make sure dogs have either a 
doghouse or some other sheltered 
area to stay warm in. 
It must also be insulated, she 
stresses. Straw works well, but 
must be fluffed up each day. 
Short-haired breeds in particu- 
lar arc vulncrablc, she said. But 
longer-haired ogs and cats can 
also be affected. 
"The wet snow can get balled 
up in their fur," Higbie ex- 
plained. "You lulow when you 
can throw a good snowball it's 
time to worry." 
She said her own cat would 
have died the other day if she 
hadn't found her in time. 
"She was so balled up she 
couldn't move. She was just 
mewing.' ' 
Other common problems in- 
clude ice in the.pads. 
Terrace's branch of the Society 
for the Prevention of  Cruelty to 
Animals (SPCA) is relatively 
new. 
The city's own volunteer 
branch started just two years ago. 
The group's role is to speak for 
those who cannot speak for them- 
selves - -  the animals. 
The local group has put togeth- 
er a spay/neuter p ogram. 
Although animals are only oc- 
casionally available for adoption, 
the spay/ncuter program offers 
people who adopt animals from 
the SPCA or local shelters an in- 
centive to spay or neuter their 
animals. 
Okay, okay 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
Try, try again. 
Yup, the great butt-out fizzled early. 
The seeds of disaster were sown when the deci- 
sion was made to allow "sanity" cigarettes . -  
hcalth-comcious people would say that's a con- 
tradiction in terms, 
Regardless, those well-spaced rags all-too-soon 
became a cloud of pollution resembling Los 
Angeles on one of its famous mog-shrouded days. 
However, the paper's now gone to bed, the pres- 
sure's off and therefore that excuse has gone. 
So now it's time to buckle down again, After all, 
those TV ads say the main thing is not to quit quit- 
Currently the cost for adopting 
an animal through the program is 
$30 for cats or kittens and $50 for 
dogs or puppies. The shelter 
covers the cost of the balance of 
the basic spay or neuter and you 
pay the GST and additional costs, 
if any. 
The SPCA is also embarking on 
a new program aimed at finan- 
cially helping people who already 
own pets, but can't afford 
veterinary care. Financial as- 
sistance may be available for 
spay/neuter, short term nutritional 
requirements, or in special cases, 
unexpected medical costs. The 
program, and others, are made 
possible by rafllesi memberships 
aud bingos. 
The SPCA ueeds community 
support to maintain its branch 
status. The group's econd meet- 
ing of 1.993 is scheduled for Feb. 
3, It will be held at 7:30 p.m. in 
the meeting room of the Terrace 
Public Library, 
For more information on Ter- 
race's SPCA, phone 638.2002. 
I confess 
I really knew Big Brother was alive, well and 
watching when a Kitimat alderman I ran into gave 
me a hard time. 
Seems there's no escapel 
In order to ensure success this time, I am invok- 
ing Plan B.  
That involves retreating to a small cabin in the 
Kispiox valley for a weekend's ice fishing and not 
taking any cigarettes with me. 
Of course, my companions on this annual advcn- 
ture are smokers, but fortunately they're sadistic 
enough to cold,shoulder any desperatc, whining 
pleas I may make for "just one"; ~ 
ling. "After all," they'll tell me with broad grins, "It 's 
It also helps to know you've got the Smoke Police for your own good." 
on your side: they!re the frighteningly numerous We!l, :that's all for this dpdate, I have to head 
people who cau~t me with, acancer stick'in my ~down to "~the corner store...just to ge t~a couple of 
mouth and immediately queried my actioiis, ~ litres of milk, you understand, 
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Elks help 
finish CT 
Scan drive TUESDAY.  WEDNESDAY:: THuhSDA'~ 
TERRACE - -  Local Elks and 
members of the Order of the 
Royal Purple have completed a 
commitment to Mills Memorial 
Hospital three years ahead of 
schedule. 
Two years ago they made a 
flve-year commitment to raise 
$23,100 for a CT scanner for the 
hospital. 
The elks recently presented two 
cheques of $2,700 each to mark a 
successful reaching of that goal. 
Representatives of Elks Lodge 
No. ~2.5 and Order of the Royal 
Purple No. 216 said they were 
happy to have reached their goal. 
The money came from a variety 
of sources, including regular 
bingos, said Elks spokesman 
Lawrence Baker, 
The order of the Royal Purple 
also presented two cheques of 
$500 each. One is designated for 
the pediatrics ward. 
Joyce Ksause, patient services 
director at Mills who accepted the 
cheques on behalf of the hospital, 
thanked the two groups for their 
efforts. 
The commitment by the two 
groups is on top of efforts to sell 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion cash calendars. 
Proceeds from those sales are 
dedicated to the foundation's 
drive to raise enough money to 
buy a CT scan machine. 
Fighting 
elder abuse 
Identifying and stopping the 
problem of elder abuse is the 
focus of a new handbook released 
by the ministry of health. 
"Elder abuse is an increasingly 
visible problem in our society," 
said health minister Elizabeth 
Cull. "The issue will be one of 
increasing importance as our 
society continues to age." 
Connecting: A Handbook on 
Abuse of the Elderly, is designed 
as a reference tool for people who 
work with seniors. It will help 
them in identifying cases of 
mislxeatment ~ which can range 
from. simple..neglect ,to physical 
,or{ t"m~-;.. L, aorl ~p~¢Jw.logi~l ~abuse, 
cial exploitation and.:,:ov.ea,. . 
medicating. 
.The handbook is being dislrib- 
uted throughout Ihe province to 
various health professionals, 
• government agents, seniors 
counsellors, community agencies 
and information centres. 
Abuse Of the elderly is a com- 
plex social problem, one that may 
reqnire the combined efforts of 
social, health and criminal justice 
workers. For that reason, a key 
part of the handbook is a compre- 
hensive listing of  service, agen- 
cies, government programs and 
voluntary organizations that may 
be able to assist with an ap- 
propriate intervention once a case 
of elder abuse has been identified.' 
"It is up to all of us to ensure 
that our seniors continue to live 
BIG 
BAND 
DANCE 
Saturday, February 6, 1993 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
Cocktai ls  . . . . . . .  7:00 - 8:00 
Hot Buffet 8:00 - 9:00 
Music & Dancing 9:00 on 
NEW DANCE FLOOR!! 
TICKETS 
~30.00 per  person 
Available at 
• Sight & Sound • Safeway o Fields I 
Block Reservations Available 
LUCK 'DOLLAR BINGO 
EBRUARY 1993 
7 
Pa~ents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
o! Education 
14 
1 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
i8 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey = 
15 
PAL, AC E FEBRUARY 1993 
2 Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
9 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
.... ' : : :  TH . . . . . .  l l '~ '~ l l l  
,4  747 ~ Big Brothers 
. "1" Air ~1 & Big Sisters 
.!err,ace Cadets of Terrace 
UlUeDaCK ' ibal - 
Swim Club Terrace Nlsga e Tr 
Anti.Poverty Council.Terrace 
,4 t't "1 "t Order of ,t ~J Canadian l u • i Royal / ~--,Parapleoic 
Terrace Purple Association 
Peaks Terrace Nisga'a Tribal 
" Gymnastics " Anti:Poverty " Council.Terrace 
17 18 747 
Parents Coalition 
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of Education 
21 
Pa~enls Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
28 
Parents Coalition 
hr~e 
Advancement 
of Educa6on 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
22 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball. 
16 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
23 ¸ 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
Terrace/ 
Kitimat Shrine 
Club 
24 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
"t CII Canadian 
Nr ! ~ Paraplegic 
Cadets Association 
Terrace Nisga'a Trlbd 
Anti.Poverty Council-Terrace 
, ' )~ Orderer i'3~ Caned=an / - ,~ j  Royal ~- -~ PerapleQic 
Purple Association 
Terrace N(sga'a Tribal 
Anti.Poverty Council.Terrace 
l ~ . , ~  
Terrace Minor 
Sof tba l l  
Kinefle Club 
Terrace Figure 
Skatin~ 
• ~ ~ Lltlle 
, e  ,~ ,  Theatre 
K i n ~  
Search and 
R.cue 
20 Terrace 
RIngettee 
Terrace Soccer 
Terrace Figure 
Skating 
27 U~a Theatre 
Parents for 
French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
Sat. & Sun.Afternoon Games Doors 11. :30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4.30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
GENERIC 
569 TISSUE 
244:1oll 
MAIIqST.~y:, ,,. ..... ./- ,. 
DOG FOOD 4 
20 kg 
MINUTE MAID 
ORANGE 4 
JUICE 
6/35~ mL 
LUCERNE 
EVAPORATED MILK 1 
24/38S mL 
698 BRINKS 
k 1-27/250 rnL 
i~i~!iil ::'~I~ i):,!:~!iJ 
NeW wag to Hag. 
: ......... :4  . . . . . .  ~:::.);;ii!i;i~:il ':~: 
........ ~:i:i:;:~:;~ ..... )i~ ~i~)::i. ~i ~ 
• " .':':'i:: .T':::::!i!:"~ ":::!i::: i:~ E.'::. ~ii..'4: ! i#~ 
>..:: 
:~:~iii~i::i55i!i~iS~Eii:::::55~Si~Sii!:~ ~:!~!i:i'!~!ii.>.E !~ '~.i.'" ":::,:E 
.... ::~:;.~i)~)#.:i:i !i~i:~-!:ii!i:;E!i!i!))~)::~)i)Ei! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
SIRLOIN 
STEAK 
Boneless Grade A, ~. per package 
=6.35 kg 
88 
Ib 
~ ~ ~ ' : ~ ) ) ' ) . ) . : i  :!~i.~: ~:~:':':*'::':'*'~::'::::::~:':':~'~::~''*':':'~ ....... ~":'~ ......................................... ~ ============================================= their livesin dignity, safety and ~.~ . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ 
security," Cull added. !::' '~'~ill ~ "  .............................................. 
CHANNEL CHESTER CHICKEN NEC TARINES 
IO:GUIDE Sn.c~ Pack 16 Pack 
chicken ~,S "~ - 1 pc. for #1 Grade 
- . -  . .o  15  
ment: Thornhill Jr. Secondary vs. 9 Grown 
Kit~at. Taped Jan,16. (1 hr, 15 ~ ~ I '~ 'Vv  ~'~J~r& ' 
" 1 $1.94 kg Tuesday , Feb. 2 
8:05 p.m. ~ Skeens Journal: 
Kitimat Port, Stewart economy ~ ~ L 
(from Apr. '91); Falls River Dam, 
CT Scanner, Fireman (from Dec. 
'91). 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 
8:05 p .m, -  Local peewee 
hockey: Terrace vs. Kitimat. 
Taped Jan. 16. (lhr 20rain) 
Thursday, Feb, 4 
8:05 p.m. --Skeena Journah 
Totem poles, Lottery funds, 
Housing (Dec '91); Kitimat liter- 
EX' ! 'RA~STRENGTH ENTER TO WIN Ili: 
ACETAMINOPHEN WEEK2 r" "OFFICIAL GRAND OPENING ENTRY FORM "il) 
Safeway .~ NEW PATIO I ONE PER CUSTOMER PLEASE PLEASE PRINT I Ready to Eat 
i Thawed SEAFOOD 
500urn PHARMACY, SET  I NAME: I for your "= 
container of 30 . , ~  DRAW I ADDRESS: il conve~=ence ' 
PRAWNS 
acy, election, pulp mills (Jan '91) 
(1 hour) Frida~i~eb.av- s 
7:05 p.m. - -  Northwest 
Review: A media communica- 
tions class at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary:looks atthe week in 
review. (15 min) 
Sunday, Feb. 7 
4:05 p.m. - -  Sound of Revival. 
7:05 p.m. ~ Jr. Boys Basket- 
ball: Prince.Rupert vs. Nlsga'a, 
(lhr 15 min.) 
Monday, Feb. 8 
7:30 p.m. ---Terrace city coun- 
~lmeeting ~w~)  . 
Tuesdays Feb. 9 
8:00 p.m.--.- Skeena Joumah 
minsl; Bdan Gatdlnef ~eb/92) 
.... ... = ,  
• " I JAN. 30 I C ITY :  i 
i SONY I Winners are required to answer a skill tes~ng question. Entrants must be I 
HANDYCAMI 18 years of age or older. No enffie, will be returned and no dupti.te I 
prizes, Prizes must be accepted as awarded, No purchase necessary, 
I DRAW I Contest effective at your new TERRACE Safeway only. Not0pento ] Pharmacy  Dept.  
Phone 635-1375 
NEW 
STORE 
HOURS: 
MeN. ' FRI. 
FEB. 8 Safeway emlYoyees and families or affiliated suppliers and families. It is not necessary to be/~resent towin. Prizes presented accordingly. 
I II.,~,~ ~.,~,lmlll~vgml...~.mmt ~ m ~mm,.;,ilml,. ~.~..llmllm,.~,m,:~.ljqlll.,..~,( 
~i| 9 a'm" "9 P'm" l i i :~  ~ "~-...~.. i 
~|. SAT. & SUN. f~ i ) i~  I I  
~ GRAND OPENING SPECIALS EFFECTIVE JAN. 27TH TO 30TI-I, 1993 ATVOUR NEW TERRACE SAFEWAY STORE - QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED 
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MUSIC 
,& TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND presents their'January 
Ice-Breaker' at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 30in the 1LE.M. Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are $5 ($3 for students and seniors, and children 
under 12 get in free) and are available at the door. All proceeds go 
to the Jeannette Burkett Trust Fund. 
• THE RANGE ROCKERS play the Terrace Curling Club Jan. 
29-30 during the Legion Bonspiel. 
• ]BIG BARK AND THE HOWLERS will play a Saturday Jan. " 
30 benefit dance at the Coast Inn of the West with all proceeds 
going to the Jeannette Burkett Trust Fund. Tickets $10 at Copper- 
side Foods and the Inn of the West. Doors 8 p.m., band starts at 9 
p.m. Door prizes and a late night buffet will be offered. 
Upcoming: 
• JACK OF CLUBS plays at the Terrace Curling Club on Feb. 
12 during the Ladies Valentine Bonspiel, and THE RANGE 
ROCKERS play on the 13th. 
SPECIAL EFFECTS MAN Graham Maguire handles the electric - -  Thri/ler of the Year. The whodunnit murder mystery debuts on 
gimmickery backstage for Terrace Little Theatre's new production Feb. 4 at the McColl Playhouse. 
THEATRE 
Upcortlitlj~. 
• THRILLER OF THE YEAR, a whodunnit murder mystery, : 
produced by Terrace Little Theatre plays at the McColl playhouse 
' on Kalum St. Feb. 4-6 and Feb. 11-13. Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets 
$10 at Carter's Jewellers, Skeena Mall and the Bank of Montreal. 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 
Tech no-w,zard backs 
[] MOVIES 
up actors backstage 
By STEPHANIE WIEBE A self-described "scrounge all the time. It helps to have a 
Flashing lights. Black-outs. extraordinaire", Maguire as- basement full of keen junk and 
Strange phone calls. And sembles the wires, dials and neat hings.'" 
pyrotechnics, switches into effects that leave " I  just like to play with 
There's murder onstage at audiences wide-eyed, things. I'll find something and 
the McColl Playhouse, and "It  really takes a lot of bits say 'Hey I might be able to 
Graham Maguire is behind it. and pieces backstage to make use that in five years'." 
Behind the scenes, that is. each sound or effect," he ex- The story of an award- 
Maguire's doing sound and plains, winning mystery author whose 
special effects for the Terrace Bits of what and from life reflects the plot of her 
It stars Kristen Cavenaugh as 
Gillian Howard, who seems 
destined to become the victim 
of her latest murder mystery 
novel. 
Thriller of  the Year, 
directed by Karla Hennig, hits 
the stage for two weekends at 
the McColl Playhouse, Febru- 
book, this show has Maguire ary 4-6, and I1-13. ~ickets are 
installing a telephone s3&teni " on sale at Carter's 7ewellers 
backstage, and the Bank of Montreal. 
,Lit!le:.~Theatre's upcoming:..where? 
;inUrder-mystery Thriller ofthe ::: ..... All kinds: of -stuf f , ' "  he 
f]/ei~r,~iind he's having a ball. says. " I 'm scrounging around 
~k A FEW GOOD MEN starring Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson 
and Demi Moore plays Wednesday and Thursday at 7:15 and 9:30 
p.m. at the Tillicum. Home Alone 2 plays at 7 p.m. only. Trespass 
with Bill Paxton plays at 9:15 p.m. only. 
Starting Friday: 
• TOYS starring Robin Williams opens Friday, Jan. 29 at 7 and 
9:15 p.m. at the Tillicum. A FEW GOOD MEN', with Jack Nichol- 
son, Tom Cruise, Demi Moore, Kevin Bacon and Kiefer Suther- 
land, plays at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
ET CETERA ".. 
COMEDY DOUBLE-HEADER at I-lanky Panky's in the Coast 
Inn of the West on Thursday, Jan. 28 at 9 p.m, features idaho 
'homestead' comedian Rick Reed and Los Angeles come.allan Bob 
Hobbs Jr. (recently of Arsenio Hall fame). $3 cover charge. 
A ART RENTAL paintings of local artists are featured in the 
current exhibition at the Terrace Art Gallery. Gallery l]ours are 
nomt to 3 p.m. Tuesday {o Saturday; 7"p~m. to 9 p.m, Tuesdayto, 
Thursday; and 1.p.m, t ° 4 :p.m. on Sundays. • . . . . . .  ............ ~ ..... 
. " " '. 
For The Few Who Are 
Tired Of The Mainstream 
Lease for as low as 
4 m + Taxes 
• i 
The 1992 Toyota Camry Sedan 
-k Tilt Steering -k Cruise -k AM/FM Cassette 
, Air Bag -k Undercoating 
MONEY DOWN! 
48 Month Lease Security Deposit Required 
I II I I I I I I  i1|1 ml ( •  TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
"Canada's O/dest Toyota Dea/ership" 
4912 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B,C; D,L. 5957 635-6558 
~L 
YOU'RE SPECIAL LADLES WEAR 
O 
INVENT?RY 
"egte rm '° 0 
I SAVE 50% O FF A N_._YY ITEM OF YO UR C H O IC E ] 
F E Sp ' You're Special Ladies Wear ', You're ecialLadiesWear , ,  
40% OFF  " 50% OFF  , ,," 
I 
l 
I 
I I 
Bmmmmlm I s m m .  ~1 m l m m m m  i m m . m  
3U'RE SPECIAL LADIES WEAR 
635-9262 4641 Lakelse Ave. Terrace Shopping Centre 
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B jsh nurse wins award 
This week I would like to share 
with you a story on a special ady 
who has received aspecial award. 
Jean Black received the award 
for her great contribution for 
many hours spent in caring for 
the people at Iskut. 
She arrived at Iskut in Oct. 
1969 from the United States, 
crossing the Stikine River in a 
nesday with lean being called out 
to deal with the measles epidemic 
just days later• 
She had to make arrangements 
to send five children to the Ter- 
race hospital. 
Jean took over as community 
nurse in 1969 and held that job 
until 1979. 
She was the only person in the 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
After only three days there, she 
was called out to help in dealing 
with an outbreak of measles. She 
spent many hours working with 
sick children and families still 
living in tents. 
Jean was born in Caithncss, 
Scotland in 1935. She received 
her nurse's training at Edinburgh, 
ending up with three degrees. 
They were her registered nursing 
degree and degrees in mid-wifery 
and infectious diseases. 
Jean was a nurse in Scotland 
until 1962, Her husband John was 
born in Aberdeen, Scotland in 
1936. They were married Dec. 
27, 1962 on SL John's Piping 
Day. 
Jean and John moved to the 
United States in 1963, first living 
in New York. Two children were 
born, Lerna in i963 in New Jer- 
sey and Ian in 1966 in Atlanta. 
In 1969 the Black family de- 
cided to move to Canada. They 
decided on Iskut because John's 
brother, Tom, and wife Robin al- 
ready lived there. Tom had a gro- 
cery store and Robin was a 
teacher. 
They arrived in iskut on a Wed- 
rowboat; . . . .  : community with medical training volved a 10-mile snowmobile 
and was on call 24 hours a day, journey. 
seven days a week, working out 
era little log cabin. 
lean didn't have running hot 
water or an inside bathroom, She 
didn't have a telephone but the 
Dease Lake highways department 
did install a radio phone later on. 
Jean ran general clinics every 
afternoon, dealing with all kinds 
of health problems and some- 
times doing general practitioner 
duties. 
She had to deal with any emer- 
gencies, including home 
deliveries. 
Her first home delivery in- 
Jean was helped at the medical 
station by Mary Quock. 
lean also organized health 
clinics at the schools and did 
some counselling. 
The great majority of her 
patients travelled to Terrace for 
further treatment. 
The Iskut band celebrated the 
30th anniversary of the Black's 
arrival with a special potlatch in 
Sept. 1992. Sdme oldtimers 
returned and awards were given 
out to the persons who have done 
great service to the community. 
Jean was chosen as one and 
I ~~! /~-~ I I I  Lasagna AII You Can Eat 
t ~ " '~ '  ~:: t ~':"1 ~ ~ t " , - ~ " |  
This basket -holds j I "~ ""~" • 
inforrnation and- I i ~ ~err~_ _ 
gifts especially I l I '  ' I _ - 'q l~e~ 
helpful for you. I l I ~r~ / ~\  
~L~°u:._,_ I I ~ " / " 
• ':'  iill i :i :! 
/ 
received a special plaque. 
Molly Tashoots of Iskut says 
Jean can never be replaced for her 
kindness and great work, 
The Black family moved to 
Terrace in 1979. Lorna and Ian 
graduated" from Caldedonia 
Secondary School. 
Jean worked for a time at Emer- 
• son Clinic and now is involved 
with the family business, Jack's 
Excavating Ltd. 
Each January she goes to the 
annual Cordilleran Roundup min- 
ing convention in Vancouver. 
That's because she is involved 
with Black's •Expediting. 
Welcome Wagon ' 
:h0stesstoday. : • 
PhoneElaine 635'3018 
Ph5n~ Diana 638'867'61 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 
• , ; *  ' tA~ 
, ,~ ' :~  
! ~:~.ii~' i: .; 
~~. i i  , ' i~ : .  "~:~'. . . . .  / • " ) : ' ' 
: ~:. :: : • , / :i ~ ';.: 
remembered by the people of Iskut as the nurse who would travel for 
delivery. She has been honoured by the band for her service. 
WEDNESDAY TUESDAY 
Ethnic Food Buffet 
• * from Around the World * 
Your Favorite 
Hot Chicken Ceaser 
T.G.I.R 
Baron of Beef on a Bun 
served buffet style 
.... i! ,"12 pm~-2 p~' :::¢: 
I Deluxe Burger I J 
[ topped with cheese I / 
' =10.9 5 
4551 Gr~]g 
Terrace, B.C. 
FRIDAY 5 pro- 8 pm 
Join us In the Kerrnode Dinlng Room 
Turkey Dinner with all the 
trimmings plus dessert 
635-6630 
! 
i i m ~ l l  
REALITY: Most suicidal people are undecided about living or 
dying, and they "gamble with death," leaving It to others to save 
them. Almost no one commits suicide without letting others know 
how he is feeling. Often this 'cry for help" is given in 'code' 
These distress signals can be used to save lives, 
Terrace & District Victims Assistance Program 
3205 Eby Street, Terrace 
638-0333 or 638-1111 
Sale on Now 
* Custom Made Blinds 
at an affordable price 
for example 
48"x 48" only =75.00 installed 
Offer expires March 31/93 
IH [  ORIG INAL  LOUV£RDRAPE °.~ 
GOLDEN/TOUCH ~ 
// MINI BLIND 
PREMIER LINE HORIZONTAL 1" MINI BLINDS 
Over 50 colors to choose from. 
Let us show you our large 
selection gs,i;i:i' 
• IYOUR DECOR ~: 
Te race Carpet Centre• 
i 3202 Munr0e Street al Hwy. 16 W. i: 
TERRACE : 
635-2976 
1-800-665-1657 
,li!- ' I  
7h~ , ,d  L~ . . . .  t . . . . .  "77]e Lad ,  
. . . . . . . .  "T/-n~l~ l Cz7 ~"~-~E-~- ;~ 
I 
I 
Terrace Little Theatre 
presents 
Glyn Jones' 
i -H  R I LLE  
OF  T H E  
Y E A R  
irected by Karla Hennig 
ry,4, 5, 6 and 11, 12, 13, 1993 
r t~ l  
3Pf~ 
. t  
.I 
i 
. I  
I 
• I 
i 
.! 
.I 
:141 
I'l: 
: 
I 
I 
I 
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T 
;pro McColl Playhouse 
25 Kalum Street, Terrace 
~J 
1: t l .  
The Terrace Community Band 
presents 
January Ice Breaker Contest 
(A Benefit ¢,3r J. Burkett) 
Sat, Jan. 30 at 7:30 p.m, 
at the R.E,M, Lee Theatre 
O'  Canada • 
Po lka  f rom Schwanda the  Bagp iper  - J .  We inberger  
Wash ington  Post -  J .  P. Souse  
L inco lnsh i re  Posy -  P. Gra inger  
1.  Dub l in  Bay  • 
2 .  Harks tow Grange 
3 .  Los t  Lady  Found 
':'i : ~ : 'Crown Imper ia l  - W.  Wal ton  
:~i:;::: ~'~¢::;i, In termiss ion  
: '~ '  Big Band Feature #1 
So lo i s t  J ,  Ryan  
Eterna l  Father -C .  Smi th  
; : : ' : ( , i  . . . . . .  A rmy o f  the  N i le  - K ,  A l fo rd  
- : - :~  . • -  ~:- , i~ ¸ 
Angler 
Rob 
Brown 
• • , .' 
i Fred Seiler is an avid hunter who has 
stalked game in this a rea  all his life. 
When the season is over he spends alot of 
time prowling the winter landscape 
loOking fo r signs of moose. 
[ The movements 0f animals tand out 
[ vividly against he backdrop of winter: 
one can follow the track of a wolf over 
the meandering prints a cow and calf; 
large depressions in the snow show 
where moose have bedded own at dark. 
Gut piles stand out vividly in winter 
too. 
Fred recently counted six between the 
E~chamsikS and Terrace. He was furious. 
"I was on my way back to town," Fred 
told me, " when I spotted some natives 
in: a pickup truck eyeballing a cow 
I standing just off the road. I pulled over 
to wa~chi They looked at me, then at the 
re.nose,]hen they took off, so I did too." 
Fred came back later. The cow was 
still in the same area, but in pieces. Her 
calf was there too standing beside 
severed head and butchered remains of its 
mother. " I went back on Saturday with 
my camera," Fred told me. "That was 
fiVedays later, and the calf was still 
there. When you shoot a cow in the 
winter, you're killing three moose," 
Fr.ed added. "The cows are usually 
pregnant and their calves will be wolf 
bait." 
Troubled by what he had seen, by a 
logging truck driver's report of no less 
than 12 kills along a mere 4 kilometres 
Of haul road, and a Lomak driver's story 
of  frightening away a crew of native 
gunners who had plugged a cow moose 
crossitig the ice on the Exstew River 
Fred went to see the local conservation 
officer. 
~ ;There he learned ,tlaat,, ex~pltffor~cases., 
mere satety or conservat]bn" were a 
~,cqncern, there was nothmg:the'officer 
could do. 
"Until a short time ago the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch issued sustenance 
permits that allowed people on social 
assistance toshoot moose out of season. 
Thankfully this absurd practise was 
d~scontmued. Now hunters must plan 
their hunts for the fall -- all hunters ave 
for natives. To Fred and other hunters 
this law runs counter to the principles of 
conservation, discriminates against a 
segment of our society on the basis of 
culture and colour and is therefore 
openly racist. 
Furthermore, Fred points out that 
since moose only began colonizing this 
country in'the 1930's, the natives here 
certainly can't claim moose meat was a 
staple fare for their ancestors. 
• Perplexed, I made a couple of calls to 
Victoria. I found out is there is no law, 
but there is policy to this effect that is 
being driven by two recent court 
In the Delgamuukw Case, the learned 
judge ruled a Gitksan hunter's right to 
shoot"il ibosc for sustenance and 
ceremonial or cultural purposes took 
precedence over hunting regulations that 
applyto the rest of us so long as there 
was no concern for safety, and the game 
was shot on crown land within what 
natives claim as tribal territory. 
The Sparrow Decision put native fishing 
requirements below the conservation 
requirements of the salmon but above 
those o f  the sport and commercial 
fishermen. 
iFearing more precedent setting legal 
decisions, government is trying to set up 
co-management regimes with the natives 
in  the' li:op¢ of establishing their 
requirements and enforcing quotas with 
thei help of tribal councils. In the 
meantime the conservation officers are 
hamstrung. 
: Here, none of this washes. Because of 
financial considerations, inventories of 
the: moose populations arc only made 
from the air every 5 years. In the 
meantime estimates of moose abundance 
ar¢iloose guesstimates at best. By the 
tlm¢ managers real ize there is a 
conservation problem, they can only 
ru/'qt by removing an allocation from the 
men like Fred Seiler. 
!n winter moose lead a precarious 
i~xistence. Food is scarce; the energy 
requirements o f  the big animal great. 
baiyone who can afford to mna pickup 
truck and pack a high powered rifle does 
tint need a moose to sustain himself. The 
few nativegunncrs who indulge in the 
disgusting practise of whacking moose 
when they are so vulnerable give their 
feliows a black e ye, something the native 
peoifles don't need at a time when they 
i~i~iaearing :resolution of their land 
, 
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Kermodes flying, literally 
The remainder was used to cover other 
travel costs, including trips to the provin- 
cials. 
Although basketball will be the main 
focus of the trip, MacKay emphasized 
the players will get more than that out of 
the expedition. 
Crediting assistant coach Scott Arm- 
strong with having done an excellent job 
on arranging the itinerary, he said the 
Kermodes will be visiting all the major 
universities in Nova Scotia, including 
Dalhonsie and Acadia. 
There they will get a tour of the institu- 
tion from its adndssions officer and be 
billeted in one of its dormitories. 
There will also be tours of the sur- 
rounding countryside and even local in- 
dustries. "You want to see part of your 
own country," MacKay pointed out. 
He also noted the team's transportation 
costs while in the province are being 
provided by their hosts and some of the 
universities are even throwing in extras 
such as free lunches. 
And while the Cal students will get a 
chance to watch university teams play 
while they're there, the university scouts 
will also be keeping a close eye on the 
Kermodes when they're on court. 
MacKay said Cal will be in action in 
two tournaments and play two exhibi- 
tions for a total ofeighg ames. 
"They'll be playing three of the top 
teams in Nova Scotia," he said, adding 
facing that kind of competition could 
only benefit he team. 
"It 's a great opportunity for them." 
It will also be excellent preparation for 
their zone playoffs which take place just 
three weeks after their return home. 
Countless hours of sweeping parking 
lots, cleaning up highway litter and 
doing yard work was rewarded today. 
The Caledonia Kermodes boys' basket- 
ball squad took to the skies this morning 
to  begin a 10-day tour of Nova Scotia. 
Coach Cam MacKay explained the 
team sets itself an annual target of rais- 
ing $12-15,000. 
And its primarily up to its members, 
with help from sponsoring businesses, to
get out there and cam that money. 
They do thai by contracting out their 
services to the Highways department, 
provincial Parks and the Forest Service, 
running basketball mini-camps and tak- 
ing any odd jobs they can get. 
MacKay said this trip was the culmina- 
tion of three years of such work and 
would use up about half the money col- 
lected during that period. 
attacked the wide open spaces with enthusiasm 
(above), playing rotating two and a half minute 
shifts. It was a taste of things to come when they 
graduate up the minor hockey ladder. 
BIG DAY for little guys. Minor Hockey Week 
brought local Pre-Novice hockey players a mo- 
ment they've been waiting for all season: the 
chance to play a full ice surface game. And they 
Cal crushes 
all comers 
CRUELTY - that's about the only 
way to describe the Caledonia 
Kermodes treatment of their opposi- 
tion at a recent Hazelton tournament. 
But, says coach Cant MacKay, Cal 
did try a little kindness too. 
He explained two Kermode teams 
had been entered: an 'A' team made 
up of the first line players, and a 'B' 
squad consisting of the remainder of 
tile team. 
However, that game plan changed 
after" only one quarter of the 'A' 
team's first game. 
Facing Houston, the 'A' team were 
so overpowering MacKay pulled them 
after the first and sent in the 'B's. 
Not that even that helped Houston 
much, the Kermodes crushing them 
103-41. Fernando Milhomens led the 
scoring with 18, Jassle Osei-Tutu 
chipped in 17 and Fraser McKay and 
Dean Beeson both added 16. 
MacKay said the 'A'  players also got 
"a lot of rest" in their second game as 
well, a 91-34 clobbering of Kitinrat's 
Mount Elizabeth squad. 
Even with limited court time, how- 
ever, MeKay racked up 24 and Mil- 
homens 16. 
That set up the final agahrst Charles 
Hays, a much fighter game, at least to 
begin with, Cal holding a 47-43 edge at 
the half. 
However, five fateful seconds in the 
third quarter sunk Hays' hopes. 
Recalling the game had started to get 
",.'hoppy" towards the end of the first 
half, MacKay said the officials con- 
tinued to let the players get away with 
it in the third. 
With Cai up by 10 points, MacKay 
said two Kermodes "mugged" a Hays 
player. When even this was not called, 
the Hays player slammed his hand on 
the floor in disgusU-~'an~d plcked"up a
technical foul for the outburst;:'. : ., 
That drew a strenuous protest from 
the Hays coach -- which, in turn, drew 
another technical foul. 
The Kerlnodes proceeded to sink all 
four free throws and then got three 
more front Milhomens on the in- 
bound balk. 
"That  was seven points in about five 
seconds," MacKay said, adding it 
proved the back breaker for Hays. 
Cal went on to win 99-79, led by Mil- 
hmnens (31), McKay (29) and Kurt 
Muller whose 22 was a personal best. 
McKay was named tournament 
MVP while Milhomens was selected 
for the all-star team. 
The 'B'  team, playing under their 
own banner, opened with a 78-32 loss 
to Hays, were edged 74-68 by Smithers 
and dosed with an even narrower loss, 
59-55 to Houston. 
However, MacKay pointed out, by 
the time they took on Houston, "They 
were Just dead tired." 
Juniors hold own, 
on slalom slopes 
They may not have been in the medals, 11th overall and fifth among J2s. 
but local junior skiers acquitted them- 
selves well in recent races at Shames 
Mountain. 
Young skiers from across the north 
converged on Shames Jan. 9-10 for the 
Junior Alpine CSA races. 
When it was all over, Smithers topped 
the medal standings with four gold, three 
silver and two bronze. 
Smithcrs racers also provided the  
weekend's most hrilling f'mish, in Satur- 
day's women's event. 
Dediluke sliced four seconds off her 
previous day's total time to f'mish 18th 
overall and fifth in her division. 
On the men's side, Prince George 
senior Jeffrey Robinson was the speed 
on the slope both days with a best per- 
formance of 1:00.19 on Saturday's sec- 
ond run for a 2:00.99 total. 
Scott Jingles was the fastest Terracite 
both days, posting a 1:08.52 on Satur- 
day's second escent. 
Hc f'mished 18th overall Saturday and 
Jessica Hall was fastest down the 17th Sunday to pick up fifth in Junior B 
course on the first run but held only a on each occasion. 
9/IO0ths of a second edge over teammate Gracme Dediluke, top local J2 with 
Alyson Moser. 
Although Hall was nearly halfa second 
quicker on her second descent, Moser 
was faster still. 
Moser's time 1:06.15 -- the fastest of 
the day among female competitors -- 
gave her a combined total of 2:12.77 and 
a gold medal by just 1/100th of a secondl 
Carrying Terrace hopes in Saturday's 
women's race were Lee.Ann Critchley 
and Kristen Dediluke. 
15th and 16th placings in that division, 
also sped to his fastest time -- 1:13.62 -- 
on Saturday's second run. 
And in the J3 class, the honours were 
split. Clocked at 1:16.50 on Saturday's 
first run, Isaac Hawes sliced more than 
two seconds off second time around for a 
1:14.15 and 2:30.65 total. 
That proved the sixth best J3 time of 
the day. 
Sunday, however, Hawes was knocked 
Critchley put in consistent runs for a out of contention when he failed to corn- 
combined time of 2:34.08, good enough plete the first run. 
for 14th overall and seventh in the J2 That left the door open and Chaz Ware 
division, pounced with near duplicate runs of 
Hurt by a poor second run, Dediluke 1:17.51 and 1:17.60 Saturday to finish 
had to settle for 19th overall but took 10th in his group and top among its Ter- 
CONCENTRATION was the name of the game at the Knights of Columbus 
annual free throw contest held at Veritas school on Saturday, Above, Fraser 
de Walle goes through his pre-throw ritual as he prepares to sink another one. 
fourth in the Junior B class, race contingent. De Walle went on to win the Boys 12 years division. Other boys winners were 
CritchleyWas olid again In Sunday's Nearly 90 racers took part in the Dustln Sampson (10), Femando Medeiros (11). Cam Harris (13) and Paul 
event,  p0sting her fastest time: of ihe ,.vonts Pomored b,, Clearl,, Canadian Sampson (14); On the girls' side, top spots went to Germalna Carrita (10), 
weekend (1:16.57) and Improving to andFordofCanada." " , : AndrcaVan Gelder (12), Krtsty McKay (13) and Leah deWalle (14). 
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Sports 
Menu 
THURSDAY, JAN. 28 
Minor Hockey 
Bantam House League 
9:15 p.m.Bradford and Sons v 
Lakelse Logging 
FRIDAY, JAN. Z9 
Curling 
TERRACE LEGION Men's 
Open bonspiel gets under way, 
ending Sunday. Entry $130, 
three events. To enter, contact 
Legion (635-5825) or Curling 
Club (635-5583). 
Minor Hockey 
BANTAMS host Kitimat,  
Midgets host Prince Rupert i~ 
two game series. First game 
tonight, second Saturday 
morning. 
SUNDAY~ JAN. 31 
Hiking Club 
CROSS COUNTRY ski trip to 
Chist Creek area, 12 miles 
south of Terrace. Meet at li- 
brary at 10a.m. or Onion Lake 
parking lot. For info, Kelly at 
798-2535. 
FRIDAY~ FEB. 5 
Darts 
TERRACE LEGION Open 
tournament begins tonight at 8 
p.m. with mixed doubles, con- 
tinues Saturday with ladies' 
and men's ingles, doubles. 
RUGBY:  
Northmen dish it out 
By DAVID HULL 
The Terrace Northmen Rugby 
Football club wrapped up one of 
its most successful seasons ever 
with a spirited awards ceremony. 
Named Most Improved Player 
for '92 was Ben Soueie, who pro- 
vided added mobility to the for- 
The Northmen would not have 
the success or structure they have 
enjoyed over the years without 
the people who provide the essen- 
tial help and guidance not just on 
the field, but off-field as well. 
Brian Kormendy was one such 
and a founder of both the 
ward pack and was aggressive and Northmen and North Coast Rugby 
versatile in accepting different 
assignments on the field. 
Rookie of the Year was a hotly 
contested trophy this year, the 
Northmen having several out- 
standing newcomers. 
The award went to Arnie 
Pelletler, scorer of numerous tries 
and certainly the fastest player in 
the North Coast League. 
The ITP Terrace Travel trophy 
for the Most Valuable Player went 
to Ernle ]Dusdal, the second year 
in a row l~e has won the coveted 
hardware. 
One of~e younger players were 
overheard noting that Dusdal, 
even after many, many years of 
playing, is like the Energizer bun- 
ny - "Still going!" 
The Brian Kormendy Memorial 
trophy is awarded each year to the 
Most Valuable Club Member. 
Union. 
Dusdal, even after many, 
many years o f  playing, is - 
like the Energizer bunny - 
"Still go ing/"  
Past recipients of the award 
form the selection committee and. 
this year selected Mike MeCuish. 
One of the few founding mem- 
bers left in the area and still active 
in rugby, Mike has contributed as 
a player for 15 years, serving as 
head coach for the past two. 
His efforts have been a driving 
force for the Northmen in compe- 
tition and in keeping the spirit of 
rugby alive in Terrace and the 
Northwest. 
Northmen captain Ernie Dusdal 
also accepted the Dr. Dale 
Greenwood Cup and the Dr. 
Shinbine Trophy, both emblemat- 
ic of supremacy in North Coast 
Rugby Union from Union presi- 
dent David Hull. 
The evening also featured the 
presentation of numerous good 
humoured awards recalling incld- 
ents and questionable behaviour 
which did not go unnoticed by the 
awards committee. 
The Northmen will be holding 
their annual general meeting and 
election of officers Sunday, Jan. 
30, one hour prior to the 
Superbowl kickoff. For more 
• information, contact David Hull 
at 638-1327. 
All players, members, alumni 
and potential new players are 
encouraged toattend this meeting 
and social. 
Tentative plans for the 
Northmen in '93 include a third 
return to the World Invitational 
Rugby Tournament inHawaii. 
This world class event is the 
jewel in the rugby tournament 
crown and provides the Northxnen 
with top level competition from 
all over the world. 
SUNDAY~ ~]~B. 7 
Bowling 
PICK-A-PARTNER zone roll- 
offs at the Terrace Lanes. For 
info, 635-5911. 
Snowmobiling 
SNOWARAMA '93. Because 
weather is a major factor, this 
date is tentative. Time and 
location of run to be confhmed 
nearer date. For info Earl at 
635-5930. 
FRIDAY~ FEB. 12 
Curl ing 
VALENTINES Ladies 
Bonspiel begins, finals on Sun- 
day afternoon. To enter, phone 
the curling clubat 635-5583~,',., 
FREE LESSONS offered by  
Kitimat Cross Country 
Club to adultmembers every 
Saturday at lla.m., Onion 
Lake ski trails; For more info, 
phone 632-4359. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays 
every Tues. and.Thurs. 8-10 
p.m. and Sun. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
at Thornhill Jr.  Sec. school. 
Newcomers welcome. Contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
JACKRABBITS .hold cross 
country sessions every Satur- 
day, 9:30-11 a.m. at Onion 
Lake ski trails. For info, phone 
632-4359. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop 
in hockey lakes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m,- I p.m. every Men., 
Wed, and FrL Minimum age 
19 years and limited to first 20 
players each day. 
TERRACE ROADRUNNERS 
Motorcycle Club welcomes 
new members. For informa- 
tion, phone Ed (635-3489) or 
Karen (635-6495). 
LADIES DART LEAGUE 
plays every Thursday night, 8 
p.m, at the Legion. Novice 
players welcome. Phone Betty 
(635-4880) or Cada ~ (638- 
2080) for mor e information. 
MiXeD DART LEAGUE 
plays every Wednesday night 
l at the Legion, 8 p.m. Fun 
I league and all welcome. Just 
I show up to joi n in. 
LADIES DART LEAGUE 
plays every Thursday night, 8 
p.m. at  the : Legion. Novice 
players welcome; Phone Betty 
(635-4880) or! Carla ~ (638- 
2080) for more information. 
, : ,  :.7 I 
The :Te~ace slan~ar~ oy-I 
fers $ports Menuas a pub-I 
~ic se~c,,to ~ rea~er~ and I
loCai  sports organlzaU'ons.  , U 
'g.a;ou: h~v,'- : an: evenq 
r.~,nne#, ~r~. t~: ~et, lis- 
~n and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make. the •following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by  5 p,m. Fri. 
day. 
- i 
. .~. : ' "  : .- . 
,.~?.~.::,<.,,.~...:..., . ..~. ~ ,,..,....,,:,.. ::~,_b',:...~,;,C~,..,. !,;:  ~ :+. . - -  ....... .... 
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E-RBE 
, RPPLIRFICEEi 
,13 U:,T OF 
3"HII   DRLO 
PRICES!! 
~ OUR TOP OF  THE L INE  
16.9 cu.ft. FROST FREE REFRIGERATOR 
This Deluxe Refrigerator combines All of the 
most desired features and the latest "Energy 
Saving" performance... 
• Fully adjustable split tempered glass shelves 
• Split adjustable sturdy door shelves 
• See through crispers, rclrw $~_Q_Qoo 
meat pan and wine rack . . .~ .  v . . , . . . _ _  
* , SPECIAL PURCHASE * * 
I I 
I.., I 
I ; : ) : . i I "  I 
L _I 
I 
LARGE CAPACITY  
WASHER WITH 
MINI  BASKET 
Too many features to 
mention them all! 
* G/E's MINI BASKET let's you 
wash BIG LOADS the usual 
way PLUS providing a mini 
tub for smaller loads 
SAVE TIME, HOT WATER 
AND DETERGENT 
Q HEAVY DUTY 
LARGE CAPACITY 
ELECTRIC DRYER 
Deluxe features include multi- 
cycle settings for complete 
flexibility in handling all 
fabrics types: 
Regular, Permanent Press 
and Damp Dry. 
Large easy access door. 
Unbelievably Priced at: 
*549 on *37900 
Offer. . . .  
s50 
INSTANT 
REBATE! 
Introducing GE's "All New" 
Self Cleaning Range with a 
"True Convection Oven" 
The Most  Impor tant  
, . ?  
A,d~UC,.,UC,. core, ,n.,a~,,,~gE~r- j Cook ing  innovat ion  : ........ 
I grk/ l l t l00 I i n25  years !  
::, , ../yr.. c , 
.... FURNITURE & APPLIANCE Q; , . ' .  " 
, k ' :~; : :~ ' ' ,  =B ,'' r + "" , , ' ' M ' .... P R O U D  T O  B E  A 
'..: ,..!,:.J :.,~'~ : ~,,:" ,::'i '.' :, ".,:' "." ~ " "' =',. ;~:,!,:,,,.: ",~,~':~ ,. ,,: :. ', ~ :: , Since 1963 , 
4501 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
~8-1158 
~ ALL NEW ~ "~ ~ 
CONVECTION SELF 
CLEANING RANGE 
• Bake or roast up to 25% faster 
• Bakes evenly on all 3 even racks 
• 2 Quick-heat elements for faster 
stove top cooking 
• Special simmer cooking element 
• Deluxe glass control panel 
"k WE USED THE BUYING POWER OF,  
OVER 100 AFFILIATED STORES TO 
MAKE THIS EXCLUSIVE LIMITED TIME 
OeFER, reg. =1099oo 
' ~  Instant REBATE~iSD 
.ow =104900 Only 
Long 
distance 
bowling 
Local Kids and Golden Agers 
league players will not have to 
leave town when they take part in 
the northern zone bowling roll- 
offs. 
And the same goes for their 
Prince George opponents. 
That's because the roll-offs 
will be conducted by telephone, 
each alley reporting to the other 
what's happening at their end. 
The Terrace contingent will 
consist of Bantam girls Brandy 
Kuemper and Rebecca McBeth, 
Bantam boys J'oey Prevost and 
Curtis Mercer, Golden Age ladies 
May MeFarland and Rolande 
gagne plus Golden Age men Joe 
Schulmeister and Bill Ross. 
The winners of the Feb. 17 
zones advance to the provincials, 
to be held in Vancouver Feb. 27- 
28. 
Hendry's 
hat trick 
Miehelle Hendry is a finalist 
for the B.C. University Athlete 
of the Year - for the third conse- 
cutive year. 
Hendry was selected by a 
media panel along with 
Richmond field hockey player 
Rochelle Low and Burnaby 
wrestler Jeff Thue. 
The winner will be 
announced Saturday, March 6 
at the 27th annual Sport B.C. 
Awards Banquet, being held at 
the Hotel Vancouver. 
During her years at Simon 
Fraser University, Hendry was 
the driving force behind its 
highly successful Clan women's 
bds~etba ~ I1+team. , :, 
. t j  , • 
. ~ ~ ~ <; ;  ........ 
Snow no 
problem 
to hikers 
It takes more than several feet 
of snow to put the Terrace Hiking 
Club out of action. 
Not, of course, that they spend 
the winter months wading waist- 
deep through snow. 
Instead, they don cross-coun- 
try skis and enjoy the great ont- 
doors in its Winter guise. 
( : 'Fresh from last weekend's 
easy outing to New Remo, club 
members head for the Chist Creek 
~ area this coming Sunday. 
i ~ ~That's located about 12 miles 
: south of Terrace and offers, after 
one!hill to reach the ski area, a 
;(fairly level 3kin run. 
,~!i So  packup a snack and meet 
at the public library at 10 a.m. For 
#0ple living at Lakelse Lake orin 
Kitimat, meet at the Onion Lake 
Z_ L;.':.. L ,Li~ 
ore: information, phone 
r Kelly at 798-2535. 
sees the club turn its 
north of the city as 
• Dover Rd. 
~ut of town. 
large, open 
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] BUY ING A COMPUTER ? ? 
WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE 
BUYERS GtqDE TO HELP YOU 
.MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION 
PRO-TIP: Buy a NON-Interlaced 
Monitor if you want to get the best out of 
your Super VGA Monitor and a IMEG 
Video Card for all those great eolours. 
PHONE TERRACE 798"2491 
PRO-RAM COMPUTERS 
'~++~+~+'+<++ ......... -, 7::+'?~? 
;+,!?jlis:~:, 
. ; ...... i<-,!//)?:;<> 
RINGETTE took centre stage at the arena over the weekend as local Petites and Tweens hosted 
teams from Burns Lake and Vanderhoof. See next week's Standard  fo r  full results. 
..4 
I .~~i : i  B.C. SpeciaIOlympics. Terrace 
/ .~ . '~K" I - '~  P.O. Box 339, 
/ "k_~~Y Terrace, B.C. 
-- -% 81k,~,Y' V8G 4B1 
B.C. Special Olympics - Terrace wishes to 
thank the following groups and 
individuals for their support during 1992: 
Northern Motor Inn 
George Yeast 
McDonalds 
Farwest Bus Lines 
Wightman and Smith 
Masonic Hall 
AM 59 
RCMP 
Jim Jefferis 
Vesta Douglas 
Happy Gang Center 
Terrace Bowling 
Center 
Motor Dealers Association of Terrace 
Pacific Northen Gas Ltd. 
Telephone Employees Community Fund 
Partners in Community Service Society 
(Charity Golf Tourney) 
Ladies Auxilary Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 
We also thank our many friends for their 
volunteer time and most of all for their 
encouragement. 
l ~ i  . L ¸ 
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ET YOU THESE DAYS? 
W H A T "  S M 0 RE  : A lot more than you bargained fol: A 
Check out these standard features on the 1993 
The Chevy S-10 Tahoe 
GMC Sonomaand Chevy S-10, then check into what and GMC Sonoma SLE 
" . . . . .  Extended Cab come with the competition has to offer. I 
I more great features, And put tttogether for Yourself ~enyouget  ~ !. , ,  ]L+0_, .+;~. .v , .  
l 
right downto it; no other compaCt Wuck comes c!ose; ;2~".,n~+'a~ ~;o;~tr~ "+ 
+So hUrr)into your B, C GM+~ealer nowl Because ~ I ~maint~fior Package, 
atiust+s;g+a, you'd better get it while you [ Inclgdes Freight and PDI. 
(+~! 
i 
.... J Ya 
s11995" 
Jim McEwan Mol: )rs L td ,  . ,oo- 
] Dnat t ,~ l r l~  Vehldes mu,t be purdnlsed friim deMer hwentmv. Deaht + I : ' : :  
I ~ I Applicable taxes;licence andi,surance extra;Offer]+ fora + l~'~k~(J l .~ ,l.I ~ l~ J [ .~  map sell for less. , *B~ on Transport Canadalest meth'. I
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CALL  
638-SAVE 
CTION AD 
V" BUY V' SELL v' RENT V' TRADE 
VISA 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES', When astat  holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD,  4647 LAZELLE  AVE.  TERRACE,  B .C .  V8G 1S8 
All c lass i f ied  and  c lass i f ied  d i sp lay  ads  must  be prepa id  by  e i ther  cash .  
V isa or  Mastercard ,  When phon ing  in ads  p lease  have  you  V isa  or  Master -  
card number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. °(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial] Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
l .  Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 
24. Notices 
25, Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29 . Jn  Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23, Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the nght to classily ads 
under appropriate headings and in set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard remlndsadvertisers that it Is against 
the provincial Human Rights Act Io discriminate on the basis 
of children madtal status and employment when placing '.'For 
Rent" ads, Landlords can slate a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght to revise, edil, 
classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any 
answers directed to the ~ews Box Reply Service, and Io 
repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies On "Hdd" instructions not picked up wlthir~ 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of'errors in advertisements must be received hy 
the Publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is ag'reed by the advertlsm: requesiing space that the 
fiability of lhe Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion 
for the poruon of the advertising space oceuptad by the Incur. 
roct or omitted item omy, and that there shall be no liability In 
any event greater than the amounl paid for such adverlising. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! 
4 YEAR Old home in Thomheights Subdi- 
vision for sale by owner, Full finished 
basement. 3 b,r. up & 1 down. 2 full bath. 
rooms plus ensuite. New paint and car. 
pets. Serious inquiries only. Phone 635- 
4395. 4p39 
NEW 3 Bedroom home in horseshoe. 
Split level, both floors finished, w/w cer- 
pets, 2100 sq. ft. living area, 14x28 car- 
pod, 20x25 workshop in back. Reduced 
pdce 125,000, call 635-2357. 3p39 
HOBBY FARM 10 acres. Prime agr. 
Three bedroom plus huge country 
kitchen, shop, barn, 10 rains, from Ter- 
race. $130,000.O0 aBe or trade. 638- 
1977. 3p40 
COMMERCIAL BLOCK building cw/store 
front, gas heat, washroom and 75'x200' 
lot in busy location in Thomhill. Asking 
$75,000.00.635-4332 3p41 
WANTED: 3 plus bedroom home quiet 
location. South fadng yard, Acreage or in 
BACHELOR UNIT 
Cable and utilities Included, Referenms required, 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
635-5350 You're reading this aren't you? 638. town. No agents piaase. Reply to file #12 
~;  .. ................ - rm+~+,.~q,thi~n.~;~, ..... .., ............ 3~,;.. 
"~s  LAKE+~S+O~ E'++~°CATED:IA~+: :72'' bile" Ome;  : '  . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
:/~larns'l~k~,.1/2 hour~om-Salmon~-.: MO,, .... ITI, ............. , ...................... J 
Aim. 45 rain. from Kamioops, 10 rain. 12x60 2 bedroom mobile home in Wood. | 
from Shuswap Lakes, Fully renovated land Heights Trailer Court. Includes l 
with very attractive living quarters. Show- fr dge stove, washer, dryer, storage I 
ing excellent return in an area of growth shed. Brand new N/G furnace. 635- I 
and terrific dime, e, Start the New Year on 2816. . 3p39 I 
a positive" note. Phone 1-679-8904. tin37 ~ I 
3 GREAT ALTERNATIVES TO RENT- or 1056 sq' $22,500.00-$30,500.00. 
638-1166 
ING. 3986 Mist (3 Bedrooms) $62,500, Delivered Smithers, Terrace, Bums Lake 
4685 Copper River Road (3 Bedrooms) 
$64,500. 3983 Simpson Crescent (3 Bed- 
room Mobile) $39,900. Call John Evana 
(Remax of rerraceO 638-1400. 37tin 
LARGE HOUSE For sale at Lakelse Lake 
on 1.8 acres. 3 bdr., 2 baths. Full partly 
finished basement with wood and N/G 
heat. New well. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. $135,000.00. Ph. 798- 
2256 3p39 
HOUSE For sale dose to town 3 bed. 
room, 3 washrooms. Price to sell 
$58,900.00. More information 638- 
0375. 3p39 
NEW HOUSE, split level 3 bedroom. 
!,176 sq' Thomhetght Subdivision, For 
more information 635-7497, 3p39 
Vanderhoof. Sot up pdces available on 
request. Brian 1-782.1033 or Herb 403- 
264.6122 4p41 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur- 
ing 1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 
baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
TV Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfo 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down- 
town. Fddge/stove, security entrance. 
Paved parking. On site management. 
635-7957 15tfn 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms 
,by the night or by the week, Call 635. 
5537 or 638-088~, leave message, fin30 
RETAIL SPACE available at the Houston 
Mall. Reasonable rates. For information 
please call Bert at 635-6316. Also avail. 
able is second floor office space at the 
Houston Mall. 8p38 
VERY CLEAN 3 bedroom Trailer In Pine 
Park, 3 appliances Available Feb. 1,93. 
Non.smokers, references required. 
$590.00/month, 635-2126, 3p39 
FOR RENT Immediately quiet farm Ioea. 
lion close to town. 2 Ig. unfurnished 
rooms. $300,00 ea. monthly. Private 
entrance, shared bathroom, heat, light, 
cable Induded. 635-1267, Room & Board 
considered.. 11o41 
L Cozy 2 Bedroom Starter Home I 
in Horseshoe araa. New natural ga, I 
furnace and approved wood stove, I
fenced yard with alley.•access, II 
Detached insulated garage. Four| 
appliances Included, By app01ntment I 
only. 635-5477 No Agent Please, [ 
A second home 
at beautiful Babine Lake 
from as little as $20,000. 
3, For Rent S. Misc. For Sale 
FURNISHED SUITES (kitchenettes) utili- KIRBY. SiNCE1914, Sales, Service & 
ties in'duded (damage deposit required). Supplies. Call for a free, no obligation in 
Suitable for working person or student. • home demonstration with the world class 
638-1511, 3p39 complete in home care system, Featuring 
3 BEDROOM Home, with ensuite in mas. 7 units 'in one versatile machine, Dianne 
tar bedroom laundry room, ffidge & stove Rowe, 638.1671. 3p39 
new rugs, close to town quiet area. 635. PRINCE BLAZE WOOSTOVE $150, 
5177 3p39 OBO, Single Maple Captain Bed. $100 
AVAILABLE FEB. lst/93. Furnished 0Be. Elan Skis 150 cm. Junior Bindings, 
room. Single-nonsmoker, working. Stu. size 5. $100.00 firm. 635.3850. 3p40 
dent, prefer female, Rent $290/month. WASHER and Dryer. Very good condi. 
plus $175 damage deposit, Call 635- lion. $150.00 for both, Evenings only 635. 
5716 3p40 3157. 3p41 
TRAILER For rent. 3 bedrooms, 4 appli- NEW WELDER Weight Bench Inc. 200 Ibs 
ances, N/G heat. Set up in adult secton of of weights. $250.00. 638.2069. 3p41 
Timberland. References and deposit CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
required. $600/month, 635.4070, 2p40 Huge savings, warehouse pricing cabi. 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom home with N.G. nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada, 3566 
heat, Suitable for professional couple, No Massey Dr. Pdnce George 561-2240. Fax 
pets. Available immediately. 638.6084 to 561-2250, 
view. 2p40 
APPUCATIONS are being accepted for 2 6. Wanted Misc. 
bedroom townhouse, C/W fridge/stove, IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil. 
w/w carpeting and drapes. No pets. dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Phone 635-3796, 2p40 Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
FURNISHED Basement bachelor suite Affairs Canada (804} 666.5003 to ensure 
for single working person. Private it meets current Safety Standards. The 
entrance. $375.00 ruth. plus deposit. 635. sale of non compliant products not only 
3191. 2p40 could result in a tragic acddent but also is 
: ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bed. a violation of the Hazardous Products 
room house in Thornhill, $300/month. Act. tin 
Avail. Immediately, Call 638-8580 after 6 WANTED'. One used crib in good condi. 
pm. 3p39 lion, that meets safety standards, call 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bedroom duplex in 635-4410. 
Thomhill. Non.smokers. References pre- WANTED: Skidder, 440 or 540 prefera. 
ferred, $500/month. 635-4200, 3[041 b~/. Please phone price and condition, 
Call 846.5600. 4p41 2 BEDROOM Basement suite in Horse- 
shoe, close to town, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Utilities included $425 per 7, For Rent Misc. 
month, 638-1505 after 5 p.m. 3p41 FOR RENT: APPROX. 1 acre (fenced) 
3 BEDROOM Townhouse for rent. Cen. with 2 small barns. Suitable for 1 or 2 
trally located. Hook-ups for washer/dryer, horses. $100/month. Call 635.5537 or 
No pets. for appt. to view call 635- 638-0888 30tfn 
3380. 3p41 GIANT FLEA Market. Open every Sat. 
YOUNG Professional male seeks room- and Sun. 15 table rentalsavailable. Arts 
mate. M. or F, to share ~o bedroom and crafts welcome. Heated store and 
apartment. Evenings 635-3049, lp41 10ts of parking space for table reserva. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent. Wall lions. Phone 635.6416, 2823 corner of 
to wall carpet. Electric heal, fireplace. Clark and Paquette (Thornhill). 11o41 
Available Feb, 1/93. No pets. Please call 
635-7326. lp41 
MINI STORAGE UNITS 
FURNISHED • Budget priced 
• 24-hour access 
• Port-A-Stor units also available 
635-5350 
"FORRENT 
1,400 sq. ft. Retail Space in 
the All West Center. 
wanted to share downtown apt., I 
n°n sm°_mn '  e ra=y!em e' I
umies. I
5. Misc. For Sale 
350 LOADER, New Engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 O.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft~ house boat 
lifetime aluminum, has everything & 
trailer $19,500. 82 lade 2-door auto - 
good con& $1500. 14 ft. Td.hull speed 
boat • 50 horse menk, trailer $2800. 
Clean Okanagan Camper, hyd jacks, 
$2,000. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
DISTRESS SALE. Must sell 2 Ouanset 
arch style steel buildings, Brand new. 
Never erected. One Is 40x56. Sacrilice 
prices, 1-800-465.1544. @38 
'75 OLDSMOBILE Cutlas Supreme for 
parts. Excellent motor, good Vans, good 
windshield. $300 0BO. 635-7427, 3p39 
NORMA MAY'S Telkwa will be open Sat. 
urdays 9-6 and by appointment evenings 
for the winter months. I still have some 
125th Canada quarters left, 846- 
9751. 4p39 
;? 
i I ,. 
• Situated at Granlsle, In central British Columbia. 
• Ideal for fishing, hunU~ and year-round rcermtlon. 
, Longest nat 
' Less than t~ 
, local conv~ 
, All lots fully 
.• l~andt tu  
• ~ceS from 
orla i: 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! Ask me•how. 
100% natural & safe, 100% guarantee. 
,LOts of energy. Dianna Rowe, 638-1349, 
Kitimat- Mary 632.6812. 3p39 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4)(4, 2.9 Litre 
engine with rack and canopy. Low mile- 
age. EC. Asking $8600. 635.7400 after 7 
p.m. 15tin 
1974 I.H.C. 3 ton with 16' reefer box. 
GRC, fleet maint. $3000.00 aBe. 635- 
2728 days. 6p35 
1991 AM Sonoma, AM/FM cassette, 
Excellent condition. Need cash, must sell 
fast $8500 0Be, 635.5485. 3p39 
89 FORD RANGER XLT extra cab 4 
wheel drive loaded new tires. $8500.00 
OBO 635-3324 or 635-2540. 3p39 
1988 GMC Jimmy 4 wheel drive 50,000 
km excellent running condition dean inte- 
rior AM/FM cassette, air, cruise & more! 
$13,000 phone Time Cleaners 638-2838 
or 635-6183 after 6 pm. 3p39 
MUST SELL 1988 Ford Ranger XLT Cab 
Plus. TIlt, air, cruise, AM/FM cassette 
Low kin. $85O0.00 OBO, 635-2219 eve- 
nings, 635-7288 days, 3p39 
t984 GMC Shortbox 4x4. V8, running 
boards, stereo, no rust. Excellent cond. 
$8500 OBO 635-4493. 31)40 
1989 FORD Ranger. Power brakes, anti- 
lock brakes, low mileage, excellent condi- 
tlon. $7500. Call 638-8194. 3p40 
1981 V.W. Pick.up IX. Diesel, low mile. 
age. Excellent condition. $7900.00. Bums 
Lake 1,692.3762 eve. 4p40 
1989 FULL Sized Blazer 4x4 auto, 350, 
VS, EFI, Air, P/VV, P/D. Excellent con& 
$9500 OBO. Ph. 847-2399 (In Terrace 
frequently.) 3p40 
NO GST! 1992 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
extended cab, with canopy. Fully loaded 
18,000 KM. Excellent condition. Call 638. 
os7s. 3p40 
1974 I.H.C. 3 ton with 16 ft, reefer box, 
G.R.C. Fleet maintained. $2500.00 OBO 
635-2728 Days. 31)41 
1986 FORD F250 4x4 Des(el, S.C. XLT 
Lariat. E.C. 838-8373, 3P41 
1986 SUBURBAN 4x4 3/4 ton, 350. 
Trailer pks. G.C. $10,900.00, 638- 
0309. 3P41 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
1992 25' TERRY Resort 5th wheel used 
2 weeks. Fully loaded with hitch 
$19,000.00 firm. Phone 632-3766. 3p41 
1977 WESTERN 
STAR 
- stock: 69-1 50 
• serial: KONDHRJ664505 
• model: X-S&A Contracting 
• engine: NTA-400 
- trans: fuller RTO1'2515 
-f. axle: Rockwell 12000 Ib 
- b. axle: Rockwell 
- ratio: SSHD 
-flame: W/B 235' 
• wheels: Dayton 
• tire slze: 24.5 
•susp: Henddckson - R,S, 
• equip: Knight Gravel Box 1 6'6" 
List Price ' 19 ,000 .00  
635-2292 (Days)  
635-4000 (Nights)  
13. Snowmobiles 
1989 EXCITER. New dutch and skis, 
Piped. 1 3W' cover. Too much to list. 
Phone 635-7746 after 6 pro, $5400 
0(30. 31)39 
1988 570 ~c Exciter Trail ported. PS1 
Pipe 2" paddles, ski skins, hand warmers. 
535-5014. 3p40 
1986 PHASER. Low miles on rebuilt 
motor, Ion picks and tunnel protectors, 
heated hand grips, cover. $2700. aBe. 
847-5498 after 6. 4p40 
1984 GRIZZLY 440 Polaris Dualtrack 
Iongtrack. 1500 odginal miles. Beautiful 
condition. Electdc start. Reverse, hand 
warmers, large cargo rack. Moving south. 
Sacrifice 3100. 847.3029 Paul. @40 
14. Boats & Marine 
MARINE RADAR 16 Mile Goldstar c/w 
stand $1500 as is. Call 632-4128. 31)40 
15. Machinery 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500.9 U 
D6 Cat, $9,500, JD 350 loader, $12,000, 
2-OC3 Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & 0C3 
Cat parts. 2 - 20' aluminum boats. 1-697. 
2474, 1-0697-2393. 16tfn 
SNOW PLOW Trucks. Graders, sandem, 
front snow dozers and plows. Good 
selection. Backhoes, excavators, dozers, 
loaders and dump trucks. Used bellys, 
pups, Iowbeds and new TIlt trailers. Cone 
crusher complete. 483.6791 41o38 
"+ ,+,,; +,: =- iA ..... TRAPP:  -,L- .... 8:"C~iP~'f0f$+ile ............... "~+"~.I t . = 
MCSP, MCPA, CAFC 
1969 CAMARO Convedable white exte. 
dor, md Interior, Rebuilt 327 cl, 3 spd 
auto, consul, asking for quick sale 
$7000.00 1-692-3709 eve., weekends 
Steve. 4p39 
PREFABBED W0OO Constructed utility 
sheds, garages, workshops. Also trailer 
skirting, decks fehces~ joey shacks, and 
snow roofs. D RK BAKKER, 638- 
1768,. 6p41 
1990 TOYATA Four Runner 4x4, Auto. 
42,000 km. Trailer towing package. Red, 
"flit steering AM/FM. Excellent Condition. 
18000.00. Burns Lake, 1-698-6425 
eve. @39 
1984 F-180 4x4 2 - underbody propane 
tanks. 351 4 spd. H.D, springs, good 
body. 4 Mech,, second owner. 67 k on 
motor, 195 K truck. $4700.00 Bums Lake 
1.692-3815. Home~ 1.692.7807. 4p39 
1991 Z24 Cavalier auto tran. V6 MC 
PW/PS, $12,000.00.847.5547. 3P39 
1976 TOYOTA Corolla. 7 new tires. Good 
condition. $900 ORe. Also 1990 G.F. 500 
JVC videomovie and accessories. $850 
0BO. 635-4600. 3p39 
1986 Buick Sky hawk, good condition, 
auto, p.s,, p.b., $3100 or best offer. Call: 
845-2463 evenings or days at 845. 
2944. 41>40 
1981 OLDS Cutlass aupreme; 35O; auto; 
tilt; etc.; excellent condition; $2900, or 
best offer. Also a 1979 4-door Chev 
BelAir; 350 auto; good winter tires; runs 
great; $800. Call: 845.7703 4p40 
1989 FORD AEROSTAR, 5 passenger 
NC. New tires $9,000.00 OH0, 1-624. 
5304 after 5 p,m. 3p40 
1987 PONTIAC Sunbird h/back 1 owner, 
74,000 km, serviced regularly complete 
w/summer & winter tires & rime. Excellent 
condition $6000 OBO Prince George 
After 4:30 p.m. 564-5231, 41)41 
1986 FORD XLT Lariat Explorer. R 180 
4x4 302 fuel injected; auto, many options. 
Excellent conditions. 1-692-4282. 4p41 
1988 MERCURY Topaz, auto, 4 dr, P/S, 
• P/W, air, cruise, $7500.00 OBO. 1976 
Toyota mini motorhome, Gov't checked 
$4500. aBe, 1978 CHEV 4 dr.$1500.00 
OBO. 846-5643, 4p41 
,FOR RENT 
NEWLY RENOVATED 
COMMERCIAL/SERVICE SPACE 
PRIME LOCATION NEAR CENTRE OF TOWN 
880 AND 1320 
SQUARE FOOT 
BAYS 
4800 SQUARE 
FEET 
with 3 phase poWer All with 
- 12 x 12 OH doors 
- natural gas heat 
washrooms 
urea Ltd, 
5700 
SQUARE 
FEET 
• , store front 
Registered Physiotherapist 
for Appointment. • 
Cal l  635-4756 -.: • , - .....,. . , .~. • .....-~;::. 
"~, "3E'3~313[ ][ ][ ][][ ][ X ]I[][ ][ ][ ][ ][ X ][ ][ ]['][ X XX  ZX XX ~I  Z X X X Z XX X X X X ~ X X I ]  
- . . - ? : i  - >•  . 
' -  a " I i$ 11 
, Get, a-Way I 
I Victor ia  or Vancouver  A i rpor t  I 
I Any  two nights  for $99.  I 
I I 
I or I 
I Ke lowna or Kamloops  I I . . . .  I 
I Any  two nights  rot $89.  I 
I Based (lit single or doubtc occttpaltcy. Stthjcd Io file applicahle I|lxt~s nit(I :waihthilily, I
I Must be Consecutive Nights - Valid unlil March 31F)3 J 
I 
I Enjoy fantastic skiing in Kelowna or Kam/oops or I I 
, j 9 l ,~ experience Victoria and Vancom ers unique cit} life. I 
I 
I There's omething for e~eryoneat S ay 'n Save Motor Inns I 
I CAI., I ,  1-800-663-0298 FOR RESERVATIONS I I 
I Clip this ad and present il tlllon check-i, I 
I Victtlrla 3233 MapleSttect 383-5111 / ~  ~ I 
I VancouverAIrpttrt 10551 St. EdwRrd,~ Or. 273-3311 (1 - . ~ - "'= I 
I Kelnwna 11411 Harvey Avenue 862:~'488 , ~ ~ I 
LKn=jmlimps,.= ,,. ,... J3,=25,,==C.ol==tt,tt,=.,bl.~aSt,,.=.W=csl 374_-88= T/-.' ' , '  ' i , ,= j .  ,,J 
DETOX: A safe, medically Supervised environment that • 
helps an  individual through withdrawal •from:tIle ',physioal~ 
effects of di'ugs and/or alcohol, A stay of which lasts approx- i 
Imately 7 days or longer. This is the first step of treatm'ent.+~ 
(The second step would be referral to a treatment Centreto 
deal with the behavior & issues surrounding the addiction. 
Treatment centre programs last approximately six weeks or 
more.) . . . . . . . .  
If youare of North Amedcan Aboriginal ancestrY and have •~ 
gone through detoxificatlon at a hospital or centre, of'if you-- 
knoW of anyone •who has, please contact me as soon as pos- 
sible.; I am assessing detoX services and needs from a First 
Nations perspective in the Northwest and your input Is Crucial 
to this study. If you are willing to be interviewed or would like " 
to fill out a questionnaire please • contact me atthe following 
address. ~': .." 
I would also like to hear from al! peoples who feel their input 
would be  Important to this very Important .issue. Please send 
your letter of support, suggestions and opinions to the follow:/: 
ing address, Thank you, . . . .  " "" , ~'" "':::~;"i! 
Viv e;nne Smith ' /' " • " " '  '% ' ' "  '' ~ " . .;';;k" ~ ~; 1' "~/ ~'% 
Wilp S i 'SatxwHea l ingCent re  . ' " ;.•"i; ; ;-;:::(: !,~!~; 
Needs Assessment;Coordinator .:~ - ..:; ;. ,...;: +~-;~'+ ,L; ,; ::~.;+:~.,~,~:~ 
(: i 
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15. Machit~ery 
1979 PACIEIC LOG truck, 1988 Peerless 
bailer, 12 spare tires, lots of misc. peats. 
H.plate and job for winter. 845-2241 after 
5:00 or weekends. 41)38 
CARCO GS0 Winch. Comes with control, 
pump, all cables to fit a D7 or equivalent 
:$35OO.OO Call 635.2292 or 635. 
4ooo. 3p4o 
16. F~rm Produce 
BARLEY For sale. $120.00 per ton. 
Alphalfa 1st cut hay no rain. $110.00 per 
ton. Call 690-7431. 4p38 
HAY FOR Sale. $3/bale Call 635. 
2652. 3p39 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Ad~,etise your garage sale in the 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
transmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-air Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service.Ph. 646-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
AUDIOSPACE MAN: Quality sound D.J. 
service. Available for dances, weddings 
and parties. Light show also available. 1- 
699-8426. 4IN0 
TERRA BOBCAT services: snow 
removal, earth auger, backhoe, backfill. 
ing, dean UP, sweeper, collector, level. 
ling, residential, commercial. 638-8638. 
Mobile 638-3808. 6p41 
   KID'S 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) ~;~'-~~ 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2½ to 5 
638-8890 
Do YOU Want to Lose 
Weight & Keep It Off? 
Thermojetics 
Unique Herbal Product that works 
Burns Body Fat 
Melts Inches 
Controls Appetite 
Gives Lots of Energy 
Not a Meal Replacement Plan 
100% Natural 100% Guaranteed 
Start Losing Today by Calling 
Terrace - Dianne Rowe 
~, ~ '~ 636-~34~ "~'~' ~ 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified. Phone 638. 
SAVE before 12 Noon Saturdays. 
FOUND: LADY'S gold nng at Eby and 
Loen. Ph. 635-6841 21N1 
MISSING: A pair of lady's size 8 I/2-9 
black leather dress boots. Was mistak. 
enly taken from the Baviadan Inn on Sat. 
Dec. 12,1992. A similar pair of size boots 
with an ankle strap and buckle was left 
behind. If these are yours and you have 
mine, please call Cheryl at 638- 
8359. 21)41 
• LOST: Women's watch in the Terrace 
Hotel on Weds. Jan 20/93. • 2p41 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ADORABLE Papered puppies. Westio. 
Females. ready/ate January. $500. 
Sheity Males 10om September, Tndqing 
started. $300, Priced, non.breeding. 
G~iarantees. 1 692.3403 4p39 
HYBRID Husky wolf pups for sale. Phone 
046.9049 Between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. and 
: weekends. ~ 4p39 
ONE YR old boxer female, spayed 
shots to give to a good home. 638.0874 
or 635-4600. 3p39 
PROFESSIONAL PET Grooming. We 
come to you. Small dogs/cats, large dogs. 
Apts. Price varies on size. Ph. 635.3772 
'Joanna'. . . . .  31o40 
20. Pets & Livestock 
RABBITS for sale 635.7427. 2p40 
WE HAVE registered highland cattle for 
sale. For more information please call. 1- 
694-3734 Bums Lake. 4p41 
YEARUNG CharolaJs and Red Angus 
Bulls. Deposit wit hold for spdng delivery. 
Giddings Bros. Telkwa, B.C. 846. 
5628. 4P41 
REG'D ENGLISH springer spaniels. Both 
parents champions, Health & tempera. 
ment guaranteed in writing. Excellent 
family pets $400 Pdnce George 1.564. 
7251 41)41 
KITTENS - 7wk old to give away 
(Piease~ Call 635.5477. 2p41 
21. Help Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human dghts code in 
British Columbia forbids publication of 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discrimiates against 
any person because of origin, or requires 
a job ~plicant to furnish any information 
concerning race, religion, colour, ances- 
W, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where "male' is referred 
to, please read also as 'female' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as' 
'male'. 
Electrolux needs 2 full time and 2 part 
tim personnel. Phone 635-3066 3c39 
PART time C.D.A. for busy ortho office in 
Smithers. Send resume to Dr. Steve 
Davis, Suite 203 - 575 Main St., 
Penticton, B.C, V2A 5C6 41o4O 
MOTEL MANAGERS. Modem motel in 
Cariboo requires experienced hue. 
band/wife management team. Excellent 
manager's accommodations provided. 
Send resume, references & renumeration 
required to: Box"K" Cariboo Observe, 
188 Carson Ave. Quesnel, B.C., V2J 
3H6 4P40 
EXPERIENCED Barber/Hairdresser 
wanted. Rent or lease in small, Busy 
shop located in Queen Charlotte City, on 
Queen Charlotte Islands. Great opportu- 
nity for person who wants to work, Sad. 
Due enquires only] Short-term acccmrno- 
dations can be arranged. Contact Chris. 
fine H. Rowan @ Chris's Cuts work 559. 
4777 or home 559-8415. 4p40 
LARGE INTERNATIONAL Company 
expending in this area. Needed, 3 man. 
ager trainees immediately. Send res. to 
9900 116th Ave., Grande Prairie, Alberta, 
T8V 3Y3. 2c40 
BANDS & Musidans, Anyone interested 
in playing at the R.C. Legion Br #13 in 
Terrace, Please drop off or send applica- 
~ ljS]L.t~9 th~ L.egisn: A'rT~H: Entertainment 
per evening, type of music played, person 
to contact and phone number. 2[o40 
CHRISTIAN Organization seeks self 
motivated individual for short term, part 
time employment. Send resume to 210 
Sixth St., New West Minster, B.C. V3L 
3A2 2P40 
PRINCE RUPERT Alcohol and Drag Ser. 
vices Sodety is seeking and Alcohol and 
Drug Prevention Worker to work with 
youth. The worker would serve Prince 
Rupert Secondary School and its feeder 
elementary schools. The position is for 
half-time. Duties will include working with 
the P.R.S.S. Student Services Depart- 
ment in determining the kind of preven- 
tion program that would best serve local 
students and assisting in the delivery of 
this program. 
"[he preferred qual'rfication for this pod- 
• tJon is the successful completion of a two 
year aioohol and drug diploma program. 
Related experience would be an asset. 
The suo:easful candidate must have 
excellent interpersonal skills and must be 
willing to work a flexible schedule. 
Reference c~ecks will be done. 
for more information please contact Mr. 
Vino~ Hewgill, ~ce Pdndpal at Pdnce 
Rupert Secondary School (604) 634. 
6757. 
Applications hould be submitted by Mon- 
day, February 1,1993 (noon) to: Mr. Rus- 
sell Wains, President, Pdnce Rupert Alcc- 
• hol and Drug Se~vioes Society, #481-309- 
2nd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VSJ 3"1"1. Fax: (604) 624-5245. Tele- 
phone: (604) 624.4375. lc41 
HOME-BASED/"~ ~ ,~ 
BUSINESSES ~/...at ~ ~ 
A.s r'o-P r  • Dress Making 
• Alterations Bacterloststic Water Purifiers 
ENJOY SPARKLING CLEAN WATER ON TAP., 
AT A FRACTION OF THE COST OFBOTTLED WATER 
T,,r.~=,,,.~= 1604) 635"3697 
Terrace, B.C. 
Discovery Toys ® 
I~wdop~ Tolm, Book= &Oamn F= ,Ni/~e= 
Hmte Demonl t l~ ,  Fue4,"tlmrlk CM~lo ,g~ 
O~dar=. P~,l Time & Fu111me Care=' O~po~urdle¢ VVa~MO~ 
SUSAN M, RIDLEY 
(6o4) e3..13~ 9
3 H  HOLIDAY 
HOUSEHOLD HELP 
Complete House, Child & 
Pet Sitting Services 
Maxlne Bob 
4614 Davis Ave. 638-8648 
Creative Z inens 
Custom Made BedrOom Accessories 
,~ carolyn Ann  cray 
Ph. (604)635.5181 4805 DsvlsAve. 
Fax (604) 635.9068 Terrace, B.O. VSG 1Y2 
,(• ' • Custom 
,.~/;~a Sewing 
635-1304 
Machine Ougting 
Beautiful, Fast and Inexpensive 
e 
Let Me Do Your Quilting 
Joyce Caso;so 638-8814 
Mustafa's Emporlum 
Silver & Gold Jewellery at 
Affordable Prlces 
Leather Bags - Embroidered Vests 
Olive Wood Calvlngs Nativity Sets 
Showroom st 4719 Perk Ave. 635.5218 
LIST YOUR HOME- 
BASED BUSINESS 
HERE FOR ONLY 
$5.50 PER WEEK ON 
A 13 WEEK CONTRACT 
FSr Inform=Uon On The 
TERRACE HOME BASED :BUS INESS ASSOCIAT IONS 
Meetings held on The 3rd of  each month 
Please Phone 635-9415 
21. Help Wanted 
GROWING Established delivery service 
is receiving driver applications. Applicants 
must be well groomed, dependable, njoy 
working with the public, and have a 
dependable vehicle in good condition. 
Any age over 19 welcome. Please call 
608-8398. Come growwith us! 1P41 
TRAVEL BUSINESS from homet Train. 
ing, supplies, listings, free tdps, Complete 
business $3,500. One position only for 
Terrace area. 1.800.661.9192 
(Kelowna). 2p41 
HAIRDRESSER wanted immediately. Full 
or part-time. Apply at Salon 1180, 
Smithem 847-4441. lp41 
21..Help Wanted 21. Help Wanted 
Needed by March 1st I 
an experienced Grapple Yarder I 
Operator for a new Cypress 6280 I 
for Quesnel area. All applicatlons I 
confidential. Office #992-8482 I 
Home 747-4688 I 
23. Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as given In the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1S8. Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
Exciting 
Income. 
Opportunity 
Phone 
635-3484 
23 Work Wanted 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. 
Forms, framing, siding, finishing inside or 
out, No job too small. Mike Gray. 638. 
0822 32ffll 
WORK WANTED. I will work for any Tar- 
race and area business. I am a tireless 
sales representative, I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings, I will present 
your sales or sen'ice message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
history proves I spent an average of 31/2 
days with each consumer in your market, 
I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advertising 638. 
7283. tfn 
m 
TERRACE AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY 
SERVICES SOCIETY CHOICES PROGRAM 
Require~ a Relief Program Director to co-ordinate the 
services we provide to people who are mentally challenged. 
Our services include community and residential programs. 
This position requires a highly motivated individual with 
excellent communication skills, experience in staff relations, 
negotiation and program development. 
Experience in working with people with mental challenges 
is required. The successful applicant will have a Bachelor of 
Social Wor'.-: degree or other relevant degree and or 
equivalo~t experience and training. 
Duration of position will be dependent on the length of 
incumbment's maternity leave. 
Salary will be based on qualifications and experience. 
Resumes are to be submitted to: 
Terrace and District Community Services Society 
#1 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1X6 
Attention: Mike  Beausole l l  
C los ing Date: January  31, 1993 
.. ^ HOUSEKEEPER Available Call Noreen replies, 
_ " 635-6938. 3p39 
CUSTOM CABINETS, Renovations, fin. CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~,h ,,=,.,,~,..,*., l~i~, ; , ,k t . . . . .  , e*  . . . .  I ' I lNL1 MUM JUSt registered wnn 
~'~rshal"~'~A"~ ' . . . . . . . . .  ,~ .~ Skeena Child Care Sport Program Wall 
~' . . . .  ~ . . . " . '~ '  .. . . "=Y"~ babysit in my home dose to Caledonia 
~ur~Hu~-NHP, L UOOKKeepmg Tor eman School Mon.Fd 638.1636 References 
business or self employed. Reasonable availabie ' ' 31)39 
rates. Manj 635-7474. 12p40 . . . . . . . .  - 
AUTOMOTIVE SALES CAREER 
$40,000 to $80,000 PLUS PER YEAR 
Plus Benefits and Company Vehicle 
An exalting and interesting sales career can be yours with a well- 
established Terrace business, We offer an excellent work place, 
employee benefits, including health and dental plan, group 
Insurance and company vehicle, 
During initial training we offer a guaranteed salary but then you will 
set your own wages through our rewarding commission and 
volume incentive plans. Ongoing sales and product knowledge 
training will be provided. 
Qualifications', Aggressive self starter who enjoys dealing with 
people face to face and by phone. Grade 12 education requlred 
and sales background an asset. Must be willlr~g to work Saturdays, 
some evenlngs, and invest extra tlme in training and home study. 
SEND RESI~ME IN STRICT CONFIDENCE TO: 
Sales Manage~' 
Jim icEwan Motors 
P,O. Box 940 
Terrace, B,C. 
Note', No phone calls please. Interviews will be arranged with 
suitable applicants 
II I 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER8 2 9 3 
ABBOCIATIOR 
I I Ill I II II I I IIII I I~lrll "ii 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 ¢ommunlty newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 mfillon readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT {604) 669.9222, 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$995. 5 year 100,000 kms 
warranty. Bond Mechanical 
serving B,C. for 27 years. 
Phone 7 days 8 a,m.- 8 p.m. 
(604)672-0641. Toll-free 
Mon-Frl 1.800.663-2621. 
A WtS_E CHOICE. Quality 
Rebuilt Engines. Cars and light 
trucks from $995,'5 Year, 
I00,000 Km llmlted werran- 
tles, Canada Englnee Ltd, 
580.1050 (7 days) 1-600- 
668-3570, 866-5828 (eve- 
nln~ls), 
F-250, 4X4's, Cummins Die- 
eel, Explorers, Rangers, 
Trucks. Up to $1500, ¢aeh 
rebate.'O down O,A.C. Pay- 
ments from $189/month. 
Phone Grant or Don collect 
638.9778. 
" "TRYMEI  . . . .  
David Gibson, Guaranteed 
Lowest Prices on all models 
Cars or Trucks, Sales or Leas- 
Ing, Flnenolng Available. 
TRADES WELCOME, 230- 
5262 Collect. 
BOATS 
nflatable Boats shlpped di- 
rect- Factory Warranty, Qual- 
ity Hypalonc0nstruotlon, Hard 
& soft bottom. Unbeatable (off 
season) prices, 1.800.263- 
OgO0. Access Marine, 
Duncan, B.C. Visa/ 
Mastarcard, 
BUILDiNO 8UPPLIEB 
DOORS I WINDOWSI Interior 
and exterior wood, metal and 
French Doors, wood win- 
dows, ekyllghls. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
HARDWOOD FLOORING 
"WAREHOUSE DIRECT** 
Mirage preflnlsh~d with 5 
coats polyurethsr~ , R/4" Oak, 
Maple, A~h: ~'." ~asy to 
Installlong=;~,., '~  ~ve, Tools 
andvldeo eu,~pl~'ed, 321.5677 
(Ven¢ouvel). 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
FINANCIAL FREEDOM In 
'98, Imagine your customers 
parD.heel-rig 20 CURRENT 
CD s, cassettes, AM/FM Re- 
ceiver, Video Rewlnder +Pro- 
paid Alrfare forONLY$19,96, 
Invealmant$gg5.1-800.263- 
1900 FMVC. 
Create extra Income for your- 
self, For more Information 
send S,A,B,E, to: RANI, 161. 
IO090 182nd Street, Suite 
#110, Surrey, 8.O, V3R 8X8, 
ell IIII II I I 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT FOR 8ALE MISC. 
Proven Income from auto. 
mated Video Rental Me. 
china .s, 400 Already Installed 
n national retailers. Oppor- 
unit / to own yours now. No 
;taft, No overheads, We hsvs 
=Its=. Financing available 
(604)534-6161. 
Increase earnings by $50,000 
per/year. Exlstlng business 
owners supplying services to 
the building Industry looking 
to Increase bottom line and 
cash flow. Call (604)942- 
4119. 
EDUCATION 
Train to be a "CRM" - Cerli- 
led Apartment Manager, 
~eny Jobs available. Over 
! 000 graduates now worK- 
ng, (~overnment licensed 
iome.study course, R,M,T,I. 
661.6456 or 1.800,.665-8.339. 
START A NEW CAREERI 
Learn Income Tax Prepare. 
tlon or Basic Bookkeeping. 
Tax deductible certificate 
courses. For free brochures, 
~oo 41gatlon: U&RTaxServ- 
Dee 206.1345 Pemblna 
-Ilgl Nay, Wlnnlpeg, Manl- 
obe R3T 2B6, 1-600-665. 
$14,. Also enquire about 
exclusive franchise territories. 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
School of Auctloneoring, next 
course Mar. 22-Apr. 2/93, For 
s free brochure cell (403)250. 
1281 or write to: #6, 2003 
MoKnlght Blvd., N,E,, 
Cai~ary, AB, T2E 6L2. 
LEARN THE SECRETS OF 
CHORDING ON GUITAR, 
New home study course, 
Fast, easy method, Guaran. 
teedl FREE Information, 
Write: Popular Music, Studio 
KSG), 103.1054 Ellis, 
clowns, B,G, V1Y 1ZI 1- 
800.667.0060 Extandon 770. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE of Vancouver of. 
l ets correspendsnse courses or the Certificate of Counsel- 
lag Studies to begin Fabru. 
sty 15, Forabrochure phone 
Loft-free 1.800.665-7044. 
HOW TO MASTER YOUR 
COMPUTER, New video 
course, Fast, easy method, 
For FREE Information wdta: 
Canadian Home LeamlngSye- 
tams Dept, V4, 103-1054 Bile 
St,, Kelowna, B,C. V1Y lZl, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
A NEW YEAR.,.A NEW YOU 
,.,Be debt free selling nutfl. 
tlonal products from your 
home, Let me show you how 
to earn 8.10 K, Call (604)436- 
5766. 
BUILDINGS- ROC, K-BOT. 
TOM PRICES. B.C. Factory 
Outlet. Straight-sided and 
utility models. Example: 
30X40 $5,225.; 40X60 
$7,966, Order for epdng and 
save, Pioneer Steel 1-800- 
668.5422. 
REED & SEED 
ATTENTION LIVESTOCK 
"RODUCERS - Drought ar- 
eas, Stretch, upgrade rough- 
age with dehydrated alfalfa 
pellets. Place orders Imme- 
diately to ensure• supply for 
winter. Nutritional recommen- 
dations available, Legal Al- 
falfa (403)961-3958. 
RNANCE 
GovemmentGranta& Loans, 
Billions of do,era ere made 
available to new and existing 
B.C, buelnesces. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
set your share. Call now 
(604)753-9424. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
.... SEPTICTANKS$549.001 
NEW GOVERNMENT CER- 
TIFIED plastic septic tank. 
Guaranteed to lest fi limes 
longer than concrete. Intro- 
ductoryolfer INCLUDES DIS- 
TRIBUTION BOX: Value 
$65,00. Visa 1.8OO-661- 
4473. 
PROTECT YOURSELF and 
ur children from UN- 
NTED ADVANCES with a 
Personal AttsokAlarm. PAAL 
$32 Sports PAAL $35, Call 
Chuck Collect 383.4255. 
VEL-VO-TEX: The Original 
Hair Remover Mitten. Safe, 
non-chemical, re-usable. 
Leaves leg~ ~;llky smooth. 
Available by na I: Beauty Maid 
Preducts, T. 1, Box 732, Wa- 
terloo, Ontario N2J 4C2. 
FIGHT BACKI Prevent Vehi- 
cle. Spe.ed.mea~re.ment by 
radar or laser legal..eleclronlo- 
plans $14,95 U.S. Stealth 
Technologies, 1225 E. Sun. 
set Drive, Suite 500, 
Belllngham, WA, 96226- 
3529. 
NORITAAKE CHINA SALEI 
Terdlio discounts on current 
patternst Delivered, well- 
pecked, Insured. For price list 
on your Norltake pattern - 
Alexander's "The Norltaka 
Experts". Toronto Toll-free 1- 
800.263.6696. 
+Iow TrUcks, Sanders, 
Grader with Snow Wing, 
Loaders, Dozers, Backhoes, 
Ex~vators, Lowbeds, Water 
trucks, 1213 Crusher, Com. 
~tewilh power, 1-483.6791. 
EXCELLENT TRAILERS, 
EXCELLENT PRICES. Util- 
Ity flatbed, ten to thirty feet, 
car and machinery haulers. 
Also tlltbeds, hydraulic 
dumps. Single, tandem and 
triple axles. Can deliver. 
(6__04)492-4068 Pentlcton. 
GARDENING 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,000'e of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Selection. 60 Page, photo 
filled 1992 catalogue $4, re- 
fundabte'on order, Weslern 
Water Farms, #103-2Ot20 
64th Ave., Langley, B.C. V3A 
4P7. 
HELPWANTED 
SMALL ENGINE ME- 
CHANIC: Full.time, experi- 
enced technician required for 
expanding FraserVallsy busi- 
ness. Send resume wllh sal- 
ary expectations to: Box 7200, 
c/o The Progress, 45860 
SpadlnaAve., Chilllweck, B.C. 
V2P 6H9, 
HERE'S THE CURE FOR 
THE "NO MONEY BLUES". 
Fun, Freedom and a Fabu- 
lous 45% profit can be yours 
by becoming an Independent 
Distributor selling QUALITY 
LINGERIE. Call MACHERIE 
1-800-661-3605. 
OVERSEAS POSITIONS, 
Hundreds of top paying Jobs, 
all occupations. FREE De- 
tails. Overseas Employment 
Services, Dept, CA, 1255 
Laird Blvd. Suite 208, Mount 
Royal, Quebec. H3P 2TI. 
WHOLESALE FIRM SEEKS 
2 INDIVIDUALS to display 
merchandise In established 
stores, Potential earnings 
$950-$1,600 weekly. Serl- 
cue applicants only. Ben- 
stirs, profit sharing, Training 
provided. (416)398-O919, 
(416)398-0924, 
EXTRA CASH. PPARTTIME, 
Distributors for remarkable, 
new septic tank rejuvenator. 
No competition, 100% netu- 
ral, non.to)do, BIO-PURGE, 
3156 Norlend Ave,, Burnaby, 
B.C, VSBSAS, Phons: 294- 
1140. 
MACH~ERY 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LTD. (Eat, 1972). Octane of 
good used forklifts available, 
LP, Gas, Diesel, Electric, We 
buy tool (604)533.83al, Fax: 
(604)533-4663 Eves, Terry 
Slmpeon (_604)865-1881, 
$195 :: 
$3.70 each additional word 
I I 
MOBILE HOMES 
USED MOBILES. Manufac- 
ture must clear all mobiles. 
16 units to choose from. 
Priced from $10,000. Noble 
Homes (403)447.2333. 
WINTERWORKSSPECIAL! 
Any new mobile or modular 
home ordered durlngJanu- 
arywill beequlppedwith"cen- 
tral air conditioning" ($3,000 
value) FREE of charge. We 
w~ll custom buildyour home. 
Noble Homes(403)447.2333. 
PERSONAL 
EXCITING PHOTOS- Karen, 
Sylvia and Tanya have sen- 
sational personal photos for 
sole. For discreet Info write: 
KAREN, Box 670-GB, 
Kslowna B,C. V1Y 7P4. 
Adults Only P eoeel 
STRESSED. Fear Waildng, 
Ddving alone, Super Markets, 
Mafia, Crowds? Have high 
states of anxiety or psnto? 
There Is help for you. Phone: 
Andy 1-398-5635 for auppert. 
REALESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes, Crown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Sin, F, 
Ottawa, K2C 3J1. 
NEW HOMES from $65 so/ft, 
Quality Engineered Modular 
Homes. Factory Built for your 
site, 2'X6' walls, R401220 
Insulation. Showhomes at 
DeMeo Home Sales, Surrey. 
:604)597.2181. 
8ERVlCE8 
Major ICBC motor vehicle In- 
jury dales. Joel A. Wener, 
trial lawyer for 24 years. Call 
free: 1-800-666.1138, Con- 
tlngenoy fees available. 
Simon, Wener& Adler. 
SPOR~NGOOODS 
SPORTScARDBI Rrst 100 
members reoelva rare 
Grstsky Player Of The Month 
Card plus =vds of your aport, 
value $76, Memberships 
avaltabta hOWl For more In- 
formation write to: 
Sportscards International, 
Box 225, Abbotafold, B.C. 
V2S 4N9, Telephone: 1-859. 
1100, 
I I III I I I I-"="° ll 
t 
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IV' BUY v' SELL v' RENT I /TRADE 
23. Work Wanted 24. Notices 
CINDERELLA CLEANING Services. FREE SERVICE, Help with your forms or 
Commercial and residential. We do walls, letters. Call Melissa at 635-9119 for 
dean cupboards, wash floors. 10 yrs. help, tfn 
experience, Free estimates, 638, ..... 
8398. 3p40 MAKE-UP ARTISTRY NIGHT 
JOURNEYMAN Carpenter with 15 years 
exp. with trade qualitication will do car. 
pentry work, also condo & apartment 
maintenance, Ph. 638-0136. 3p40 
I LOVE Kids! .Will babysit yours in my 
home on Scott Ave. Prefer ages 1 1/2.up, 
Call 635-3373, 3p40 
JOURNEY MAN Painter with or without 
crew available for work at winter ates. 
Also have sandblasting equipment. For 
free estimate 635.4332 . . . . . .  3[041 
LEN'S RENOVATIONS, Dnjwall, taping, 
remodel rooms, specializing in bath- 
rooms hang doors windows, painting. 
plumbing, repair jobs, free eat mates, 12 
years. 635-6198 . . . . . . . . .  3p41 
EXPERIENCED HEAVY Equipment oper. 
ator with Class 1 licence looking for work, 
Willing to train on what have you. Rick 
845-2157, ' : 4p41 
FEB. 9 IN TERRACE 
featuring Shells Billing, Toronto- 
baeed "IV make-up artist Career 
inforrnation, presented by Carol 
White, Senior Sales Director with 
Mary Kay Cosmetics. $5.00 for 
consultants, guests are free. Limited 
seating so call for further details: 
Ester Stevens 1-632-5924 
25, Business Opportunities 
RESTAURANT Equipment for sale, Call 
635-7855 or 635-3735 after 10 p.m. 3p39 
FOR SALE Established tow truck busi- 
ness. 2 - 1 ton two trucks plus all cars, 
parts, good will, Established accounts. 
$45,000,00.638-1977. 3p40 
SEAT Family restaurant, Good hus- 
bandkvife operation, Cost of equipment 
exceeds elling price. For appointment to 
Happy =,-ozn 
Ann iversary  
Mom 8= Dad 
Love Troy, Deborah, 
Charis, Stephanie, 
Dennis and Paulette 
t 
l Journeyman Carpenter 'l 
I Will do finishing, re~ovatlon~, install cablr~ts, I 
I palb, painl~ng. Also will build furniture. I 
I Pref]nlshedHardwoodFloodng I 
I' Maple, btrch; ash, oak. Av-,l~e in natural end I 
l vadous colours. {No sanding requl,,'od) Size 34 'x. I 
t 21/Z' or 31/$" : i 
I CALL 635-6277 (leave a menage) i 
II XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX: 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program can help you make 
the right choice for your child,. 
For information on choosing 
care and available options, call 
Coco ~t 638-1113. 
A free service provided by the Terrace 
Wurnen's Resource Centre and funded 
by the Minislp/of Women's Equality. =xx=xxx=xxxxxxx=x= 
24. Notices 
eral pul::;c; vide.ca, pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abodion and euthanasia. Student 
view 747.3223 4p40 :;:~ 
TRAVEL BUSINESS from home! 1:rain- 
ing, supplies, listings, free tdps. Complete ~..: 
business $3,500. One position only for i~  
Terrace area. 1-800-661-9192 
(Kelewna). 2p41 
Crissy! 
- - - - -  Love your 
• I Become An Avon | favor i te s=ster! 
I Sales Dealer NOWI  ' 
'- 2 7 . ~  " 
iFR E! I I Phone for an appointment | ~l~i ~ i :  
I Mary 635-2517 I : ~ B ~ ~ ~  : 
I (OFFER LIMITED FROMI , 
enquiries welcome. Call 635-3646.. 5tfn 26, Personals 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635-6181 and catch 
the spiritl 5tfn 
ZION B&PTI,ST~C~UR~H 
29i I~-S: ;~ p a ~si~6313~:~~336 ' 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Conscience by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847.5758; 29tfn ..,, q~BES~D~,l~:D~cing"t,Woukl you 
""~:~ lan~ fromthe" Swing era (Jitterbug 
etc ,), 50's (Jive, etc,), Country & Western 
two. and three.step, etc? If you are, 
phone 638.1534 or 635-9720, after 6. 
p.m, Come on out and try something dif. 
ferent! 2p40 
KNOW SOME in the Terrace/Kitimat rs~ 
with alcohol/drug problems: Get the', 
beeutiful tape, "Raised from the Ruins", 
Gordon and Lynda Hudson 
are happy to announce 
the engagement of their daughter 
Dawn Patricia 
to 
Stephen Ross 
i " ' "  " " , ri 
Ros~' alatl~M,~l~n Dirnbaok~ 
• ~ddlngto(ake pace n 
Campbell River 
September 18, 1993. 
Congratulations 
to Ramie & Usa LaChance 
on the birth of their daughter 
Feb. 5;,6; & 7 : 
Tracing Your Emotional 
Roots - Healing Your 
Pain With 
Dr. Gary Kalmbach • 
29. In Memorium 
WENSVOORT" ED 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF A 
DEAR SON & BROTHER WHO 
LEFT US MAY 20, 1992 
There aught o be a window, 
In the heavens up above. 
Where maybe Just one day a year, 
We could visit those we love, 
We'd shower you with love, 
And wo'd sprinkle you with tears, 
And we'd tell you how we hurt inside, 
And how we've missed you. 
But thars wishful thlnklng, 
A dream that can't come true. 
The Lord knows best, 
He gave his best, 
The day he gaveus you. 
Until we meet again. ......... 
HAPPY 32ND BIRTHDAY EDII 
Forever Loved, Forever missed by 
your Mother (Ema) and 
Sister (Crletlna) 
30. Obituaries 
Obituary 
Sheppard. 
Richard Eugene 
~assed away peacefully at home on 
January 13, 1993 at the age of 40. 
He is survived by his wife Pat, 
daughters Cheranne &Nio01e, 
father Richard, mother Marion, 
brother Roger (Florence), sisters 
Shirley (Ralph) Gatzke, Ruby (Don) 
Clifford, & Mary (Natino) Bailantoni. 
Memorial service s were held 
Monday, Jan. 18, 1993 at the 
'Alliance Church. Donations may be 
made in Ric's memory to the REM 
Lee Foundation for the CAT Scan. 
He will be sadly missed by family 
and friends. 
~ l , J ~  I DIVISION OF 
V ITAL  STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant to 
the provisions of the 'Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Gurpreet Sidhu 
ADDRESS :4712 Haugland 
CITY: Terrace, B,C, 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 1G9 
PHONE NO.: 635-4697 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME:, Sidhu 
GIVEN NAMES:, Gurpreet 
TO: 
SURNAME:, Sidhu 
GIVEN NAMES:, Nine 
DATED THiS 8th DAY OF October A.D. 
1992. 
CORRECTION:!  
The Pre-Harvest Silvicul- 
ture Prescription or 
Silviculture Prescription for 
an Area to be Logged 
(Pursuant to section 3 of 
the Silviculture Regulation) 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Meet fi'lenda of spidt through channeled 
teachings and healings by Laurel Gregg 
Msc.D. and loin others in insightful 
dlscusslone, sharingi meditations, 
UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE AND 
HEAUNG BELONGS TO ALL. 
3611 Cottonwood 635.7776 
' ~ ,. = l l l lmm~m 
MORTGAGES 
new mortgages 
arranged 
' existing mortgages 
purchased by 
peop lewhowant  ' 
to  he lp  
See Us Today 
F inanc ia l  
Serv ices  ' 
~vS~,;~. ,~,~:e 635-2826 
You'll love it! Ree/contidential. Call toll-' Taylor Danlele for Cutting Permit A, Block 
free 1-80o.528.0o70. '12p4o: born December29 19 of Timber License 
ATTRACTIVE, Youngish, 40, NO, single'~ In Victoria, BC T0971, referred t5 in the 
woman, very nlc'a, with good sense of I g 71be 13 oz , 
humour, seeks Similar male, 40-50, who i hie, enjoys convelsati0n, outdoor activities, .we!g___ : .  notice published in this paper in the Dec. 9, 1992 
dancing, music, eto, Please send photo issue and published as a 
and particulars. Reply to file #9 c/o this corrected version in the 
paper. ' ' 2p41 Dec. 16, 1992 issue, is YOUNG Adventuresome females 
required for employment opportunity, available for viewing until 
Written replies to Bo~ 1247 Houston, B.C. Jan. 28, 1993 and not as 
v0J lZO. Include phone # - will contact 
for personal interview. ' . 4p41 erroneously s ta ted  in the 
In regards to the newspaper artide In the Dec. 9, 1 992 and Dec. 16, 
January 20th issue, it seems l have come 1992 printings of the 
under fire for making an off handed 
remark toward receiving no .help from I notice. 
anyone except one brother. At the time I I~~i  i ! ii!ili" I' " w~ being interviewed, the: topic was 
organizing fund raising. Though it may: 
seem to all of those that chipped that I 
but let me reassure you, that was not the ~-'~: ;~; . . . .  ~;;.~: 
case. I am very 'giateful for all the help I ~,;~:. ~: ~:, ~ ..: ~:'.~ 
received from my family and friends and 
espedally to my one brother whom I am | • Nadeaq Technique | 
told organized everything fetus. I am' | at St. Joseph Centre | 
truly, sony fora ny hurt feelings I may 
have caused. Shirley Middleton, lp41 IDo you wish to strengthen your I 
I heart? " I 
I To limber tJp? I 
i To become supple? I 
I To rejuvenate yourself? / | Specializing in customized 
II CertifledMarie TheeSeTeacher I| | town & country scenic tours. 
I For Info, I | Beverley Greening, Owner 
I Phone 638-0901 Lynn I 
TO MY HUSBAND [ 
Though you are not here wherever I" go or whatever I do I I 
seeyour  face in my mind and ImlSsyou  so, Imlss  telling I 
your everything 'and showing you  things, I miss our eyes / 
secretly giving each other Confidence; Imlss  your touch, I 1 
miss our excitement together, I misseveryth ng we shared, I/ 
don t like missing you;, it is.a very  Cold and,lonely feeling, i 
wish that I:could bewith you right now Where the warmth of 
our love would melt the winter snows, but since I can't be 
w th yoffr ight n, ow Iwi l l  have to be content jus t  dreaming 
about whenwe I lbe together again, Ed all I' want is to tell 
you that l /ove you and that I would give my life for you, I will 
sways  stand by you and love you till the da.y God lets us be 
together again: : ' ~ ~ - " . . . . .  : . ~ " • ' * . L ' 
You'll be In mythoughts on whatwouldhave been your3.2: 
birthday, Love your wife forever, OlnaWensVoort XOXOXO 
Westar Timber Ltd. PlCe-u Ol~',,tlone Telephone (604) 567-4725 
P.O, Box 2000 Fax (604) 567-3911 
Vanderhoof, British Columbia 
Canada VOJ 3AO 
PLANERMAN/CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
Westar Timber Ltd., Plateau Operations 
located at Engen BC requires a full time pla- 
norman/certified millwnght for ourplane.r mill. 
The successful applicant should have experi, 
ence working with planers and associated: 
equipment. , , 
' i  :'~ 
All I.W.A. contract provisions apply. ,~ ,  _, 
Send resume attention: ii:: ~:~ !:,:: 
: ProduCtion Manager i, ::~ /:i;: 
P 
Vandel 
: '~  . . . . .  ~1 ~1 ~' II Irl I 
For All Your Travel Needs 
IVancouver to Australia - =1,385 cad from I
Vancouver, Vancouver to Eondon - Y~O01 
travel mustbe completed prior ,to Madch - |
3,1/93. Terrace~o vancouver on s~le rpr. "].~ I
pJqS tax, L ast..daje to purcnss~ m=.s u~eusl 
Eeprua~'~/v~t~eno =e on see air only Tor I
reoruaty rrorn-lw. I 
124 HRS. 635-6181 II 
28. Card of Thanks 
THE FAMIUES of Ric Sheppard would 
like to thank all their friends for the kind. 
ness& support shown when we lost Ric. 
We appredated the food, flowem, cards 
and the supportive attendance at Rie's 
memorial service. Special thanks to Dr, 
Redpath, Pastern Garth Fdesen & Jake 
Thiessen and the membem of the Alli. 
ance Church. We will always remem- 
ber, lp41 
WC:BiilPROi EMS?:: =: 
.. :.':'i' 3. :.;.... . . . . . . .  _ . . .:.,.::...:... . . . . .  . . . .  
- Having problems with your WCB claim? 
- You can get free, confidential advice, when a Workers' 
Adviser visits Terrace on February 11. 
- To make an appointment for a personal interview, call the 
GovemmentAgent's Office at 638-3200. 
- The interviews will be held at the B.C. Access Centre, 101- 
3220 Eby Street, Terrace. 
- For advice without an interview, contact Workers' Adviser 
office in Richmond toll-free at 1-800-663-4261. 
Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services : 
KHUTZEYMATEEN PROTECTED AREA 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS 
The Ministries of Environment, Lands & Parks 
and Forests invites your participation in 
identifying the Designated Status for the 
Khutzeymateen Protected Area. 
If you have any questions or comments, please 
attend a meeting in your area. 
Open House/Public Meetings will be held in 
the following locations: 
Men. Feb. 1 Prince Rupert - Crest Hotel 
Open House: 2:00 -5:00 pm 
Public Meeting: 7:00 -9:00 pm 
Tues. Feb. 2 Port Simpson - Recreation Hall 
Open House: 6:00 - 7:00 pm 
Public Meeting: 7:00- 9:00 pm 
Wed. Feb. 3 Metlakatla - Community Hall 
Open House: 6:00 - 7:00 pm 
Public Meeting: 7:00- 9:00 pm 
iThe~meetings,~will~,feature a:,short presenta!!on. 
!by Agency staff on the area, as well~:r~s"~'h i 
review of the proposed Interim Protection Plan. 
The floor will then by opened to a general 
Questions & Answers session to listen to any 
public comments. 
For more information, please contact BC 
Parks in Smithers at 847-7320 or BC Forest 
Service in Smithers at 847-7500, or in 
Prince Rupert at 627-0460. 
THIEF IN YOUR HOME. I 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shado~vs o f .  [ 
the basement. I 's the humming, whirring, clicking, old | 
second refrigerator. And it s robbing you of cold cash - | 
an old inefficient second fiidge can cost you up to : / 
$100 a Year t° run" ' ' /  : / 
WE'LL COMEAHO GEl IIAHO GIVEYOU $30!* / 
We can take the problem off your hands. We;lipick Up | 
your old operatingfridge (10 cu. ft. to 24 cu. ft. size) / 
free of charge, dispose of it in an environmentally safe | 
manner and send you a cool $30. | 
/ 
To registerin the Program, call the Refrigerator Buy-Back :/ 
Hot Line toll-free 1-800-663-CASH (2274). In the / 
Lower Mainlandicall 683-CASH (2274). / 
"0 
I I ' I  . . . . . . .  . . . .  ,0tic~.-:!:-:~:  ~: 
Province of Ministry of ¢ 
el t sh Columbia Fcluslu 
IHViTATIOH TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for the following Survey 
Contracts will be received no later than the 
Iollowlng dates and t im. by the Dlatrict 
Manager Kalum Forest District. 
Regen Survey, Sg3ROS.02S, Fabruary 
22, lOgS, 13:30 
Free To Grow Survey, SO3ROS.O3S, 
March lS, 1903, 13:30 
Dru|h & Weed Survey, SO3RO5.027, 
March 29~ 1093, 13:30 
Tenders will be opened in public at the time 
of closing, 
Tenders will not be considered having any 
qualifying clauses whatsoever and the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
All inquiries should be directed to Cheryl 
Morton, Forest Technician at the above 
addresa, Phone 638-3290. 
These works will be administered by the 
British Columbia Ministry of Forests, 
Provluc= or Middqf of 
Irlllak Columblu Fomls end L=nds 
Due to the Mlnl=t,'y's tendering procedure,., 
conb'actoru may be chosen from Select List= 
for both direct award end =elect Invitation 
bidding for d =llvlculture activity oontmcts, 
The Prince Rupert Region II now ulxlaUng It= 
Select List by requestJng el listed contmctom 
to relubmlt or confirm their previously 
=ubmltt~d request= end Informotlon, ond 
Inviting newly established contractor= to 
uubrdt the rece.a~y Inf~rm~ 
Oor,tractors who are Interested In being 
~ls¢ed on the let for silviculture work in the 
Prince Rupert Forest Region are advised to 
contact: 
Pdnce Rupert Forest Region 
Bag 5OOO 
Smlthera, B.C, 
VOJ 2NO 
(804) e47.75oo 
Attentlon: S~Ivlcultu;e Sectlon 
Your request MUST Indicate wl'dch districts 
end SPECIFIC silvicultural activities you ere 
Interested In, Furthermore, your request 
MUST gut the labour end capital re=ou~r,,e= at 
iour dlupoeol, Indicate qualifications, 
experience and previous contract= or 
reference=, 
nformatlon mUSt be submitted to the above 
addre=,, by Felxua~y 26,1993. 
INVITATION TO BID 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders endorsed "'Elevator - Terrace & Distrlct Credit 
Union" will be received by at the Architect's office, as noted 
below, up to 3:00 p.m. local time, Thursday, Febrary 18, 1993. 
General Contractors may obtain a set of construction 
documents from the Architect on deposit of $100.00 refunded 
only upon return of the documents in good condition within 
ten (10) days of close of tenders. 
Documents will be available for inspecUon from: • • 
Terrace Plan Room ' ' .~ 
, . / I~t imatP lanRoom i 
~:  Northern B.C. Construction Association 
Amalgamated Construction Association of B.C. 
The work essentially consists of the preparation and 
installation of an elevator at the Terrace & District Credit 
Union offices, 
The tender must be accompanied by a bid bond or certified 
cheque of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) as noted in the 
specifications, Section 01 100, Instructions to "renderers. 
The successful tenderer is' required to furnish a 50 percent 
Performance Bond within ~ourteen (14) days after noUfication 
Of award of the contract,/or the $10,000.00 certtified cheque 
noted above will be retaihed as.secudtyiuntil t0tailcompletion , 
tj ". 
The rules of the Prince George Bid Depository SHALL NOT 
APPLY. 
Royce Condie h'chitectlnc. 
#200 -3219 Eby Street 
V8G 4R3 
teli 635-7191 
contact: Royce Condie, MAIBC 
fen Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
tel: 635-7282 
contac~ Dennis Brewer 
PROVINCE OF  BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  
MIN ISTRY OF  TRANSPORTATION AND 
H IGHWAYS 
SKEENA H IGHWAYS D ISTR ICT  
ADVANCED PUBL IC  NOTICE  
LOAD RESTRICT IONS 
Pursuant to section 26 of the "Highway Act", notice is 
hereby given that load restriction may be placed, on shod 
notice in the near future, on all highways In the Skeena 
(Terrace) District, 
Restrictions will be imposed as conditions warrant. 
The restrictions will limit vehicles to 100 percent, 70 
percent, or 50 percent of legal axle loading, as allowed 
under the regulations pursuant to the Commercial 
Transport Act. 
Overweight permits will not be granted, All term overweight 
permits are invalid for the duration of the restrictions. 
The public, and trucking and transportation companies, 
should govern themselves accordingly. 
Your cooperation in adhering to the above regulation will be 
appreciated, 
J.R. NEWHOUSE 
DISTRICT HIGHWAYS MANAGER 
DATED AT TERRACE THIS 18 DAY OF JANUARY, 1993. 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
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PROVINCE OF  BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  
MIN ISTRY OF  TRANSPORTATION & H IGHWAYS 
SKEENA H IGHWAY D ISTR ICT  
ADVANCED PUBL IC  NOTICE  
H IRED EQUIPMENT 
The Ministry of Transportation & Highways would like to let the 
public know of the deadline of March 15, 1993 for the 
registration of hired equipment in the Skeena-District. The time 
between March 15 and April 1, 1993 being used to compile the 
new seniority lists for the 1993\94 fiscal year. The office will try 
to make personal Contact with Currently registered owners who 
have not yet re-registered. Letters have been sent out to all 
currently registered owners. 
Registrations received after March 15, 1993 will be recorded 
on the LATE REGISTRATION LIST, and consequently may 
not receive a share of the available work. 
If you would like to register your equipment, forms are 
available at the Skeena District Office, #300-4546 Park  
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
J.R. Newhouse, 
District Highways Manager, Skeena District\ 
additional 
time. 
income in your •spare 
' : :  ::, .:, . : : 
If you or someone, you, know is 
interested, then giVe( Us/a call 
TODAY[ 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
v '  4600.4700 Laze l le  
V' 4000.4600 Oueensway • 
Area  
v '  Thomas ,  " rweedle ,  
? ": - COoperAr~a -~°~ . . . . . . .  
: ?  ' - 
BACKUP 
CARRIERSARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
OFTHE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS;, : 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
E AL ESTAT 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
Featuring nat. gas heat & water. 
..Approx, 1,o00 sq, ft,of living space. 
Has seen some recent renovations. 
Close to all amenities, Priced to sell 
$69,900 MLS. Call Suzanne. 
YOUR OWN ESTA1E 
Great op~rlun[~' for the family who 
wants to uevelap their own home. 
Two acres of room with city 
convenience. $27,500 MLS. Call 
Doug. 
' BE YOUR OWN BOSS 
Your own convenience atom, 
laundromat and 3 bay on,rash, 
Also included is a sepm/ate house 
if or your home or for rent. For more 
details -See Derick: 
CLOSE & CONVENIENT 
JUST IN "tiME FOR SPRING Attractive family home close to 
schools & hospital. Brand new Th!s 3 bedroom split level home is 
addition includes 3 bedrooms, only 5 minutes from town.and offers 
master bath and ensuite. Large lot the best of beth worms, earn, 
with fenced back yard and new greenhouse, shed, large garden all 
garage for lhe handyman. For a this on I/2 acre. Pri~l to seet 
pdvate vie win_g call Doug- Listed at $84,500. Call Deriok now. 
$118,500 ML5 I ' WANTED I 
UNIQUE HONE IN THE I home pd...cpd In. ~e. $.90,000 • 
.,,..,...-,,.,.,e I ;110,000 wnn a aetacneo snop : 
nu,a=anv= • . . . . .  I ~orne In the homeshoe with a rental 
located on e large m in me 4800 1 suite - rural home on 10 or more 
block of the Horseshoe. ,V~L  I acres, If you are Interested In 
unique style with.mer 165o sq.. - I selling your home, please call 
3 i)eorooms, 2 oamrooms, sunken I Shell=. 
living rooms ~th fireplace, nat. gas I 
heat; attached garage, ve open 
rl~inn in main IMno arees,lYLo~ of I BUY NOW & DEVELOP LATER 
pot'-e~tTal'~ F"~ more"ufform~ion cait 133 x 100 lot on Qreig A..ve, acroes 
Dave .Asking $89,000 MLS | from the Coop. Call Sheila. 
LEA~E LAIELSE ON 
2300 sq. ft. of prime retail or office 
space available. For details call 
HORSESHOE LOCATION Shell= MLS. 
INVES~ENT FOR THE 
NATURALIST 
Enid/ nature at its finest 500 lee 
noah of Terrace. Log house, 
restaurant, 10 cabins, over 30 
campsites, tire sho~ gas pumps, 
etc on beautiful Taiogga LaKe, 
Summer and Winter resort. Call 
Shell= MLS, 
AFFORDABLE ACREAGE 
Vely.pictur~q, ue property has a lot 
to Offer iqcuoin9, sepu¢ system in 
space and an unnntshed home, Call 
Suzenne today for more info on this 
159.83 acres • Pdced to sell for 
$48,000 MLS. 
1240 sq. ft. - 14 year old home on a 
large lot in a good area of the 
Horseshoe. 3 bedrooms on the main 
floor, living room fireplace, 3 baths 
plus ensuite. Finished basement has I 
a family room as ,well as a l i  
bedroom suite. Theres a garage and 
paved drive, For more Information 
call Dave • Asking $129,900 MLS. 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS 
The ,Q.C,I. is. rapidly becoming= 
pqpul~ va~on ..spt with ~nd 
pr~,~ increasmg, llZ acre avail.ab.le 
on me ocean In Sanos~, Fuay 
~utpped restaurant with2 licens.es, 
Usted at $129,500 MLS. Call Joy mr 
more info. 
SUPER STARTER ON SOUCIE 
~mpletely renovated 2 bedroom 
ome with nat. gas bright specious 
kitchen, new dno & carpeting. Priced 
right at $72,900. Call Joy or Shell=, 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
And thepdce has been reduced on 
this 1100 sq. ft. home, This home 
has had some nice renovations 
recent. There's 2 large bedrooms, 
could ees~ be conveded back to 3. 
_Large kitchen separate family room, 
There's 2 storage sheds, uood 
garden area and lot is completely 
fenced with. chain link fencing. Fai~ 
new appdanoos - could be 
negotiable, For the asking price of 
$61,000 MLS, For more de~ls call 
Dave now, 
John Cuttle :! Joy Dover 
635-9598 '635-7070 
, . : Suzanne Gleason:: .... : 
: :638,8198)  ; : : :  
I " ] III 
THE PERFECT FAMILY HOME 
This attractive 2 story home features 
4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms 2 large 
family rooms oak ,c?binets in the 
kitchen, separate dining. 2 x u 
construction, This is a wonderful 
home for the large family. A must 
see. Call Wand= for an appointment 
to view. $154,500 MLS :~ 
R.3 LOT 
61 X 120 in the horseshoe, This 
property could be the future location 
1,or your revenue pronucmg 
owelling, Call uerick for details. 
ENJOY PRIVACY 
In Woodland Park over 5 acres to 
build your dream home. Pdced to 
sell $23,900 Call Joy or Shell= MLS. 
Dave Reynolds 
635-,1126 
• 
Doug Misfeldt . . 
638-1715 '6: 
i 
: 
DedckKennedy:  ~ : :.. WandaW,=,Iber~ Shell=Love 
'R_~!=~eln49 • - ' 635'3734 635-3004 
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Feature 
Home By 
Southside 
family 
home 
This 1266 sq. foot home 
with a full basement has 
many features to offer 
you comfort and spa- 
ciousness. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, 1 ensuite, for- 
mal dining room and fire- 
place all on the upper lev- 
el. The basement has 
laundry, rec room, games 
room, sauna with 5 
benches and an additional 
bedroom the roof was 
redone in 1992, natural 
gas furnace installed in 
1991, paved driveway 
and new double steel 
front doom. This home is 
completely fenced in 
back and is wel l  land- 
scaped. All appliances 
are included. Listed 
MLS. Make an offer! 
Call Lisa or Ralph 
Godlinski at Terrace 
Realty Ltd.,-a member of 
Royal LePage Associate 
Broker~'r:Ne~ork~ 638-  
O371 ;da~,s or 635:4950 
evenings. 
i. 
Licensed Premises 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Sen ior  C i t i zens  rece ive  
10% o f f  menu pr i ces  
(Specials exempt)• 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.. 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
located  in  
the  
St,UMS a 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
PHONE.  
635-6302 
Looking from the living room through the dining room to 
kitchen. 
Spacious living room with fireplace. 
READY FOR NEW OWNER 
Cosy 2 bedroom home, over 1160 sq. ft,, 
fan kitchen, laundry area, entry porch, 
net !nyl siding, nat, gas heat, ddlled 
well, separate shop that is wired and has 
a concrete floor, located on a 89 x 261 ft. 
lot on Crescent Drive, Asking $79,500 
MLS. 
BRIGHT & SPACIOUS 
Bright & cheerful home 5 minutes from 
town, Large lot with many varieties of fruit 
bees. Ideal home for a family with kids 
that need room to run. MLS 
• ~i" i 
INVEST IN THE FUTURE 
4700 sq. ft. presently used as a 
restaurant, Full 4700 sq. ft. basement. 
Upper floor above restaurant is 5OOO sq. 
ft. Located on Pad(Ave, MLS 
.... , ;~4yL ~'; 
':~; ~~ %":  ~? :  : ' i  " ~ *  "~ " " 
VIEW HOME 
1940 sq. ft, full basement home with 
panoramic view from the dining room, 
living room, kitchen and master bedroom. 
Many added features. MLS 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 
Brand new 3 bedroom home in quiet cul- 
de.sac on the south side. Many features 
including a jacuzzi tub, marble enW way 
and concrete patio, sidewalks and 
driveway. Asking $110,000 MLS 
NEW &AFFORDABLE 
A new 3 bedroom home in small sub- 
division south of town. Concrete patio, 
sidewalks and driveway with lawn and 
shrubs. 2 bathrooms and many added 
features. Asking $112,000 MLS 
- :  , ,~  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  _ • 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Commercial building on 4600 block 
Lakelse. Lower level currently leased, 
2600 sq. ft. main level and 1800 sq. ft. on 
the upper level. Natural gas fired hot water 
heat. Excellent holding property. •
MLS$149,500 
BOULDERWOOD TRAILER PARK 
~,o.: ";, ~:" 
HOLDING COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY 
Sound older home located in a. 
commerdal area on a 114 x 180 ft. lot with 
3 bedrooms, full basement, n. gas heat & 
hot water, located at 4628 Park Avenue, 
rented for $725 per month. Asking 
$134,500 MLS 
MODULAR HOME ON LARCH 
Immaculate 14 x 70 mobile home with an I Nicely laid out with 1188 sq. ft. of living 
addition, Some extras setting this trailer I area, 3 bedrooms, lots of closet space, 2 
rest apart from the inciude built-in additional storage areas, freshly painted, 
dishwasher, built-in china cabinet, factory new roof laundry off kitchen, fddge, stove, 
fireplace and an ensuite off the master washer and dryer included, alum num 
bedroom, listed MLS $29,500. siding. Priced $79,900 MLS 
Ron Redden Lynda Boyce 
638.1915 638-1073 
Ralph Godlinski Lisa Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski Joe Barbosa 
635-4950 635-4950 635-5754 635-5397 635-5604 
Wightman &.Smith Realty Ltd. : : 
3227Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. " ' ...... ~~t~_~__  
: ~ . r m ~ 635-6361 i.en 
!~.~ ~., ~ 4 ~ i  ~,  
. . . .  ' " ~ > ~  MOBILE LIVING STOP - CIRCLE - CALL! 
MOVE RIGHT INI! 
Don't ovedock this attractive 1235 
sq, R, family home centrally located 
in the Horseshoe. Fe.turos.natural 
gas heat, 2 gas flreplsoas end new 
~oor coverings throughout. Call 
Gordle Olson to view. Priced at 
$119,900 MLS. REDUCED! 
Locat~ dose to downtown, plus 
having 5 bedrooms, double carport, 
large sundeck, epe, dous family 
room, a separate workshop, a. 
wood firspbce, and a natural gas 
fireplace, ere just a few q~itles c I 
this home that make it ver, 
deslr~ls, Call Ted now. Asklnl 
$132,500. MLS 
SOUTHSIDE HOME 
.980 sq, ft. - 4 bedroom, 139)(156 lot 
• Full bathroom, 2~x20 shop. NG 
heat and. water. ASk Shaunce for 
more details -$97,500 MLS. 
ACREAGE - WITH 3 
BEDROOM HOME - 
REDUCED 
23 acres • ~, ,  approxlmateI'/ 15' 
acres cleared, Mostly fenced, plus a 
three bedroom well rated for home. 2 
wells, propane plus 110x12 welt 
power systems, . gardens, greei~ 
house, pasture. Conveniently Iocat~l 
with highway access. 30 milee/nort]'~ 
scenic drive, schools bus seivlce, 
Asklng $45,000. MLS Call Lauds for 
viewing. 
"$10,000" 
A 1967 Melody 12x64 mobile home 
that is quite cozy just $10,000 MLSl 
Call Ted Today, 635-5619. 
Check hut thls 14'x70',3 bedroom, 2
bathroom well maintained mobile at 
a reasonable pd~. Call Sh~unce 
for more InfOrmation. $29,900. MLS 
THE ULTIMATE 
This 3103 sq, ft. home is of quality 
finishing and comes with 5 
bedrooms, fsmily 'room, dining 
room, living room 3 bedrooms 
including a 4 plsce emuite. Fui 
basement, double garage and many 
more extras, Call Shaunce for more 
Informatlon. MLS, 
11 ACRES - 4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE i 
Developed farm with majority flat r 
land with barns outbuildings, 
fencing, Home and buildings are 
.very b~sic. Asking $33,500. MLS . 
Located on Ferry Road In 
CedarwJa. Call I.~urle for details. 
Very attrsctive well maintained 1100 
sq. ft. 4 bedroom home. Located on 
the bench featuring N/G heat, 2 
ba~s, fimily room, fenced 50x123 
lot, single detached shop. Asking 
$105,,500 MLS. 
STILL AVAILABLE ON THE 
BENCH 
Don~ miss your opportunity to pick 
up . lot with full underground 
services in a qutat location. Call 
Godls Olson for your appointment to
v~ow, Only ~I,900, Exc, 
CUTE &COZY 
IS the best w.y to describe this 
listing In the Homeshoe, This home 
THINKING OF BUILDING IN 
THE NEW YEAR 
Now is the time to secure your 
building lot to be reedy for early 
spring constzuctlon. Check out the 
selection of excellent lots avallabls 
in the new controlled Temple Street 
subdivision, C~II Gord[e Olson fOr 
more loformatlon, All lots @ $29,750 
eel MLS. 
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
Excellent building lot close to the 
downtown core, '1~ property Is 
offers 1200 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 1 spproxJm~,tely one acre In size arx:[ 
bath, N/G fireplace, 16x20 storage fronts onto Lazelle Avenue anti Park 
shed, end fenced 70x132 lot. Avenue. Zoning is R3 which will 
Located within walking distance to allow for constructJon of s25-42unlt 
schools and downtown. Asking 'ep~ment building. For more 
$87,500 MLg.- Information call Hans. MLS 
• . 7 )  
.. , , ) :  
AFFORDABLE COMFORT 
-12x68 mobile-12x28 ~dition 
• fireplace .shop 
Asking $83,500 MLS 
' NEATASAPIN 
Is this 880 sq. ft., basement hoem 
located In the Keith Estate. Well 
maintained. Three bedrooms, master 
with nursery off it. Natural gas heat. 
Rec morn. Located on • tidy 60x18 
lot close to bus atop, Cnll Jim to 
make your appolntment'to view this 
home pdced at $79,900 MLS, 
BEAM STATION 
Located on just under 100 ft. of 
lakeshore Is 1289 eq. ft., two 
bedroom home,. 3/4 basement, 
I'~dwoed floors, Flec morn. Enjoy 
the pleasure of [Mng year round on 
Lakelse Lake, Call Jim to find out 
more about this attractive home and 
property. EXCLU61VE. 
WEEKEND GETAWAY! 
Back to the b=Ic=, this 2 bedroom, 
cute end cozy cottage makes an 
excellent getaway for the weekend, 
On 10,52 acres, this Is ~, Very nice 
relaxer;on spot. Call Sl~unce fOr 
more information. $25,900 MLS, 
CHEAPER THAN RENT 
3 bedroom condo, full base~nt, I 
1/2 bathrooms, good condition, 
walking distec'e to the schools and 
downtown. Asking 1544,900. MI.$ 
Call L a u r i e . . . '  
. .~'. ,.~, . ,. ". . . . . .  ~, %3~;~'~.-~:~ ' ~ m ~  ' ~ : ~ , ~ , ~  " 
. ' ~  l ~ - ~ e ~  ~ ,  ~.w~' :~ ' . . . . . .  m ~ / , , , ~ [ ~  . , 
Gordon 01son Laurie Forbes ' Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbdnk Ted Garner John Nagy 
838.1945 / : .. 835-5382 , " 635-5739 ' ' 635-5382 : .  ' 635.5819 835-9312 
• ' " AB  ' ' I~  ~TM , I I NO QUESTION OUT 
I 
' ~ stan Parker Jim Duffy 
835,4031 ~ 635.6688 
t 
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E. ESTAT 
.Elevated canopy creates 
visual appeal. 
.Compact, economical home 
has large home appearance. 
• Living room, with fireplace, 
is enlarged by railed stair- 
case. 
• Dining room, with built-in 
china cabinet, features ac- 
cess to the covered dcck. 
.Lower level may be finished 
at a later date. 
'Covered eck increases the 
O,~eralldepth. 
:.-, .  
ff, s a crime, i 
I 
BURN 
SMART 
~i!.~d?",~.-,,i, -TO MINIMIZE AIR'"! 
::': : POLLUTION FROM' 
k~ ;YOUR WOODSTOVE: 
i dry wood in your 
i :  ~woodslove. Never 
:i !i i ~ burn green, wet, 
• ~i: ' painted or treated 
' ! '  wood including 
i ~ ~;l~ plywood, 
pressboard. 
railway ties or 
a~ ~'~ utility poles. 
I ~ ~1 Neverburn 
I ~  h°useh°ld 
garbage in.your 
~ i~ l~ woodstove or 
~--,~}~ fireplace! 
A message fron~ the 
', ~:: BRITISH COLUMBIA 
l LUNG ASSOCIATION I 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
995 SQ.' F'T. (92.4 M =) 
--e35.33   - 
Brenda Erickson .... : 
638-1721 
Dennis Ussimore 
638-8093 
Olga Power 
635-3833 
...... .~t : " i i~ i '~  
• , ,~.~ .. 
HOUSE AND SHOP 
Beautiful 6 B/FI bungalow on large 
IoL;.at~:erid: ot dead:end atnset, in 
quiet' farfilly are;:i=lose to schools. 
Has a large sundeck, greenhouse, 
screened gazebo and 18 'x  34' 
Insulated and heated . shop, 
$149,900. ML$ Call DennlB 638- 
8093, 
~ •  w l i  
Mobile home on lot at L=,kelse 
Lake. Built to stand Northern winter, 
with extra Insulation, roof support 
and triple pane windows. School 
bus route. Convenient for those 
working In Terrace or Kitimat. Call 
gigs Power 635-3833, Exc, 
$59,900. 
L: 995 SQ. FT. (92.4 M =) 
H: 39'0" (11.9 M) 
'H: 35'0" (10.7 M) 
House Plans Available Through 
Terrace 
Dotl;cenl , WEINMASTER - 
HOME DESIGN 
MEMBER OF T IM.BR-MARTS L'TO. 
3207 Munroe~ Terr.ace 
635-6273 
PLAN No. 91391 
pptio 1 
i: S- )1 / - - - '  II " "'.':-'-" . . . . . . . . .  I FUTURE 
i I i c it n . . . . . . .  :~=~ ~==, BEDROOM 
FAMILY I' ', ,~ NI ,, I . 
IL ' I  ~ l; ROOM ,:=:= . ..~l~.=J__=== ~=~ r-~===== 
 °RagIR 
22'2 x 21' 
\ 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Mass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday is your chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Blngol Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simolghets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chewon~ East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Coppenside three, Jen~ & Gold, as well as, Sybil Morven of 
Tenace, Rhode Seymour of KJtselas and Della Scodane at Nodhem Native Broadcasting, 
In New Aiyansh at the New Alyansh Co-op Store, In Kitim~t from Darelene Starr, In 
KJtimaat Village from Roberta Grant in Greenville from Hen Sampare, in GitwJnksihlkw 
from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
. . I  
SPLENDID BEACH 
Lskelse Lake Waterfront. A-frame, 
Expertly positioned on 10,30 acres, 
in secluded serenity. Format DR, 3 
BR/4 pce & 2 pce baths and 
shower off sauna, lush garden, 
large view deck. Approx. 324' 
lakefrontage, several outbuildings, 
$348,500. Verne Fergueon 635- 
3389. MLS 
ATTRACTIVE 3 B/R HOME 
only 1 yr. old. All the convenlance a 
rancher offers plus. ensuite in 
Master B/R. Jacuz.zl tub and 
shower In main bathroom. Fully 
landscaped and located on quiet 
street. MLS. Call gigs Power 635- 
3833. 
This one may be an excellent 
location for your buslnass. A one 
acre level lot In central Thorhhlll. 
Call Verne for details MLS. 
HAPPY RENTING? 
If not check this out. 2 BR starter 
home with large :lMng room,, 
country =style kitchen~.~NG,heat~and 
large sundeck. All of;i'thls .on 1/2 
acre of light Industrial and, makes 
an a~active investment for 
$79,900. Call for a private viewing. 
Diana. MLS 
I.C.U. 
are reading the ads looking for a 
home. Let me do the footwork for 
you and save you some steps, Call 
Diana anytime, Office 638-0268 
Home 635-6236, 
BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME 
On 10,64 acres, 5 rain. north of 
town, Building site already cleared, 
also has fudher development 
potential. $29,500 To view call 
i Dennis 638-8093. MLS 
• ,~ ,~ 
DUPLEX IN "rHORNI.IILL 
Great Investment. Live In one side 
With 3B/R';and ~ull basement and 
let your::r~rita]ihalf,-;~-- hetff,pay the 
payments :  'For  $129,951. 
Exclusive with Ric 635.6508. 
~ , ~'  c: • 
~ ; i  ~ =li:: 
~; .  
• ,~ i  r . 
BUNGALOW CHARM 
Friendly split entry with fireplace 
charm. Cul-de.sac site. Quiet 
street, great family area, gas heat, 
carpeting, finished basement, 
fencing, large view deck. Great for 
the.kids - backs onto playground. 
$115,000 Call Verne Ferguson 
635-3389. MLS 
160 ACRES IN ROSSWOOD. 
Mostly cleared and waiting for you 
to build on, $35,000. Call Brenda 
638-1721 MLS. 
Dave Parker" 
638-1579 
Diana Wood 
635.6236 
..". :~ .,it.; %: 
'~ :  :, d •. ::; 
Ric White  I 
635-6508 
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
I experience In. 
I dick evans., 
BE READY FOR SPRING 
Pick your new address NOW. Good 
quality subdivision with some lots to 
choose from. ($24,500 to $28,500). 
Build your own home or have a home 
built for you. Call Erlka to -~ee how you 
can have a NEW house for 1993, 
5307 Mountain Msta MLS 
I erlka pelletier 
Log Home &Acreage MLS $124,500 
BUYING OR SELLING 
Usually they go hand in hand, The 
most important decision is choosing 
the best reel estate company and a 
realtor who Is going to work hard for 
you. Contact Gordle Sheridan at 
Re/Max. Experienced, trustworthy 
and knowledgeable. 
MUST BE SEEN 
Beautiful 1 bran & den condo located 
at the Woodgreen complex. Oak 
cabinets, natural gas fireplace, builb 
in dishwasher, balcony. Currently 
rents for $650 per month. Asking 
$54,900. MLS 
Contact Gordle Sheddan 
experience in 
real estate, 4" ~. /  
gordle sheridan 
Birch- View MLS $169,900 
(• 
5328 Mountain Vista EXC $104,500 
Kroyer Rd. MLS $69,900 
I experience In 
I 1 63s'2697 i, , . /" 
I Joyce flndlay 
5017 Medeek MLS $149,900 
4640 G0ulet Ave. MLS $76,900 
. . . .  • / ,  ] '  , '[ 
4685 Copper River Rd. MLS $64,500 
i 
] experience In 
I realestate. .. ..... 
1 63B-OBe, 
I iohn evans 
I I 
5 Brms, 4.94ac MLS $114,900 
Spacious "West Coast" bungalow 
offers over 2,000 sq. ft. of family living. B 
Formal dining plus country kitchen. Lrg i 
mstr bedroom with ensuite and patio | 
door onto private balcony. To View, call | 
Steve NOW. I 
I 
BEST BUY 9.67 ACRES 
Pdvate wooded acreage with mountain 
views. Cleared building site & driveway 
completed. Only minutes from town. All 
this for only $19,900. For viewing, call 
Steve now. 
I experience In 
real estate. 
163s-0047 
I steve cook 
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Men's Recreational Hockey 
Oldtimers Division 
T~M GP W L T GF CA PTS 
Terrace Timbermen 21 14 4 3 98 69 31 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 27 12 11 4 102 105 28 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 26 11 13 2 94 89 24 
Convoy Supply '28 8 17 3 92 123 19 
Ianuary 17 
Convoy Supply 7 Riverside Auto Wranglers 2 
January 20 . . . .  
Terrace Timbermen 4 Northern Motor Inn Okies 0 
Convoy Supply 4 Rivcrsidc Auto Wranglers 3 
Cross Country 
Skiing 
KITIMAT OPEN 
Peewee Boys 
I- Kevin Thorns (K) 14:28.9 
2- Mark MacNeil (K) 16:16.9 
3- Paul Granlin (BV) 16:17.7 
Peewee Girls 
1- Letah Beck (K) 13:01.5 
Mini-Midget Boys 
1- ErikBaer (K) 13:19.6 
Mini-Midget Girls 
1- Lauren Beck (K) 14:39.0 
2- Harriet Mills (K) 16:50.8 
Midget Boys 
1- BrodyBuchfink(BV) 22:44.3 
2- lan McDonald (M) 25:17.6 
3- Chris Misener (BV) 26:34.5 
4- Andrew' Horwood (K) 26:57.9 
5- TylerBaruta (K) 46:56.3 
Midget Girls 
l- Debra Love (BV) 25:30.9 
2- Adele Thorns (K) 26:00.6 
3- Katie Mills (K) 28:47.4 
Juvenile Boys 
1- Ryan Jenks (BV) 19:47.8 
2- Dale Young (K) 25:22.8 
3- JeffWhlte ((3) 29:42.1 
Juvenile Girls 
1- Tara Moran (BV) 21:40.9 
2- Elsa Dahlie (BV) 24:45.5 
3- Ingrid Granlln (BV) 25:29.4 
4. Elizabeth Williams (BV) 26:16.1 
5. JiliSaffel ([IV) 26:19.1 
6- Jessica Tremblay (BV) 27:22.0 
7- Erica Eisenberg (K) 27:39.4 
Junior Boys 
1- Graham MaeLean (BV)25:55.7 
2- Lisa Overstall (BV) 27:41.1 
3- Greg Brown (K) 31:56.9 
4- Adam Campbell ((3) 32:39.8 
Recreational Division 
TEAM GP W L T GF GA lrrS 
27 ~8~ 5 ' 4 162 107 40 
27  14 8 5 141 135 33 
26 14 10 2 155 127 30 
27 13 12 2 139 128 28 
27 7 19 1 99 139 15 
26  6 18 2 107 167 14 
All Seasons 
Skeena Hotel 
Back Eddy Pub 
Nonn's Auto Refinishing 
Precision Builders 
Inn of thc West 
January 16 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 5 Back Eddy Pub 2 
All Seasons 6 Precision Builders 3 
January 17 
Skeena Hotel 6 hm of the West 3 
Norm s Auto Refinishing -~ : 11 Inn of the West 2 
Back Eddy Pub 9 Precision Builders 6 
January 21 
All Seasons 7 Skeena Hotel 2 
Downhi l l  Skiing (Jr. Alpine CSA Races) 
Women's Giant Slalom 
RACE 1 1st run 2nd run Total 
1- AlysonMoser (Sm) JB 1:06,62 1:06,15 2:12.77 
2- JessIeaHall (Sm) JB 1:06,51 1:06,27 2:12.78 
3- Rachel Moser (Sm) JA 1:08.84 1:08,60 2:17.78 
14- Lee.Ann Crltchley (Sh) J2 1:16,97 1:17.11 2:34.08 
19- Kristen Dediluke (Sh) 5B 1:19.75 1:24,32 2:44.07 
RACE 2 
~'- "~-~on Moser (Sm) JB 1:05.99 1:06.01 2:12.00 
2- Jessiea Hall (Sm) JB 1:07.65 1:07.30 2:14.95 
3- Rachel Moser (Sin) JA 1:08.94 1:08.68 2:17.62 
11- Lee-Ann Critchley (Sh) J2 1:17.13 1:16.57 2:33.70 
18- Kristen Dediluke (Sh) 5B 1:20.87 1:19.47 2:40,34 
Men's Giant Slalom 
RACE I 
1- Jeffrey Robinson (PG) S'R 1:00,80 1:00,19 2:00.99 
2- Chad Kinsley (PG) SR 1:02.36 1:01.94 2:04.30 
3- Brent ttoskins (Sin) 3A 1:02.75 1:02.40 2:05.15 
18- Scott Gingles (Sh) JB 1:09.15 1:08,52 2:17.61 
35- Graeme Dediluke (Sh) J2 1:16.12 1:13,62 2:29.74 
36- Isaac Hawes (Sh) J3 1:16,50 1:14,15 2:30.65 
38- Christopher Pazluk (Sh) J2 1:16,51 1:17,12 2:33.63 
41- Josh McDonald (Sh) J2 1:18,36 1:18.10 2:36.46 
42- Chaz Ware (Sh) J3 1:19.19 1:18,55 2:37.74 
45- Tom Burbee (Sh) J3 1:21,67 1:20.99 2:42.66 
47- Slmwn Kelly (Sh) J3 1:22.98 1:22,30 2:45.28 
48. Alan Trappi (Sh) J3 1:24.18 1:24.03 2:48.21 
50- Nicholas Mitzimberg (Sh) J3 2:31.51 2:20.92 4:52.43 
RACE 2 
i- Jeffrey Robinson (PG) SR 1:00187 1:00,83 2:01.70 
2- Brent Hosklns (Sm) JA 1:02.36 1:01,73 . 2:04.09 
3- Chad Kinsley (PG) SR 1:02.51 1:02.42 2:04.93 
17- Scott Gingles (Sh) JB 1:09.03 1:10,26 2:19.29 
34- Graeme Dedlluke (Sh) J2 1:15.99 1:14,99. 2:30.98 
39- Josh McDonald (Sh) J2 1:17,57 1:17.31 2:34.88 
40- Chaz Ware (Sh) J3 1:17.51 1:17.60 2:35.11 
4.2- Christopher Paziuk (Sh) J2 1:18.91 1:19.45 2:38.36 
44-Tom Burbee (Sh) J3 1:20.50 .1:19,68 2:40.18 
47- Slmwn Kelly (Sh) J3 1:22.36 1:22,24 2:44.60 
48- Alan Trappl (Sh) • J3 1:21.26 1:23,66 2:44.92 
51- Nicholas Mitzimberg (Sh) J3 1:34.86' 1:32.20 3:07.06 
(Sh = Shames; Sm = Smithers; PG = Prince George) 
5- Todd Strimbold (O) 42:13.2 
Junior Girls 
1- Donelle Murdoch (BV) 20:25.9 
5unior Men 
1- Daran Clark (BV) 28:23.2 
Masters Men 
1- Waiter;3."hqme (K) .... 21:25.3 
3- GaryB'uchflnk(BV) 22:11.4 
4- Gerry Je'nks (BV) 22:43.8 
5- Doug Campbell (13) 24:36.2 
6- Kelly Mai'sh (K') 29:39.7 
7. Matt Sluytcr (K) 34:20.3 
(Race held Jan. 9 at Onion Lake 
Ski Trails. (K~ = Kitimat; (Bv) = 
aul~ley Valley and (0) 
=Omenica. 
d 
I 
"7I ~ '~:~ 
Wednesday Night Mixed 
GP W % 
AnnetteHiren 79 51 64.6 
John Hoogo 93 60 64.5 
Bdan Mdntyre 122 72 59.0 
Ray Tank 46 27 58.7 
Malcolm Baxter 78 46 57.8 
John Groot 122 68 55.7 
Keith Norman 99 55 55.6 
Bob Bennett 89 . 48 53.9 
Clam Groot 120 62 51.7 
Frank Bowsher 115 58 50.4 
Joe Sabourln 96 48 50.0 
Joyee Bradley 81 :: 40 50.0 
Art Lorimer 122 60 49.2 
Shirley Tank - 53 26 49.1 
G'ginarRatciiffe 80  39 48.8 
TheresaDoucelte to'/ 50 - 46.7 
Betty Campbell 101 47 46.5 
Hilda Bennett 89 41 46.1 
John D0ucette 53 24 45.3 
Laurel Mclntyre 122 55 45.1 
Neal Nordstrom' 103 45 43.7 
Barb Dugdale 86 35 40.7 
Sally Ryan 115 45 39.1 
Scott 62 24 38.7 
High Points 
Frank Bow~her ...............  ............. 49 
Brian Mdntyre ................. . . ......... 47 
John Hooge .................................... 32 
Bob Bennett ......... ;., .......... ...'.....;.~. 32 
Annette Hiren..; .............................. 30 
Qare Groot .............................. . ...... 29 
Malcolm Baxter ............ .... ............. 24 
Neal Nordstrom,,., ...... ;,..... ......... 23 
John Gm0t  ,:...~...::..;.:....L; ............... 22 
Laurel Mclnty~e'.:..,....L...~..~ ........... 21 
foe Saboudn ................. ~........ ........ 19 
Art Loflmer ............................ '. ....... 14 
Sally Ryan.; .................................... 10 
Joyce Btadtey ....... ~ ...... ................... 10 
II I I 
Getting the results 
from your sport on 
to SCOREBOARD is 
easy. 
Just fax them to 638- 
8432, telephone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 
or drop them off at 
the office, 4647 
Laze.lle;,: ~ee kd ays 
between,:8~i':m..arid 
I I I  I" I I  
TERRACE 
CURL ING 
CLUB 
The TERRACE CURLING RINK and the 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION are now taking 
entries for the annual Legion Bonspiel held Jan. 
29- 31/93 at the Terrace Curling Rink. We are 
also taking entries for the 38th Annual Ladies 
V~lentines Bonspiel held Feb. 12 - 14/93, For 
rn,'.;re information phone Kevin at the Curling 
Rink 635-5583 or the Legion at 635-5823. 
' 
/ ,~~. '~ pC,::: i:;>;,~: ::: ,;~/ ~;~,,~,//--> ,~ 
/ '~  Images  by  Kar lene  ' "~ 
resents  the  Va lent ines  Day  G i f t  o f  the  Year  ' 
"A  Day  Of  Pamper ing"  
i nc ludes :  1 fac ia l ,  1 man icure ,  1 make-up ,  
• 1 shampoo._  cut ,  & s ty le  
• ~.  For  the  Spec ia l  P r i ce  o f  $80 .00  + tax  ./ 
• ~Must  be  used  as  a package  w i th in  3 months  o f  purcha~eJ  
• ,  4652 Lazelle 635 4997 
GM:IN TER Ct : : :  .... 
Darts :~ , "  : .  ~ ,  • . . : "  . 
,1:111 Minimum Trade-In 
,:::, , "  ,,.,," Plus 8111 l ,D iscount  
If your old beater can't pass the new government safety regulations, or 
its having trouble making it through this cold winter, then PUSH, 
PULL OR DRAG i t  down to McEWAN GM in Terrace and we will give 
you a Great Deal on one of our Used Cars or Trucks or on a New 1992 
Car Or Truck. 
NO TRADE'IN? NO PROBLEM! wE ~L~ DOUBLE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT* 
Example  # 1 - Wi th  A Trade  " f  
. L  
• h .o 
1989 FORD ou. P.ICE $6,995.00 
~= = ~ ~ . ~  YOUR TRADE ~ 1 ,111 .00  
OUR DISCOUNT ~ I ,  11 I.OQ 
92207-I YOU PAY O.L  $4,773.00  
! . ,41  
Example  #2 - Wi thout  A Trade  
1988 CHEV P ICE 
4X4 PICKUP YOU, CASH 
DOUBLE CASH 
V8, Auto, Full Load BALANCE TO 
92586-2 FINANCE 
i:[ uiCK, CHEV 
McEw  
$12,995.00  
$1 ,111 .00  
~I ,111 .00  
$10,773.00  
" OUt OF: 
T[!RR K,fi  
UCKS 
LIMITED •TIME OFFER ..... r ~ ~ = " . . . . . .  
:TOWN CUSTOMERS: ~ii 
PLEA ~GALLCoLLEGT-;,Ii ;~ 
94; E 635-# 
!A T .632,49  
01~i ~n~n N 
T~ 
I 
